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by Deborah Jane Beesley 
A combination of ndcropalaeontological, petrographic aiMi detailed 
structural study of classical Devonian sequences, demonstrated 
the need for major revision of the facies areas which have been 
defined for the Pyrenean basement, by previous authors. 
These facies areas are generally fault bounded so that each domain 
can be treated as a suspect terran&. Terrare restoration is hindered 
by the presence of major Alpine faults, of unknown displacement. The 
Importance of these movements is assessed in t!he light of current 
models for the Alpine evolution of the Pyrenees. Structural case 
studies, also demonstrate the Importance of thrusting in the 
development of Hercynian structures and the need to reinterpret the 
fold generations previously described in "Lbs light of this 
deformation mechanism. 
Five zaajor facies belts been recognised: A northern and 
southern pelagic shelf, aiui shelf margins, a central basin. 
These belts are bounded and in places truncated m^lor 
synaedimentary, faults which were subsequently reactivated to 
produce an Important controlling affect on both Hercynian and Alpine 
deformation. 
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CHAPTER 1: I3T50DUCTIOE 
The mala aim of this project is to elucidate tba 
environment of deposition of tha Silurian and Devonian sediments of 
the Pyrenees. The pioneer work of MIR0U8E (19G7) and BEY (1967) drew 
attention to pronounced variations in facies aind rock thicknesses 
within the late Palaeozoic ZHXi consequently the region been 
divided into a number of 'facies areas'. Correlation within these 
regions has largely been based on lithostratigraphic criteria, due 
to the lack of suitable well preserved macrofossils, especially in 
the central part of tlm Pyrenean belt. biostratigraphic 
refi^^ents have been made with the aid of conodonts, The findings of 
previous conodont workers are summarised in section 1.3. Success, 
]bas however, Iwaen largely restricted to t]he nodular limestones of 
the Upper Devonian Series. Micropalaeontological data for the 
central and northern Pyrenees is also sparse. A principle objective 
of the present wo^k therefore to supplement the existing 
biostratigraphy with new conodont information, directed specifically 
at the lower part of the sequence, and the central and northern 
parts of the Pyrenees. The results of this aspect of the work are 
described in chapter 5. 
Lateral facies variations are most pronounced early in the 
Devonian Period. At this tiims a homogeneous 'Silurian' black shale 
facies gave vKiy to lithologically varied sedimentation. C^irbonate-
dominated . sequences were deposited on horsts and dark shales in 
intervening basins, Fault-bounded margins to these basins are 
believed to have acted as loci for lead-zinc mineralisation 
section 1,4). In order to accurately Identify basin margins, 
attempts were made to date some of the dark shales, using 
palynology, so that they could be precl^y correlated with the 
limestones (dated conodonts). Ttds aspect of the project hs^^ 
however, proved unsuccessful, primarily due to the advanced state of 
carbonisation of the palynomorphs (see chapter 5). 
The Devonian carbonate sequences have also been 
investigated petrographically to establish their facies nmre 
precisely. Type sections represeni^ve of each of the main 
established facies areas were selected for this study. Where 
possible well documented and dated sections w%re used. This not only 
enabled accurate correlation, but also allowed comparison between 
the petrographic characteristics and conodonts faunas. 
Finally, structural studies in certain areas have revealed 
the presence of major early folds an^ thrusts, Serious 
misconceptions of the stratigraphy have resulted from previous 
failure to recognise these structures. Ttm examples, th^ Casamanya 
'syncline' (in Andorra) and the Val D'Aran (Spain), are described in 
chapter 2. 
1.2 Introduction to the Silurian and Devonian stratigraphy. 
rhe Palaeozoic rocks of the Pyrenees lare found in three 
distinct tectonic regions (see fig, 2.1). backbone of the chain 
is formed by a large central outcrop, the Axial Zone. To the north 
this zone is truncated by a major east-west fault system, the North 
Pyrenean Fault. Borth of this structure Palaeozoic rocks are exposed 
in inliers (th# 'Morth-Pyrenean Massifs'), surrounded by folded and 
thrust Mesozoic rocks (FISCHER, 1984). Cb the opposite side of the 
Axial Zone Palaeozoic rocks are als^ incorporated ird^ tl^ Alpine 
thrust-sheets of tlm South Pyrenean thrust belt (SOLE-SUGEANES. 
1978). 
"The 'Silurian' of Lbs Pyrenees is represented a very 
uniform development of black, carbonaceous shales. These shales 
stain t]^ fingers td^ Bn fresh aixi weather to become rusty brown, 
yellow an^ white, due to oxidation of pyrite zuKl the presence of 
sulphur, or alum. 
T]^ relative softness of the sediment causes tl^ 
'Silurian' to behave incompetently during deformation ar^ it often 
acts as a decollament horizon. It is therefore difficult to 
ascertain Uba original thickness of tl^ ; rocks of this system. 
According to Zl^URT (1979) nowhere, has a complete uninterupted 
Silurian sequence recorded. estimates of IMS SITTER (1954) 
and HARTVELT (1970), however, suggest that the 'Silurian' is never 
tlb^ i 200-250m thick. Graptolites have Indicated Llandoverian, 
Ludlovian and Venlock ages, therefore over the Pyrenees as a vdiole 
the entire Silurian System seems to be represented (ZVART, 1979). 
Details of the graptolite faunas discovered In this study are given 
in chapter 5. 
Thin black liaestones commonly occur In the 'Silurian', 
usually near the top of the sequence, some of these have proved to 
be of earliest Devonian age (BOEESMA, 1973b; DEGARDIIT & VATERLOT, 
1974). These limestones are usually nodular and contain 
orthoceratids. 
In contrast to the \Silurian' sediiaeats those of tl^ a 
Devonian System within tl^ Pyrenees sdiow jmrcMMDunced variations in 
facies and thicknesses, both across and along strike. As a result, 
KEY (1967) proposed the division of the Devonian and Lot%r 
Carboniferous strata l%^ :o four facies areas; a southern, central, 
northern and western. 11m distribution of thes# facies areas show# 
in fig. 1.1 and used in this report follows that of 10^ (1967) with 
the following ammendments from ZWAST (1979): 
1, KEY (1967) subdivided the southern facies ar^^ into four 
subfacies areas; the Sierra Fegra subfacies area, the Baliera 
subfacies area, tl^ RenanuA subfacies area arwi the Compte su^acies 
area. Since the differences between the Baliera ai^ tlwa Siera Negra 
subfacies ZLre believed to be only minor aiMi since the Eenanue 
subfacies is only fragmentarily known (BOEESMA, 1973), these three 
subfacies are grouped together under the Sierra Begra subfacies. 
2. A North-Pyrenean facies, only present in the North Pyrenean 
Massifs is distinguished, 
"The differences between these facies and subfacies are 
outlined below and illustrated by fig.1.1, The places referred to in 
Lhe following sections c#n located on t]^ B map (enclosed at tl^ 
end of this report), 
A. The Borth Pyrenean facies area. 
This facies area incorporates the sediments of th^ North 
Pyrenean Massifs. most complete best preserved Devonian 
sequence is seen in the Arize Massif, where according to KEI2EE 
(1953) the succession is as follows: 
"nodular limestone 100-120m 
Upper Devonian 
.calcslate 60-70m 
Tgrey dolomite lOO-llOm 
Kiddle Devonian j 
^tdue limestone 30-100m 
Lower Devonian grey calcslates & limestones 80-100m 
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B. The Eorthern facies area 
facies surea consists of the following units (from 
east to west): 
1. The Villefranche region. 
11^ following stratigraphy lias l%en recorded fc^ r this 
'syncline' (CAVET, 1957): 
rgr^^ nodular limestones grading into 
[aMlticolured calcareous shales 
Famennian Stage 1 
Frasnian- red nodular li:mB!stones (Grlotte) 
lowermost Famennian Stages 
Glvetian Stage (presumed) rose marble ('Villefranche Marble') 
Tgrey limestones and dolomites with 
Eifellan Stage | 
I with silicified corals (up to 400m) 
?Lower Devonian Series calcslates & thinly bedded limestone 
According to CYGAM gdL (1980), however, tiws upper ]%M-t of the 
Devonian sequence is separated from tl^ lower p^ irt of the sequence, 
a tectonic contact.The latter is, therefore, not in reality the 
stratigraphic base of the former. 
ii. The northern margin of the Aston Massif, 
Bksre sections ,&re strongly tectonised and fragmentary. 
According to ZVAET (1979) the Devonian consists mainly of calcslates 
vrLth some sandy layers, llie calcslates ar^ ; frequently intercalated 
with limestones, which may attain thicknesses of several hundreds of 
metres, In which cas# they imy correspond In age to the massive 
limestones typical of tl^ Middle Devonian Series of 'Lbe Forth 
Pyrenean facies area. Modular limestones of Upper Devonian age occur 
only near Lordat. 
REYMOND & VEYAFT (1980) suggested that the Devonian 
succession of the area to the east of this is composed of two 
heterotropic groups, tAic^ zure tectonlcally juxtaposed in the 
Villefranche region), Th^ lower, autoc^honous group consists 
primarily of limestones and slates and is believed to be of Lower 
and Kiddle Devonian age. The upper, alloc^honous group is dominated 
carbonates ai^ Includes dolomites, red and white marbles and 
bioclastic limestones which range from Emsian to Upper Famennian in 
a%e. 
ill. The Salat area. 
This area was originally mapped by ZAM)VLIET (1960) who 
described a series of 30-160m thick blue, or brown-grey limestones 
alternating i^ ith ckirk grey and blue slates, followed Upper 
Devonian nodular limestones. More recently (1977) resolved 
this succession into the following sequence: 
STAGES LITHOLOGIES 
(Famennian) Tgriotte limestone 
SERIES 
Upper Devonian 
TMiddle 
Devonian 
green & purple calcschlsts and schists 
saccaroidal dolomite 
calcschlsts 
blue limestone 
green schists with tentaculitlck :rilobites 
Lower 
Devonian 
(EnBlan) Crespies limestone 
schists with tentaculltids & trllobites 
(Slegenian) Cour Vic limestone 
(Gedinnian) alternations of ischlsts limestones & 
sandstones 
In tl^ southern of this region, a black limestone 
intercalated with ckirk schists, previously attributed an Ordovlcian 
age, has been dated as Siegenian to Emsian in age (DONMOT 
eial, 1982). 
North of tl^ Couflens fault (see fig. 2,7) the succession 
is less complex and shows close similarities with the North Pyrenean 
facies (ZVART, 1979). 
iv. South of the Barousse Massif. 
In the area of the river Pique (see fig. 1.1) DESTOXBES 
(1953) established the following Devonian succession: 
(Upper Famennian Stage) grlotte limestones 40m 
Upper 
Devonian Series 
slates & multicoloured calcslates 
with some limestones & 
dolomites 100-200m 
Middle 
Devonian Series 
*blue-grey shales with an Eifellan 
trllobite fauna 
Tcrlnoid limestones 30-50m 
Lower 
Devonian Series 
blue-grey calcareous shales with 
some limestones 80-150m 
.black shales 15-20m 
Some authors le.R. g BOERSMA, 1973) place the Eifelian shales below 
the crlnoid limestones, to which they attribute a Middle Devonian 
age. However dating of the crinoid limestones at Signac, as Lower 
Devonian, and the base of the milticoloured calcslates with 
linestones, Givetian (BOUQUET & STOPPEL, 1975) supports the 
succession of DE8T0EBES (1953), 
C. The Central facles area. 
Correlation of this facles area with the others has been 
severely hampered by the lack of biostratigraphic data, intense 
deformation and a markedly different facies (development, The nodular 
limestones and calcslates, typical of th^ Upper Devonian Series of 
other areas, are largely replaced by an exceptlcmally thick sequence 
of sandstones and slates, Intercalated by some limestones (dated by 
KEYLAT07 & 8T0PEL, 1969). 
South of the Col de Peyresourde (see fig. 1.1), CLIF 
(1959) assigned the following units to the Devonian System: 
^nodular limestone (50m approx,) 
Upper 
Devonian Series 
(lower Frasnian Stage? 
sandstones & slates Interc^ated with 
some limestones (700m approx.) 
granges 
?Middle 
Devonian Series 
Lower 
Devonian 
Series 
limestone Ccalcaire de 
de Palenque') 
fdark arenaceous slates limestone 
Tdark arenaceous slates 
limestone intercalated with 
thinly bedded quartzlte 
dark arenaceous slates 
limestone Intercalated with 
thinly bedded quartzlte 
dark arenaceous slates 
limestone interbedded with 
thinly bedded quartzlte 
He recorded a total thickness of about 1700m for the Devonian stratz 
of this area. 
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Further east in the Val D'Aran (see fig 1,1) KLEINSKEIDE 
( recorded a much thinner sequence : 
thin green slate 
Las Bordas Sandstones graded sandstones 200m 
non-graded sandstones 
quartzite 
sandstones and slates 
blue & black slates with 
thin limestone layers 
limestones with sooe chert suMi sandstone 
intercalations near the base and some 100m 
sandstone intercalatlonsnear the top, 
Tlua Val D'Aran is often described as a separate sub-facies of th^ 
Central facies area. Palaeontological (k^ :a is vei^/ scarce for tke 
\%%1 D'Aran, however tl^ Las Bordas Sandstones, which are usually 
correlated bdth tl^ i Upper Devonian sandstone sequence to tl^ west, 
been dated as Givetian to Lower Frasnlan CYGAM (1973). 
evidence frcm mapping and tl# discovery of a conodont fauna during 
this study has shown the lower part of KLEIMIEDES'S section to be 
incorrect in terms of age. 
D. The Southern facies area. 
The biostratigraphy of this area has been documented in 
detail BOERSXA (1973b). His lithostratigraphic and 
chronostratigraphic correlations are given in fig. 1,2, According 
to BOESSKA (1973) the total thickness of the Devonian succession Is 
about 500-600m in t]^ 2 Sierra Begra sub-facies area, whereas it is 
only 250m in the Compte sub-facies area. This difference in 
thickness is largely accounted for by the variations of the 
lowermost two formations, the Rueda and the BasibA. These formations 
consist of 100-200m of slates tdJbh limestone intercalations 
approximately 100m of massive limestone, respectively, in the Sierra 
Qegra sub-facies. In tl^ Compte sub-fades, however, these 
formations are replaced by no more than aproximately 50m of pure and 
more marly limestones, in which a lithologlcal boundary between the 
formations usually can not be distinguished. BOEESKA (1973b) 
suggested tkat a hiatus existed during the Selgenlan Stage in this 
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sub-facies area, on the basis of a gap in ttus coaodoat record amj. 
"Lbs presence of synsedimentary limestone breccias, Higher up the 
succession, the Fonchanina Formation of the Sierra I^ sgp-a sub-facles, 
which consists of shales with seme limestone intercalations, is not 
represented in the Compte sub-facles. H&RTVELT (1970) suggested that 
the Fonchanina Formation wedges out, however (1973b) 
suggests that It grades i:&to tt^ greyish calcareous shales aixl 
limestones of the lov/ermost part of the VI1 lech Formation in the 
Compte sub-facles. Nodular limestones were deposited during t]^ 
Givetlan and Upper Devonian interval throughout the Southern facies 
area. In the Sierra Negra area these are normally interbedded with 
calcareous shales. 
E. The Western facies area. 
Devonian succession of this area was described 
KIEOUSE (1966) wh^ recognised four regions vd^ :h a partially 
different facies development; a northern, central, southern aixi 
south-western region. Vork on the spanlsh side of the border was 
undertaken by van LITH (1965), VEFSIBK (1962), LIFGEF (1960) and 
SCVARTZ (1962), from east to west, respectively. 
Lower Devonian rocks of this facies area consist 
mainly of shales, sandy shales and s^ gme sandy limestones. 
Limestones of considerable thickness are believed to occur only in 
the south-eastern region. Tlie Lower Devonian succession attains a 
thickness of 700-800m and usually grades up into that of the Middle 
Devonian via an alternation of marly limestones and calcareous 
shales, the 'couches de passage a I'Elfellan' of XIEOUSE (1966). 
the exception of t]^ central region, the Middle 
Devonian succession consists of massive limestones which are 
generally rich in corals and stromatoporoids, and laay contain small 
bioherms. These limestones attain a thickness of over 400m in the 
south. In the central region thinly layered limestones which extend 
locally into the Lower Frasnlan Stage (KRYLATOV & STOPEL, 1971), are 
seen. 
"Ths thinly layered limestones of t^ he central region are 
overlain a sequence of sandstones (500m thick), tl^ 'Serie de 
Sla'. This was mistakenly placed in tb^ Upper Carboniferous Series 
by MIEOnSE (1966). Dating by KRYLATOV & STOPPEL (1971) 1%^ proved 
these turbidites to be of Frasnian age. Bocks of Frasnian age appear 
to be absent in the south-west and possibly in the north as well. 
Elsewhere Middle Devonian limestones are overlain thinly bedded 
calcareous sandstones ai^ shales (with some limestone 
intercalations), which a maximum thickness of around 400m. 
KIROUSSE (19GG) suggested a Frasnian and lower Famennlan age for 
these sediments. 
These clastic sequences are overlain Upper Famennlan 
griottes or limestones, normally no more than 50m thick. In the 
south-west, south of Garvanie and locally in tbe north 
representatives of the Upper Famennlan Stage are absent. 
1.3 Previous conodont work in the Pyrenees. 
The localities from which conodonts have txaen recorded are 
shown on the enclosed map. They are numbered according to the 
superscripts in the following text. The findings of previous 
conodont workers, in each of the facles outlined above, are 
summarised below. The stages, major boundaries and zonal scheme 
proposed for tha Devonian System by HOUSE ei cLL (1977) Is shotm In 
fig. 1.3. 
A. The Forth Pyrenean facles area. 
Famennian conodonts have been recovered from th# 
St. Barthelemy' 1967) and Arize^ (BAEOUQUERE, 1968 and 
CYGA#, 1973, 1973) massifs, principally from the griotte limestones. 
CYGAF (1979) documented: Zone conodonts from the griotte 
and overlying greyish white nodular limestones, rejifer Zone 
conodonts from fine grained blue-grey nodular limestones, and 
costatus Zone conodonts from fine grained grey-white limestones, He 
also dated white limestones immediately l%low th^ chert bearing 
horizon as lowermost Carboniferous in age. 
B. The Northern facles area. 
In the eastern Pyrenees BUCEROITENEE (1979) recovered 
Emsian and Frasnian conodonts from the Vlllefranche region^ and 
Upper Famennian conodonts from i&ear Merlal* to the north-west. 
CYGA#, FERRET & RAYMOND (1978) also recovered conodonts from the 
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Villefrancke "syncline"- aim they proposed tha existence of two 
tectonically juxtaposed, hetarotropic, Devonian sequences. This was 
based on the recognition of the Zcriodus Zone in each of 
these sequences. Conodonts of Gedlnnlan an^ Givetian to Upper 
Famennlan age were recorded from the 'Casse Thulr' sequence, near 
Asperess, by CYGAF & EAYMOBD (1979). 
Near Lordats, CYGAF (1970) recovei^;d Famennlan faunas 
(ranging from crepida Zoi^ to costatus in age), These tmre 
recovered from a sequence consisting of grlotte and nodular 
limestones, overlain by pink and then thick bedded blue-grey 
limestones. 
In the Salat area? Lower Devonian faunas have Ibzen 
recovered from thinly bedded sandy limestones (Gedinnian Stage) and 
blue-grey crlnoldal limestones (Siegenlan and Emslan stages) lyf 
DOKKABGET (1977) DOBBOT gdl &1 (1982). TThe latter als^ dated a 
black limestone intercalated with c^ r^k schists (previously 
attributed an Upper Ordoviclan age) as Siegenian to Emsian in age, 
in the southern part of this region^. Fear Pont de la Taule^ CYGA# 
(1979) found Famennlan conodonts In grlotte limestones. 
The area south of the Barousse massif"^ has been 
investigated extensively by BOUQUET & STOPPED (1975) and CYGAE 
(1979). Lotwar Devonian faunas only been recovered from the 
Signac sectlonT^ (BOUQUET & STOPPEL, 1975), vAwsre thin bedded grey-
black limestones were dated as of Siegenlan age and thin bedded grey 
crinoldal limestones were dated as Emsian in age. The latter authors 
also recognised Givetian and Frasnian faunas (varcus to asyametricus 
zones) in thin bedded argillaceous limestone aiwl more massive grey 
limestone. (1979) als^ dated thin bedded, fii^ grained 
limestones as of Frasnian age (asymnetricus to g-jg-as zones), in the 
Arreau area*?. "Tbs griotte limestones of this region have been dated 
as earVy Famennian in age (crepjda and rjioJBbojdea zones) by BOUQUET 
& STOPPEL (1975), CYGAF (1979) and CUBAYFES (1972). These are 
overlain blue-grey limestones, which are sometimes dolomitised 
and recrystallised and may be weakly nodular. From these, 
to styrjacus zoi# faunas ha\^ been extracted (BOUQUET & STOPPEL, 
1975 and CYGAB, 1979). 
C. The Central facles area. 
Frasnlan conodonts lusve Ibeen recovered from the 'Agudes-
lie Pales series', iii the region of Germ^^ (ERYLATOV & 8T0PPEL 
1968,1969). THbe faunas iwsre recorded from thin limestones 
interbedded with tha shales ai^ i sandstones of this series. This 
series is correlated vdth tlMS sandy 'Series cka Sia' of tlm Western 
facles area (KEYLATOV & STOPPEL, 1971). Tl# eastern equivalent, the 
I^ is Bordas Sandstones, of the VaJ D'Aran'*, yielded a Givetian 
lower Frasnian fauna to CYGAF (1973). 
In the south-western part of this facies area, van LITH 
(1968) recorded Famennian (veijfer Zone) conodonts from griotte 
limestones south-east of GavarnieTs. 
D. The Southern facies area. 
The earliest conodont work in this area was that of 
ZIEGLER (1959) who described Famennian faunas from Compte'^ (Rio 
Nbguera Pallaresa) and Isobelli? (Rio Segre). 
Gedinnian faunas l^en recorded from the Rio Bbguera 
Pallaresa'8 (VALLISER, 1964), tJ&e Rio Valira^^ in Andorra 
(HARTVELT, 1970) auui the region of Benasquezi (DEGARDIB & VATERLOT, 
1974; GjL (LL, 1976; DEGARDIN, 197g). These faunas were 
principally recovered from black limestones previously attributed to 
the Silurian System. 
BUCHROITHNER (1978) reported Slegenian and Smsian 
conodonts from rmar Llesuy^z at Sahun^s, BUCRROITHBER (1978) 
also described Givetian and Frasnian faunas from Sahun^s and 
Fogonellaz* defined the of tlwa different formations 
comprising the Southern facies area (see fig. 1.4). 
The iKMst comprehensive work, in this facles area, ]^ %s 
however, been th^^ of BOERSKA (197^^26. Tbe ranges of tl^ sections 
sampled by him are given in fig. 1.5 and the correlations he made on 
the basis of these findings are Illustrated in fig. 1.2, 
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Fig. 1.4 A chronostratigraphic correlation of the ForsMt-
Southern facfes area. BUCHROITHNER (1Q7A) 
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Fig- 1-5 Age ranRSa of the conodont faunas recovered from 
E. The Western facies area. 
MIROUSE (19G2) reported, a number of Kiddle ai^ Upper 
Devonian microfaunas frcm tl^ region between the Gave d'Aspe^G 
the Gave d'Ossau^^. Subsequent finds in this facies area have been 
largely restricted to this ag^ range, Emsian conodonts were however 
reported from a section at Pic de la Gradillerez® by PEBRET (1G76). 
JOSEPH (1974) recorded Couvinian aiKi Givetian conodonts 
from reef and associated facies at Pic d'EstrAzArezs, in tt^ t 
southern region, Furthermore, he redated the; limestones of Pic 
de la Canau^o (near Gavarnie), previously attributed to th^ ; 
Cretaceous System, as Middle Devonlan-Frasnian in ag^^ 
In the central region, conodonts :recovered from the 
Sagette-Artouste region^' by KEYLATOV & STOPPEL (1971) led them to 
attribute the Sia Series, in part , to the Frasnlan. Subsequently 
PEEEET eji ai_ (1979) dated the 'rubanAs' limestone at the base of 
this formation as Middle Frasnlan, at Pic Larrue^z, 
FERRET (1974) established a relatively complete zonation 
of the transitional facies between the Famennlan ai^ i the #amurian 
successions, in the Upper Ossau Valley^^. She was then able to 
document the Dlnantian transgression In the western Pyrenees (1976), 
1.4 Palaeozoic lead-zinc mineralisation in the Pyrenees, 
T]^ Lead-Zinc mineralisation of bhe central Pyrenees vms 
reviewed POUIT (1978). Ha classified these deposits as 
sedimentary hydrothermal, as they usually show a distal link with 
volcanlsm, but a proximal association with synsedimentary faults. He 
noted the following features common to the various types of deposit: 
a) display tl^ same mineral facies, despite being 
found In a variety of lithological units (see below). 
b) The Zn/Fb ratio is always In the region of 4 and with 
few exceptions there Is little or nc copper. 
c) The mineralisation is usually concordant tmt sometimes 
discordant. It does not appear to have txaen significantly 
mobilised during subsequent metamorphlsm. 
POniT (1978) described three distinct enviroments for 'Ordovlclan' 
examples of this mineralisation: 
1, Directly associated with Ordoviclan lavas, as at 
Plerrefitte. Iksre mineralisation of diverse morphologies 
(e.g. veins, stockworks, disseminations and concordant beds) is 
found, principally in basic pillow lavas. "These lavas followed an 
initial phase of suzid volcanism (rhyolites) cu&d were accompanied by 
a play of faults, 
2. Associated with volcaniclastic deposits, as at Pale de 
Rase. In this type of deposit the mineralisation is located at the 
borders of fault-bounded basins. It is dondr^^^y stratiform 
overlies conglomerates with volcanoclastic cUsposits. The mineralised 
horizon diminishes away from the fault zone as It grades into thin 
ribbons interstratified: with first sandstones ai^ then black silts 
with calcschists. 
3. At limestone shale interfaces, usually associated with 
tuff horizons e.g. Bentaillou. At Bentaillou a thick carbonate 
build-up (probably a reef edifice) occu^ed on a fault-bounded block. 
Massive white crinoidal limestone overlies a black pyritic 
limestone, which contains some tuff horizons ai^ passes laterally 
into black tuffaceous siltstones ('schistes pseudo carbures'). The 
mineralisation occur either discordant masses (within the 
white limestone or at t]^ contact between it and the underlying 
'schistes pseudo carburAs) or as (at the top of the 
limestones). These deposits always occur close to tl^ fault-bounded 
margins of the limestone horsts and the intervening limestones are 
sterile. 
Examples of lead-zinc mlneralistion in Devonian rocks, are 
much less well understood. This is primarily due to very tight 
folding ranid facies variations, making it much more difficult 
to reconstruct the palaeogeography. POUlT^^ however suggested t]%at 
of t]bs major ore bodies show close analogies with Bentaillou. 
facies developed in the late 'Silurian' and early Devonian 
Interval and th^ prevalence of synsedimentary faults appears to 
conducive to this type of mineralisation, The link with volcanism, 
is however, nmch im]re tenuous than in tlbe Ordoviclan examples, At 
Carboire (where th^ mineralised horizons have recently t«en proved 
to be of Slegenian to Emsian age by DONBOT ei &1, 1982) no 
tuffaceous horizons have been recognised. 
T" / -at day ge . - of the Pyrenees is the re 7' .f a 
long and tectonic history. The Palaeozoic ter _ - of 
interest to this study re it soall remnants of a Hercynian belt, 
3ive been incorpei into an Alpine mountain chain. Any 
. . . to reconstruct the original disposition of these crustal 
must therefore consider, not only the effects of tl^ 
Rercynian deformation but also the Alpine orogeny. 
The Pyrenees is an unusual tectonic belt as it is bordered 
both north and south by a deformed foreland and foreland basin. The 
main structural zones (see fig. 2.1; are, from north to south : 
a) The Northern Folded Foreland; open folds affect a thick Mesozoic 
and Tertiary sequence. 
b) The 3brth Pyrenean Zone, consisting of northward thrust Mesozoic 
: , sometimes incorporating Palaeozic basement (the "satellite 
fs"). 
c) A large central Palaeozoic outcrop, the Axial Zone, bounded to 
the north by the Eorth Pyrenean Fault (see below) and to the 
by the Eogueras Zone. 
d) A broad South Pyrenean Zone - . by sou . _ d directed nappes 
of XesGzoic _ with . forela__ __slns. 
e) The Foldu* gently folded . ' c and 
#orth Pyrenean Fault, first rec( - : 
played a very important role in t % _ 
chc"* -- strip of 7 _ '-. 
_ sm ' " Z see . _ - . 
_ - - (A: --- i d. . - - --^1- _ 
lolite -s, - - ^ L'_ _ 
& tep ill - 7^^ - - : 
een 
'7 } - ' ' irmore paT ': 
of Triassic red beds have shown &n abrupt change fro% 
characteristically European to Iberian palaeo-pole directions, 
acczoss this lineament ^SCHOTT. 1983). The %brth Pvrenean Fault 
Post-tectonic sediments [ | 
Folded foreland 
Detached masses 
Alpine internal metamorphic zone , -
Palaeozoic massifs 
Cf n (a b u'an 
M n t s 
(based on 80LE-SUGRAFES 1978 CHOUKROUNE 1972) 
A Q U I T A\N E 
B A S I N 
one 
<North Py r enean 
F a u l t 
Z o n e / W 
Folde 
E B R O 
B A S I N 
0 J 0 0 w 
i 
5'jtuze between the j^ uropear. an: 
It is . irst ccnslder the 
I, 
)f i 
intrinsic effect 
ncation of Ibe . and 
5 (believed to have - i p ' E a 
.  . \ ./ . - . , crust of the j&ay of Biscay. He was 
: _ — .1.1. e - :hat this region of oceanic crust 
as the result of . ^  tation of the Iberian _ ; with 
- to - pean uujerous palaeomagnetic s -i (eg-
& 1971) -.bsequently produced a ^ 
. ' _ In favour of an a . vise rotation of the Iberian 
while r^ropea: emained stationary. 
The r in " is rotation achieved its 
effect on ' . '"yrenean zone has been the matter of seine debate. 
CAREY envl _.2iple scissor-like zotion, J'' a pole of 
re . at the -- rn .f the present chain fig. 2.2a.:'. 
In:' . work on : % ic . . " patterns within the 
fan-like pattern ' ._h appe^.- to support this iK: -
19( , ir ref . its to this pattern, however, 
moi _ eic picture (VILLIAE3 & KcKEfTZIE, 1971). / 
PE''_'''yy'' 1978) suggested a similar type of motion, with r . of 
rof crth-west of Brittany (see fig. 2,2b'. He & - f ted 
oblique subductlon along tl^ North Pyrenean fault, acconc_. by 
major sinistral wrench faults (such as the Catalogne Bigorre 
faults, fig. 2.2b) 
LE I .. .. .. . . ..I, e±_ aJL 1971) suggested that the pole of 
_ Lon was i _ ind that the moven-ent had been achieved by 
_ of _ strike-slip along th^ #orth Fyrenean 
fig. ' el is generally ed by a ccnsen 
rs (e.g. _ ' ' ' _ 1973; K' ROGER 1977; 
Nevert: - _.l.. ' ' that antecs 
__ . lines can be - - - _al zone and t 
Fault, without eviden__ _J ._.e 1 .. -ds of kiloz. 
- . bir latter - . C sou. -
B 
C A R E Y ( 1 9 5 8 ) 
+ pole of rotation 
P E Y B E R N E S (1978) 
N 
4 
io.i\ 
Fi Bigorre Fault 
F: CAvennes to Lucbon-Garvarnie Fault 
Fg Catalan Fault 
Fig. 2.2 Models involving the simple Rotat-
opening of the Bay of Biscay. 
LE P I C H O N et a l (1970)^ 
+ pole of rotation 
FISCHER (1964) 
<'S' 
Fig, 2.3 
. _ . a by various 
"5 03 _ 
.__-zavure-low pressure iKH^^orphiss (see 
sectior 
b) Ul subhorizontal mineral elongations in 
associr - v.jnites. 
c) Lherzolite bodies, emplaced at 90-100 %. A. restricted 
to the fault-zone. 
d) "Pull-apart" type basins along the #orth Pyrenean Zone, 
developed during the Kimmeridgian to Albian Stages-
e) The fault-zone is often a synclinal structure in which 
the mylonites occur on and have been transposed froz: the 
liobs. Minor structures on the li:d3s demonstrate their 
relationship to strike-slip movement. 
f) Local areas of compression and extensicn are seen on 
right .. . left stepping bends of the main fault 
respect 
g) Incremental moveaents of Iberia predicted by detailed 
analysis of magnetic stripes in th^ Bay of Biscay and to 
the west, 
h) Finally the models of CAREY (1958) and PEYB 
imply that the main compression in the Pyrer . ^ . 
during the Mesozoic Era, whereas it can be demons. j 
be of Tertiary age (see section 2,3) 
WILLI.' '1) doc -d the change from a ridge-transform system 
to R '1 - ridge - 7 -m in the Kid-Atlantic, during the Mid 
Cri - FISCHER ' ') therefore proposed a two-stage model for 
the wpeuj-iig of the bay (fig. 2.,3b). According to him the North 
Pyrenean Fault was the site of hundreds of kilometres of sinistral 
str"^- ^lip during the Ximmeridglan to Albian Stages, followed ty 
obi _ extensio ^ produce tl^ final opening of the bay from 
Cenomanian to the . .' .zrichtian times. 
I this _ ' . z k%s a c' . J om an -
nal . _ lence foi : 
- ^ - rds from the Pyrenear _ 1 
_ jf Iberia has been furn_ \ - -
- ' _ _ . lat - ^ 
of this _ -- - _ - -
IS e. " _ -J . aast % -
- ' ' " _ - sr, KRIS" 
the _ ' :h the 
(anonaly " shows I ' ' - ^ss iZ -
of its _ Bition 'e be 
1 : _5 (see fig, 
tjbat the v^ is _ - than it is toe 
- 35^' r - -a -ace - _ _ 
. - st noi - . trending oi - in the convergence zone 
ra faults :h comfirm the north-west motion they y ' 
ria (see fig. 2 
The in ' ' . the Alpine thrusts developed and their 
3try at ' is . a matter of dispute. The _ - ity of 
' - ars have produced thick-sl -sections for nees 
lar to that shown infig, 7 "DUQUET s±_ aJL. , 10" . _ _ \ 
,ER & ROGER, 1977; BOI X 1978). These models i- . y 
- . :hward directed subdue along a south dipping 1 
, from which, the 5'orth Pyrenean Fault and steep h 
.hrusts, I ' (see BOILLET, 1978; SC "2 ' sj; 9] , ' . 
Iforth dipping reve.^c faults within the axia.. ;.u,ne nn 
_ . side are gen.eraliy in+'-"^ ;"r'^ ted as steepl_^ c _ 
5 and the south Pyrenean - _es as material whi"" - ' 
.  _ uplifted Axial Zone. ri,6CHEE (1^84), however 
the : . of shortening is too great for a thiol - ' _ 
.He proposed a . kinned model in which the nia' ^ 
was southward along s low north-dipping basal det (see 
y. , 2.G). In his .. the I«orth Pyrenean thrust - present 
" the 3 ' Pyrenean Fault is allochthor. - having 
' - some south, with respect to its ion in 
. '"I2HER (1084) reconciles his th.. - --2 with 
: - on and the p .. ;.6 of the .. ' (see 
. seans of an intrac .1 wedge aodel (fig. 2.0). 
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N 
North Pyrenean Frontal Thrust 
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20 km 
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- M_0 H O 
Fig. 2.6 
: . _ ... central 
L^r, riuy 
— LJi:— V c:u^ ^ MCCU U^ GDiSl^ ' 
art - Lo al in the northern part of tl^ chain and 
inL±±uK^ vowazub .^e north further south and with all these _ ^  
the orr-^-rn block is upthrown (ZVAET. 1979). Xesozoic rockt 
T^ aen in a number of these fault zones (e.g. on tl^ southern 
border of the Val - i and in the Senet and Bono thru 
fig. 2."' . ' ; ir _ %t Alpine movements Ibeyond doubt, 
Alpine have been proposed by various authors for all the 
major faults :. . ., n in fig. 2.7. Furthermore most of these 
dicontinuities - back to tl^ late Hercy^ before, According 
to ZVAST (1979) the B^ orth Pyrenean massiff ... . : have been uplifted 
before the deposition of Mesozoic sediments on the deeply * .. 
metaaorphic rooks of their souther . :ins. He estimated that 
of uplift must have occuijed along liTorth Pyrenean Fault ii 
Kercynian times. 
The pre-Alpine distributions of Hercynian crustal sey/: 
predicted from the models discussed in sections 2,2 and 2. 
shown in figs. 2,8 and 2.9: 
al Fig. 2.8 shows the effect of removal of . . .. .kilometric sinistral 
movement along oblique faults proposed by RIOiS (1978, see fig. 
J ' These northwest-southeast faults would tri . tlba 
3S and fades which run parallel to the 1 __cis of 
n and Li d - L thes southwards going from east to 
west. Further : the. . .s and structures would not have 
originally had the east-west orientation seen now (fig, 2.8/. The 
parallelism - n hercynian structures (see section 2/5) 
thr it - " A pyTar,p.=,n Tilassifs and the Axial Zone indicates 
tha.v c«.,h ] uj^  is - b"? ^'-o, LLAG (1979) traced Late 
Hercynian n - . - accro.=a uiic v \ _ .area (which lies r'''"""g the 
trace cf the I .Ian Faul"^  fig, :^ .7), this refutes _ ' %ntial 
Mesozoic strike slip along . zone. 
b) Fig. shows the ef"' " "-'e remov.a? _r _ 
' 'ral strike-slip along " . ! ^yrenea. _ _ 
' ^ g, - _ - .. - 197: -- .-L 
FL' ne . _ - oss the 
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Fig. 2.7 A map of the Axial Zone showing the main structural units 
and major faults (based on ZVART 1979). 
Data frnniL ZVART (1979); FISCHER (1984); CASTBRAS (1977) 
KULLER & ROGER (1977); CYGAN & RAYXOKD (1979); 
SOULA & BESSIERE (1980). 
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Fig. 2.9 The prg-Alpine distribution of segements of Hercynian 
basement. Inferred form the FISCHER (1984) model 
(restored by reciprocal displacement along the North 
Pyrenean Fault and extension of the Axial Zone) 
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hs r 
ly 30% _ 
^ of the 
o- into 
Ik ; -sted the - .-
: roc^- ^ tt^ Llavor__ 
\ ' ' : / C ^ sub-facies . -
or. . ' . - 'i Do]^ (see fig, 
r \ ^ ^ _ effect of displacement of ]_ 
ent Alpine deformation within these . 
. - - ling to ZWAFT (1979) Alpine cc 
by fol'_ veil as thrusting in th^ southern part of 
zone (see __. 2,5). Ha concludes, however, that there 
Is no proof for ... ... .: penetrative deforaation of this age 
elsewhere In the Axial zone. 
On the other hand SOULA & EEGSIESE (1980) sted that 
the sinistral shearing pr i by LE PICHO# ( was not 
ie^^ along the North ' ean fault alone. They considered 
_ major longitudinal .:s such as the )[erens and Hcspitalet 
I 3 (see figs. 2.7, ' _ to be of ^ importance in this 
process, \^ h tl^ y^ beli_ - to have per.^ .i into Eocene tizes. 
" . ' . ^ '. ' '. ' : . . . , ' :s was accompanied 
. : 1 . : 'Id 3 in the 
: ' - are belie - o have 
NP North Pyrenean Zone 
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detached masses 
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MotrniouMef 
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Fig. 2.10 
according to.SOULA (1982) 
tioes 
are found coni 
tratlDg &lpi&6 I 
see section 
old % 
a _ 3 
alSi ; 
H^ercynlan . 
granitic 
in a aore def. 
A^cordizg to 
that slip along and accentuation of, penetrative 
. J the sinistral rotation of the gneissic or 
(believed to behaved as competant inclusions 
able oatrix) occu^ed as a result of Alpine shearing. 
. ROUX cLL (1980) plutons situated in the root 
zones of the large nappe structures of t]^ southern %%irt of the 
Pyrenees also experienced 1 _ _ .^nt upwelllng along these . '^Tral 
shear zon=s (e.g.s Seouvlell: .rets, Maladetta), 
& BESSIERE _ . and SOULA (1982) estimated 
.ment values ^ tt^ faults from the 
. . :. Hercynlan structures and aetamorphlc isograds 
(s- ' ^  _ The overall sinistral _ : 'acenent inferred by 
'Z " (1980) from minimum shear estimates over the 
ith of the chain is 210-2&0km, a similar figure to that 
:rom geophysical studies (i.e about 3C /' 1970). 
ad strlke-sl - (10-20km) the^ p ] the North 
Fault itsel = nsistent with - _ - of ZVART 
^ - — % BAYMDFD (19? ive mapped a late 
:o%panied by a facias trz' ''ion in the St, 
le north eastern es which also 
SOULA . 
entir 
cbtal^^^ 
The llmi 
Pyrenean 
(1979). 
Hercy---
Barth^ 
indicates 1 
fig. 2.7^. 
if and 
i diaplac across the Eorth Hyrenean fault (see 
during Wee-
def or:. .. :: 
metamt. 
din: -
- 2r 1 
. pre:. _ 
^ . on 2.9. 
^ ts Hercyplan deformatioa-ia. - -
.in hercynlan deforimtl . 7 - j o -
.':an times (ZVART 1979; % _laE & ROGER 1977). The 
consists of polyphase folding accompanied by 
intrusion and f& _ ' Tibs oain seqence of events 
(1979) is - ' _ ed in fig. 2.12. There are 
rtank difference; "he local development and 
cf these structures which will be considered in 
Fig 2.11 Ea&Laialloa of stjrMC_LuLra_al_part of the. 
nnrthprn Central PyrenAAK bv rAclprocal d1nnl%C6ment alORS. EQ3gaps In restoration due to Alpine folding 
EZ]nodular limestone in the Upper Devonian 
mmjnr Alpine faults, after SOULA (19821^_ low-contrast facles In the Upper Devonian 
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SYMBOL OF 
FOLD PHASE 
STRUCTURES 
F4 
Faulting? 
Shouldering aside of Si cleavage by intrusive granodiorite bodies 
Tilling and fanning of Si cleavage; faulting kinkbands 
Minor and locally major (Lys-Caillaouas) folds 
Axial Diane; steeo to vertical, E-W 
Foldaxis; E-W, gently plunging to horizontal 
Foliation; crenulation cleavage, S* 
Minor folds; mainly in tetaiorphic areas 
Axial plane; st**p, NW-SE (F,.) and NE-SW (F,.) 
Foldaxis: horizontal NU or NE to steeply plunging 
liatic-' ' Fo on; crenulation cleavage 
Minor folds in #etaiorphics 0? ihe AstorTiiassTf and BososV area" 
Axial plane; recumbent 
Foldaxis; N-S 
Foliation; schistosity, or reactivation of S, with W to E simple 
shear, causing rotation of minerals in Bosost and Lys-Caillaouas areas 
Minor fold* 
Axial plane; steep to recumbent 
Foldaxis; E-W 
Foliation; crenulation cleavage or schistosity (S,) 
only observed in 
Fredancon antiform 
Major and minor folds in whole Palaeozoic sequence, often called 
Main phase 
ftxiil plans; verticj! to inclinsd in low-grade sress' 
r#cu#b*nl in higher grade ar#a# ' 
Foldaxis; close to E-W 
Foliation; slaty cleavage and crenulation cleavage in low-grade areas; 
schistosity in high-grade areas 
Major folds in Deveno-Carboniferous; minor folds in Cambro-
Ordovician; fold* in metamophics?? 
Axial plane; vertical to steeply inclined 
Foldaxis; close to N-S 
Foliation; usually absent 
This phase has also been called pre-cleavage or pre-main phase 
XETAXORPHIS* IBTRUSIVE ACTIVITY 
Maladeta and other 
granodiorite bodies 
Dykes 
Upper Cordierite-sillimanite-
. K-feldspar-zone, VI 
i»p 1 0 1 e Cordierite-sillinianite-zone, V 
Facies 
« 3 
5 ^  
Bassi6s-Auzat and 
Andorra granodiorite 
Lys-Caillaouas 
granite; dykes 
Lower 
Amphibolite 
Facies 
Breenschist 
Facies 
Andalusite-cordierite-zone, IV -L 
Staurolite-andalusite-
cordierite-zone. III 
Muscovite-biotite-zone, II 
Muscovite-chlorite-(chloritoidj-
zone, I 
ID 
No, or only local aetasorphisi 
Fig- 2. 12 The chronology of Varlscan events in. the Pyrenees 
structural units of - Pyrenees are in 
fig, 2.7. They at of' 
:. . . sifs with biotite grade to upper amphibolita 
m in LovMsr Palaeozoic aetasediments, with 
-t the co: 'hese areas (referred to as the 
. - ZVA5T, _ ' ar^ characterised by a flat-lying 
.ty with a general dome-like distribution acroa. 
oassif. large folds can be traced in these regio _ /ART, 1 
b) Anticllnoria or ( - _ r Igreenr 
'ich . _ _ - _ These fora 
e : I of marker ' ^  ^  in 
- _ ' - "ucture of 
bodies is poorly understood (ZVA5I, 1979^. There are numerous sMall 
^ y, iverprint 
_ : - sy^—^—jria :Uid 
J 2 v^lie"^^ b^ = strong cont ^ 
'S Oi LUC Cambro-r Devonian .--
^ -- /ery incoEpf 
" _ - b% --- i fro: 
7 ' " ' _ - lement horizon early ir 
: - _ - (p: - ^ ^y folds in tl^ fora^^ in 
. _ have emphasised folding as the pr 
. - ^al shortening. T^ork . :%- _: .ected 
; - . - _ y ' n the folowing sections suggests _ ' ^tion 
was achieved by the combination of thrusting and . . :ial ductile 
strain, with f ydthin thrust bound slices. Packages of high 
ductile strain . . characterised by sheath folds and rotation of 
fold axes into the north-south transport direction. 
^ " - which stretches 
- - - - _ - - igraphicc' 
r Z 11905), Detailed oapping of a ^ 
n part of this on (between Port Nsgra 
. . ' '. ' 527,5;30.7 bo :27.0 sheet 6, ZVA2T 
location map 2.13) has . _iled a much sore ^ ' % 
structure than the - 'syncline' iaplies (see fig. 2.14), A - f 
folded sediments o as packages dismembered by strike faults f? 
thrusts). 
At the southern contact with the Lower Palaeozoic ... 
_ . . Silurian _ . slatt _ ted .&st tightly 
. , 092/^ / 7 __ 1 sr ..j±s. A thin 
2 o ' . - -- ' ' _ ' ;k slates which are : 
faulted _ - . - J "evonian limestones. 
lioBstc] - .. ' , : t to this contact tr 
. . 3 ( a%i -. _ . _ ated 1T6/20/E). A 
_ L . / _ wi.^1 e limestones above had pi 
ric foll^ _n the footwall which st northwards tr: -
^ 2 - 1 8 ) 
The northern - with the Silurian is a' 
! \ slice of Devonian is seen with.-
e 
- " to the north of this tl^^e 
' by a F, synform which is refolded by F-
)) 1 
d \ 
_ 1 asymmetry in this 
the so-i ' - - . thick series of slates 
thin beddet _ .tones. In ; only one cleavage (S, see 
n, " Is consistently steeper than bedding, giving 
ce, 
On the northern sid- aassive limestones are 
a sei - ;f very tight F, folds of hectometric ' / 
and wave - _ In the middle e section these are re 
zigbt F: folds also of hectometric aapli . and %% 
in f^^ch a - crenulation cleavage is . .oped (see fig. 
2, IS), The ve - e on S, ch. _ to northwards and the overall 
is - e north al' - - across tha section 'see 
. 4:. 
deWve, 
etuna 
U Mjsijn» 
Fig- 2.13 Location map for the western Casamanya Syncllne. Andorra 
after ZVART (1965) I 5isponyN> 
1/ Devonian 
Silurian 
Cambro-Ordoviclan 
1:50000 
cn 
ai 
not exposed U*' t. ~ 
cross section fig. 2. 14 
area on map fig. 2. 15 
57 
Fig. 2.14 Section across the western part of the 
Casamanya syncline. Andorra, (section A-B) 
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LitboloKies. 
^ limestone (massive) 
tz, / Vj dolomite 
t t t Q argillaceous limestone 
I. I I .) 
L- .. I ) thin bedded limestone 
cc J (centimetric-decimetric} 
-I III tr,1 n limestone beds 
or lenses 
'I o I 4 nodular limestone 
1 ^  recrystaliised limestone 
I / or marble 
— / — / — 
niSjL calcareous shales 
— / / 
shale 
black shale 
'j L, sandy shale 
sandstone 
graded sandstone 
J J J cross-bedding 
Samples. 
-r-s. for petrographic 
work 
© for conodonts 
© for palynology 
Po33il8 ETC. 
conodonts 
(this study) 
conodonts 
(previous work) 
- 4 
n 
6^ 
coiled cephalopoda 
orthoceratids 
brachiopods 
bryozoa 
corals 
crinoids 
bivalves 
gastropods 
ostracods 
tentaculltids 
trilobites 
tectonised 
^ fault 
m pyrite 
# 5o-mp\€_ 
undulose bedding 
chert 
N.&. not exposed 
Fig. 3.1 Key to the sections. 
Fig- 3• 2 Sketch map of the Les Cabesses area showing the location of samples and measured 
988m 
UD 1 
' purple & red grlotte, 
UD 2B '"::.%\^centlmetrlc beds 
'grey nodular IstV?^ ^ , 
, * strongly cleaved' 
\ ufosslliferous calcslate .. 
A.M. D "Xk ' 
underlain by dark' 
shales (UD 2A) 
, deeply weathered \ 
•section 
If 
ection 4a 
section 3 UABES8E XV-section 2 
section 1 
A 
N b u'l 1 d 1 as 
un 
250m 
Samples f o s s i l s 
2 . 1 
TS 
76 
Notes 
light grey, fine grained. 
very thin bedded (approx. 5cm). 
fine grained, blue-grey, with 
abuuidant veins. 
dark blue-grey, fine grained, 
rich in bioclasts, veins. 
strongly cleaved, micaceous. 
dark grey, fine grained, pyritic. 
strongly cleaved, micaceous, 
blue-grey, rich in bioclasts. 
medium grained, blue-grey. 
thin bedded, crinoids at base. 
Fig. 3.4 
A.M. i.7f.&. 
a . M . 1 . 6 t s . 
3 A.M. 1./ 
A.M. 1.3 Ts. Q 
(S) 
-limestone with weathered out 
stripes. 
•light grey, fine grained, rich 
in bioclasts. 
-very tliin undulose beds, bioclastic. 
• fine grained, blue-grey, occassional 
crinoids. 
% 
light grey, medium grained. 
light grey, medium grained, richly 
bioclastic. 
A.M. 1.2 ly 
-A.M. 1.1 
-light grey, occassional crinoids. 
light grey, occassional crinoids. 
light grey, bioclastic. 
fig. 3.3 
SAMPLES RJSSiLS "^ 7 
A.M. 4.5 rs. 
^ A.M. 4.4 
7-^ 
fj r 
A.h. 4.3 -Cr 
TS. _ 
A.M. 4.2rc 
7 7 " 
J i v 
2=3 4-
N { 
N E 
.] A.M. ).7 T.s 
rvi 
A.M. ).5 
9 3-
NOTES 
massti^ with calcite vugs. 
recrystallised, patchy weathering. 
deeply weathered brownish pink. 
massive, fine grained, blue-grey 
with vugs. 
recrystallised with calcite vugs. 
centiraetric beds, medium grained. 
-rubbly weathering, pink tarnish. 
fine grained, orange weathered, 
pale grey witn vugs. 
decimetric beds, blue-grey, vugs, 
deeply weathered orange. 
light grey, massive, fine grained, 
decimetric beds, blue-grey, vugs. 
fine grained, blue-grey. 
J A.M. 3.9 T.s 
A.M. 3.8-rs. -jit 
3 r \ 
N E 
A.m. 3-3 T s. 
] —A.M. 3.2 Ts, "v". 
'A-
massive, light grey, 
decimetric beds, poorly exposed. 
pale grey, massive. 
massive, ? crinoid debris. 
recrystallised, medium grained, 
rubbly weathering. 
fine grained, beige. 
centi^etric beds, rubbly weathering. 
massive, calcite veins. 
cer.timetric beds, shaley partings. 
recrystallised. 
centimetric beds. 
rubbly weathering, veins. 
centimetric beds, inter, with shale. 
centimetric beds, tliin shale 
partings weather out. 
iark grey pyritic limestone. 
rig. 3.5 
Samples Fossils 
1 
A.M. 5.4 T%. ^  ^ % 
J 
78 
Notes 
biomicrite, less fossiliferous. 
_biomicrite with slightly nodular 
texture. 
H £. 
— A . M . 5.3 ^ richly fossiliferous biomicrite. 
I L A.*, b.2, CAB FT& ib 
T S T.S. O 
Fig- 3.6 L l t h o l O K l c a l lo? of section 4a. Les Cabesses. 
no exposure for 
approximately 12in. 
J) 
no exposure for 
approximately 10m. 
II I ) 
no exposure for 5m approx. 
3 
no exposure for 
approximately 10m. 
fine grained, pale grey. 
pale grey, fine grained 
uiiies^ilifercus. 
dark grey, fine grained. 
pale blue-grey limestone. 
B 
A.M. 4.7 -r s. 
centimetric to decimetric beds, 
occasional crinoid debris at bases. 
browT: weathered, centimetric beds. 
/ j» A.M. 4.6 Ts massive, orange-brown weathered, 
Fig- 3.7 L i t h o l O K l c a l log of section 4b. Les Cabesses. 
no exposure 5m approx. 
n 
1520ni 
1574m 
1638m 
zet Neige 
fGZN li-. \ Ql705m 
Cap de Guzet % 
. 1741m 
Fig. 3.8 Locatinn Trwp for the Guzet Neige area. 
Itot 
1100 
Fig. 3.9 Cross section XY according to DQHKANGET (1977). 
(3) green schists with tentaculites <2) Blue Limestone 
Q) Cap de Guzet Limestone ® green schists 
© Picou de la Mire Group (S) Crespies Limestone 
(T) Silurian scnista 
81 
Samples Fossils 
^C.D.G. 6 -k 
C.D.G. 5 
C.D.G. 3 * 
C.D.G. 2 
Notes 
centimetric beds, bases rich in crin. 
blue-grey, fine grained, pyritic. 
blue-grey. Tine grained. 
massive, Diue-grey, strongly 
cleaved. 
blue-grey, fine grained, veins. 
thick bedded, strongly deiormed, 
with abundant calcite & dolomite 
veins. 
decxmetnc beds, fine grained, 
blue-grey 1st. with shale. 
Fig- 3.11 LAqx of the Cap de Guzet Limestone. Guzet Beige. 
(section B) 
Samples Fossils 
z: 
7 P.D.M. 9 
P.D.M. 8 
T- S.. ^ 
zLdi-
P.D.M. 5 
TS. 
P.D.M. 2 
P.D.M. 1 
-r.c 
1 
Notes 
greenish weathering, dolomitic, 
fine grained. 
centimetric beds, blue-grey 1st. 
calcareous sandstones, rusty tarnish. 
^ blue-grey, pyritic 1st. 
centimetric beds, sandy dolomite. 
- impure blue-grey limestone. 
sandy dolomite & slate, with thin 
bedded li&estones. 
Fig' 3.10 A log of the PlcQU de la Klre Group. Guzet Beige. 
(section A) 
Samples fossils 
P.B. 6 <: 
82 
P.B. 5 
P.B. 4 
P.B. 2 
P.B. 1 << 
f.s-
Notes 
green schists 
thin bedded, blue-grey dolomitic 
linestone interbedded with 
calcareous shales. 
1 m 
centimetric to deciinetric 
beds, dark blue-grey limestone 
with abundant veins. 
blue-grey, centimetric beds. 
dark blue-grey, strongly 
deformed, abundant veins. 
centiaetric beds, dark blue-
grey, abundant veins. 
very thin bedded (3cm approx.) 
articulated cricoid stem section, 
beige, abundant crinoid debris, 
centimetric beds, abundant crinoid 
debris, blue-grey. 
green schists. 
Fig. 3.12 Log of the Crespies Limestone. Guzet Helge. 
(section C) 
Samples Fossils 
i=:=r 
I I 
P.B. 16 
T.'i, 
P.B. 15 
•ns,,' 
P.B. 14 
13 
~ r 
JTXI? 
P.B. 12 
" ^ P . B . 11 
T. S . 
Notes 
abundant veins, dark blue-grey, 
decimetric beds, beige weathered. 
dark blue-grey, veins. 
orange weathered, fine dark 
shell debris. 
^ beige weathered. 
- limestone with thin shale partings. 
strongly cleaved, abundant veins 
dark blue—grey limestone with 
thin shale partings. 
- strongly cleaved, veins. 
pale blue-grey limestone. 
fine dadc shell debris. 
pale blue-grey limestone* 
_ fine dark shell debris. 
Fig. 3.14 ^ng nf the R1"A Limestone. NeiKe, 
(section E) 
1 r-\ 
N £ 
P.B. 10 
s 
P.B. 9 
-p.B. 8TS 
P.B. In-s 
Fig. 3.13 
argillaceous sandstone 
finely laniinated sandy shale 
grey slate 
thin bedded argillaceous sands, 
finely lanixnated sandy shale 
nf the green schists. Guzet 
(section D) 
84 
Samples Fossils 
4 4 
^ / 
P.B. 18 -< 
P.B. 17 
Notes 
dyke 
massive limestone 
dark blue-grey 
no fossils 
dyke 
blue-grey liniestone, crinoid stem. 
blue-grey limestone, rich in 
bioclasts. 
brovm weathered schists 
with thin calcareous beds. 
Fig. 3. 15 Schists and limestones above the Blue liinestniie. 
Guzet Heigp. (section F) 
85 
/^%-ARS 5 AS 
AULUS 
AULUS 
N 
A 
500m 
GRIOTTI 
iKSIAB 
green, grey and pink 
limestones and calcschists 
green sllty schists 
SIEGENIAN green & violet calcschists 
TO interbedded with the Plcou 
GEDINNIAN de la Mire Lst. (& dolomite) 
EXSIAN blue schists of the Pas d'Enfer, 
TO with passages of black 1st. & siltstone: 
SIEGENIAN (previously mapped as Upper Grdovician) 
SILURfAN schists; 
ASHGILLIA5 alternations of schists and 
(presumed) crinoidal lirnestones 
OEDOVICIAF (Lower) sandstone and schist 
mass of post-doloaitic calcite 
body of recrystallised dolomite 
Fl, of the River Ars Section. 
(after DORyOT al. 1982) 

Fig. 3. 17 Sketch map of the River Salat Section, 
occassional '• 
nodular texture 
S.L.T 
1 
S.L.T. 2 
S.L.T. 3 
S.L.T. 4 
"T. S 
d.L.T. 
S.L.T./ ie-4 
T4, J 
piiik and 
-caLceiTat^es & limestones 
massive, veined, dark grey 
i\ 
grey, metric/beds 
N 
pale grey, massivs 
^ argillaceous 1st. & 
slate, poorly exposed 
argillaceous 1st & sla^ 
« -
grey, strpagly 
. - cleaved 
dark slate & 
calcslate 
massive, ^ yritJ? 
argill^eous^ 
massive, pyritic 
massive, pyritic 
road 
track 
river 
stream 
N 
X 
500m 
Col de 
1^85 m 
X \ \ 
\ \RySn LER 3 NW 
to 
Sarrat 
d'Anteput 
Grail 
\ LER 
2 
A sendpelitic pbyllites 
(li^ht grey or green) 
B quartzite 
C small exposures of brown 
calc-phyllites 
D blue crinoidal limestone 
£ massive blue limestone 
(with a rea tarnishj 
F striped limestone 
(white and blue) 
G semipelitic phyllites 
(green-black). 
H massive blue limestone 
I refolded red-stained 1st. 
J brecciated limestone 
K ankeritic dolomite 
(red tarnish) 
L schistose blue crinoidal 1st. 
M black slate 
N dark blue shales 
0 small exposures of 
schist 
P transition between schist 
and massive limestone 
R massive limestone bed 
S thin bedded satiny green unit 
T black semipelitic schists 
U blue limestone infiltrated 
with white veins 
Fig. 3.IS The Col de Grail Section (after CQLCHEN. 12ZSi_ 
BJ\CHOS 
C1EK- DC-
500 m 
Fig. 3.19 Locations of conodont samples and sections s t u d i e d 
conodont samples 
SIG 6 thin bedded, grey, crinoidal limestone, with pyritised 
tentaculids 
SIG 5 grey-black, fine-grained limestone, thin bedded, 
with occasional crinoids. 
SIG 4 grey-black, fine- grained limestone. 
SIG 5 pyritic calc-schist. 
SIG 2 dark, pyritic, argillaceous limestone, thin bedded. 
SIG 1 unfossiliferous black limestone within a very pyritic 
black shale sequence. 
SAMPLE 
K)SSILS 
T^Nqpj-
z 
< 
H 
z 
0 
> 
UJ 
A 
(/ 
Uj 
0. 
<L 
D 
Gi v(.k/w\ 
o I 0 
CC3. >, 
CC3. (P 
NOTES 
-bedued chert with phosphate nodules 
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CEAPTEE 4: PETROGRAPHY 
4.1 Introduction. 
Previous descriptions of tt^ Devonian stratigraphy of the 
Pyrenees (chapter 1) IbrMS been largely restricted to field 
observations and there are no comprehensive petrographlc 
descriptions of these sediments. Sections representative of each of 
the main fades and sub-facies areas were selected and sampled for 
tJ^ a petrographlc described below. Tliis was (kHwa in order to 
elucidate the sedimentary environments these lareas represent and to 
differentiate between superficially similar ]n&ck-types. 
A total of 267 samples have been examined under the 
microscope of thln-sectlons sjKl acetate-peels. The 
locations from which these samples were collected ar^ illustrated in 
chapter 3. The bulk of the samples examined were carbonates and tbe 
techniques used In order to prepare and stain (to distinguish 
different carbonates) these thin-sections and acetate-peels are 
given below. 
4.2 Preparation techniques. 
A. Staining technique 
following proceedure (outlined DICKSON, 1966) 
used to distinguish between certain types of carbonate: 
a) The slides were etched by immersing them in dilute HCl (1.5%) for 
10-15 seconds. (Only approximately half tlM» surface area of eac^ i of 
the thin-sections imas etched aiwi stained, tlua remainder tmis left 
untreated for comparison). 
b) They were washed in distilled water for 10 sseconds. 
c) They were t]%sn treated tdJLh a mixture of three parts Alizarin 
Red-S solution (made with l,49g of Alizarin Red in 700ml of 1.5% 
HCl) and two parts Potassium Ferrlcyanide solution (consisting of 4g 
of Potassium Ferricyanide in 200ml of 1.5% HCl) for 30-40 seconds. 
d) They were washed in distilled water for a further 10 seconds, 
e) They were then immersed in Alizarin Red-8 solution (made up as 
above) for 10-15 seconds. 
f) Finally tl^ slides washed twice in distilled twiter (for 
approximately 15 seconds each time). 
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IXie to differing reaction rates the thickness the 
grains of calcium carbonate (and hence their birefringence) will be 
significantly affected whereas dolomite will be virtually unaffected 
during etching. Alizarin Red-S solution therefore affect 
dolomite under "Uws conditions given above, however it will stain 
calcium carbonate (both aragonite and calclte) a bright pink colour. 
Potassium Ferrlcyanide sol^lon reacts In the presence of ferrous 
iron to produce a blue precipitate, which stain Ixith ferroan 
calcite an^ ferroan dolomite. intensity of t]he stain depends of 
the reactivity of the mineral to acid and the percentage of ferrous 
iron. The net result of the staining technique of the common 
carbonates is as follows (DICKSOR, 1966): 
CARBOBATE ALIZARIK RED-S POTASSIUM FEREICYABIDE COMBIBED 
non-ferroan reddish-pink no effect reddish-pink 
calcium carbonate 
ferroan calcite reddish-pink pale to deep turquoise mauve-purple 
dolomite no effect no effect unstained 
ferroan dolomite no effect pale to ileep turquoise turquoise 
B. Preparation of the acetate-peels. 
The samples were cut and ground using a diamond trim 
wheel, followed by a succession of silicon carbide powders (grades 
180, 280 and 400 respectively) to give a flat, smooth surface. They 
were finally polished wdth silicon carbide powder (grade 600) to 
remove any fl:&e scratches from the surface. 
The samples were then etched and stained (using the method 
described In the previous section) and stood In a sand tray so that 
the etched surface was uppermost and horizontal. tl^ s samples 
were dry, they were sprayed with a thin layer of acetone and pieces 
of acetate sheet (thickness 0.01mm) were gently lowered onto their 
surfaces. The sheets were allowed to dry for at least two hours and 
then peeled off the samples and trimmed. The peels were Immediately 
mounted between glass slides in order to prevent them from curling. 
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C. Preparation and mounting of the thin-sections. 
Hand-specimens were cut using a diamond cutting wheel into 
a slice about Smm thick. One face of the slice were smoothed on a 
trim td^ ael and tlwsn ground using a succession of silicon carbide 
powders (as above). The smooth side was mounted on a glass slide 
using Canada Balsam resin and the free face of the mounted rock 
slice ground down to a thickness of approximately 30^L 
After staining, as described above, the slides were 
sprayed with a protective resin ('Trycolac') or covered using glass 
cover slips and 'Realmount' resin. 
4.3 Classification. 
The samples were initially differentyiated accorji^g to 
their mineralogical compositlgn, using th^ simple end-member 
classification scheme shown in fig. 4.1. 
carbonates tware then subdivided according to their 
d.epositional texture, fossil content Euxi composition. Figures 4.2, 
4.3 an^ 4.4 idbow the textural classification of carbonates of FOLK 
(1959, 1962) which is used in the following sections. The grain-size 
classification of POLE (1962) is used for the hand specimen and 
field descriptions of the carbonates (see fig. 4.6). 
The majority of the carbonates studied fell into the 
fields of fosslliferous ndcrlte or biomicrite and bioclasts were the 
only allochems observed in this suite of rocks. These bioclastlc 
sediments have therefore been differentiated according to the types 
of bioclast present. Three principle groups of bioclastic material 
have been distinguished: 
a) Echlnodermal debris (principally crlnold elements). 
b) Tentaculitids (whole or fragmented). 
c) Miscellaneous shell debris (principally representing the remains 
of molluscs, brachlopods or ostracods). 
The proportions of bioclasts in these rocks was estimated visually 
using comparison charts. 
Rocks in which tt^ original texture Iwas been obliterated 
by deformation and recrystallisatlon are described separately. 
Fig. 4.5 shows the terminology of LEIGHTOF & PEFDEXTER 
(1962) ue#d fc%r the compositional classification of Lhe carbonates. 
Impurities consist of either argillaceous material or fina amorphous 
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opaque material (probably carbonaceous matter). The dolomite appears 
to be entirely of secondary origin (see section 4.3 E). 
non-carbonates Ibams txaen classified compositionally 
using tl^ simple end-member classification s^MJwn in fig. 4.1 ZHwi 
texturally using the VE5TW0ETH (1922) scale (fig. 4.6). 
4.4 Limestone Diagenesis. 
Tim complex laat of processes tdilch hsr^ interacted to 
transform the original sediments into tba suite of rocks oberved is 
discussed below. The petrographic features which characterise these 
processes are described aixi where possible Important differences 
between the various facies represented are outlirKsd. 
'The terminology of CMME & DROVE (1963, fig. 4/7) is used 
for the diagenetic fabrics described below. 
A. Compaction and Stylolltlzation. 
Compaction refers to the reduction of the bulk volume of a 
rock, usually as a result of overburden. It may be achieved by grain 
deformation, denser packing of grains or pressure solution (FLUGEL, 
1982). 
Of these processes pressure solution is most clearly 
demonstrated in the limestone. Stylolites, which are thin zones of 
discontinuity resulting from the removal of carbonate pressure 
solution, usually leaving a insoluble residue (BATHUR8T 1976), 
are almost ubiquitous in tlm calcilutites. The stylolites observed 
are usually irregular in shape and of low amplitude. Anastomosing 
sets are common. The bioclastic rocks typically sh^w a stylobreccoid 
texture (Plate 4A, fig. C) whereas tlm pelagic rocks usually 
stylonodular, emphasizing th^ compositional difference between tha 
nodules and the matrix (Plate 4A, fig. D). 
Stylolites nay also be attributed to, or accentuated by, 
strong deformation. Tlbey commonly occur in EMsts parallel to an 
incipient cleavage particulary in the argillaceous limestones. 
The extent of carbonate loss at these discontinuities may 
be exhibited by the truncation of bioclasts such as crinold ossicles 
(Plate 4C, fig, G) or tentaculitids. Furthermore there may be a 
marked contrast In the density of bioclasts Ibetween areas fr^^ of 
stylolites and those dominated by them (Plate 4H, fig. A). Tha 
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V . 
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Fig' 4.7 TerminolOKY of dlaeenetlc fabrics (0%*% & BBOVN. 1963) 
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absence of stylolltes within the calcareous nodules of samples 
demonstrates a strong competance contrast between tl^ matrix and the 
nodules (indicating early lithification of the latter). Stylolites 
are however seen in both the nodules and matrix of more 
compositionally homogeneous rocks. 
Tfbsins a relationship is observed stylolites usually 
postdate carbonate veins in the limestones. Concentrations of 
dolomite and silica are frequently associated wdth stylolites, 
therefore they appear to lunm acted as channels f(%r late diagenetic 
or syn-metamorphlc fluids. 
There is little evidence of compactive breakage or 
deformation of bioclasts in the limestones. This is probably because 
they dominantly sparsely fossillferous micrites. Experiments 
Involving mechanically compressed lime-muds have shown that intense 
uniaxial stress imy be applied (556kg/cm?, g± aJL 1977) 
considerable reductions in porosity amy be achelved (40-70%, 
BHATTACHARYA & FRIEDMAF 1979), cx^ Ly grain breakage. Most 
skeletal grains therefore appear to resistant to compaction 
than the matrix and are usually only fractured as a result of 
contact with other competent grains. ^Furthermore echinodermal 
debris, the most common fossil material in these rocks, is noted for 
its resistance to compaction (FLUGEL, 1982). 
B. Ceaentation. 
The term cement is used for all passively precipitated 
space-filling carbonate crystals, which grow attached to free 
surfaces, iks of the carbonates studied originated zws omd-
supported biomicrltes, cements are usually only seen infilling 
voids, in particular fossil cavities. 
Kuch of the spar seen in this suite of rocks is clearly of 
neomorphlc origin. Ofthospar (cement) may distinguished frcHO 
pseudospar (neomorphlc spar) on a number of criteria (see BATH17R8T 
1976, FLUGEL 1982) the following of which were observed: 
a) The interfaces between the crystals are planar, nat curved as in 
pseudospar (Plate 4B, fig. A). 
b) The boundary between the spar and the matrix or bioclasts is well 
defined the cement crystals Increase in size away frt^n the 
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original free surfaces. Their arrangement and shape is that expected 
for a poor-filling material (Plate 4B, fig. C). 
c) Sparite be SMaen surrounding partially filled voids (later 
infilled with silica). 
d) Sparite is sometimes seen filling the roof of voids, the bases of 
which are filled with geopetal sediment (Plate 4B, fig. D). 
However su3 pointed out by BATHUBST (1976) orthospar c%in 
rarely distlngulsed frcHo pseudospar completely satisfactorally. 
Furthermore a number of the limestones may have undergone syn-
tectonlc recrystallisation converting the original cement into 
pseudospar. coarse pseudospar patches in sample B/I^ 2 (Plate 
4E, fig. B), for example, clearly represent recrystallised fossils 
often with spar-filled cavities. 
The fossil-filling cements in this study invariably 
consisted of non-ferroan calcium carbonate. These internal cements 
were seen in orthoceratids, intact ostracods and occasionally in the 
chambers of bryozoans. Ostracods ai^ often filled iflth a single 
crystal occupying tt^ centre the cavity, tfith a fi]^ grained 
fringe adjacent to the test (Plate 4C, fig. B) . The orthoceratids 
are usually filled hdth an equant drusy mosaic. A fibrous calclte 
cement is seen overgrowing the septae and outer wall of the spar-
filled orthoceratld in Plate 4B, fig C. 
The imre blosparltes in this collection consisted 
primarily of crinoid detritus, Of these only one sample, CDP E, had 
not undergone syn-tectonlc recrystallisation. A syntaxial rim 
cement, typical of echlnodermal accumulations is developed (Plate 
4H, fig. C). The cement crystals overgrow tha monocrystalllne 
echinodermal plates, in optical continuity to fill the Interpartlcle 
pores. This cement is distinguished from syntaxlal replacement rims 
(see section 2.3 C) in that the sediment is grain supported. 
Furthermore the small patches of micrlte which aina present, appear 
to have prevented the growth of the cement rims (Plate 4H, fig. C) 
and the latter lack tha dusty inclusions characteristic of micrlte 
replacement, T^ds t]^^ of cement is generally of early diagenetlc 
origin (SCHOLLE 1978) i&mi tim sample shows little evidence of 
compaction (note tlm preservation of a fragile bryozoan fragment 
despite being surrounded competant crlnold plates (Plate 4H, 
fig, C) 
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C. Meomorphism. 
The term neomorphism was introduced by FOLK (1965) to 
encompass all the transformations between a mineral ai^ Itself or 
its polymorph. Three aaln processes a^ -e involved, Inversion of 
aragonite to calcite, tectonically induced recrystallisation cwr 
recovery of calcite and calcite grain boundary migration (growth or 
dimunition). 
The matrix of t]^ majority tlwa carbonates encountered 
in this study consisted of ndcrospar, a mosaic of equant subhedral 
to euhedral crystals t^ Lth grain sizes of 5-50^ (BATHURST 1976). 
Although tinje micrites, consisting of crystals 1-4^ in diameter 
(FOLK 1962) vM2re not observed, tlm microspar is believed to Ibive 
been derived from lan original micrite matrix, aggrading 
neomorphism. following features, characteristic of neomorphic 
spar (BATHURST 1976) were seen in the carbonates studied: 
a) Crystal diameters are usually less than 50^ in rocks which do not 
show signs of syn-tectonic recrystallisation. 
b) Abrupt contacts between fine and coarser spar are frequently seen 
(Plate 4B, fig. D). 
c) The crystal size varies irregulary and patchily. 
d) The plane crystal boundaries charateristic of cement are not seen 
in the matrix (Plate 4B, fig. B). 
e) Fossil debris is recrystallised in tlwa coarser grained patches. 
f) There is normally no depositional contact between the bioclasts. 
In addition to grain growth, neomorphic ferroan calcite 
often partially or wholely replaces the matrix. Tld^ transformation 
is particulary prevalent in t]^ thin-bedded bioclastic limestones, 
wtich are interbedded with shales. The latter ar^ believed to be the 
most probable source of iron. According to BARKIEVICZ (1983) clays 
are majors carriers of iron, not only within their lattice, but also 
absorbed on the surfaces of the particles. Kany of these limestones 
are also notably pyritic. Ferroan calcite is often sasen to be 
concentrated along the network of stylolites in the partially 
replaced samples. Where replacement was iM]i^ penetrative, noi^ 
ferroan calcite is often restricted to the interior of fossils. 
The inversion of aragonite to calcite is demonstrated by 
replacement of fossils. Figure 4.8 shaws tl^ original compositions 
of the major fossil groups according to SCHOLLE 1978. 
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Fossils, originally of aragonltlc composition, as 
gastropods, have been replaced by sparry calclte (Plate 4F, fig. C), 
The original structure of tl# shell walls Is normally destroyed In 
this process. Much of the Identifiable shell debris, now composed of 
recrystalllsed calclte, th.us probably represents Inverted molluscan 
debris. 
Feomorphic overgrowths on fossils are also common. 
Syntaxlal replacement rims are sometimes observed on echinodermal 
fragments. These imiy be distinguished from syntaxlal cement rioG 
(section 4.3 B) as they occur on matrix-supported bloclasts and &re 
usually relatively narrow. According to LUCIA (1962) syntaxlal 
replacement rims are usually approximately 1/lOth of the diameter of 
the fragment whereas cement rims are normally at least l/3rd of its 
width. Replacement rims are also sometimes seen on shell fragments 
(Plate 4B, fig. E). Furthermore prominent radial fibrous calcite 
replacement rliK are frequently sxaen on tentaculitids (Plate 4C, 
figs. C & D). 
D. Origin of the nodular textures. 
A variety of nodular textures in th^ pelagic 
limestones and dolomites described in sections 4.11 and 4.12 (see 
Plate 4A), There are a number of theories concerning the origin of 
these nodular beds; 
A. Alternating periods of sedimentation and non-sedimentation 
(producing cemented beds), followed slumping of the variously 
lithified layers (SEYFRIED 1980). 
B. In-situ cementation of nodular limestone layers during early 
diagenesls. JERKIES (1974) explains the rhythndc alternation of 
nodule-rich and clay-rich layers in the Ammonitico Rosso (Jurassic) 
as follows: As sediment-water Interface migrated upwards there was 
a decrease in tt^ concentration gradient and i^U:e of withdrawal of 
calcium carbonate tl^ last-formed of nodules. allowed 
the activities of Ca++ and HC03- ions, at the sediment-water 
interface, to rise sufficiently to initiate a new set of nodules. 
C. Subsolution at th^ sedimentary surface during intervals of ncm-
depositlon (HOLLKAFF 1962), According to BAMDEL (1974) tl# 
calcareous nodules discrete clast-llke remnants of former beds 
which themselves were largely composed of angular solution clasts. 
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He Interprets the shales around the nodules as the Insoluble residue 
of dissolved limestone beds. 
D. A combination of early lithification and burial diagenesis 
(compaction and pressure solution; TUCKER 1974). 
E. Structural boudinage and differential compaction (NICHOLS 1966). 
lack of compaction within the nodules (Plate 4H, 
fig. A) and the apparent disruption of nodular bamds by bioturbation 
(Plate 4A, fig, H) argue for the early cementation of the nfidules. 
Stylolites and differential compaction z^^pears to have merely 
accentuated pre-existing inhomogeneity. Stylolites concentrated 
tl# junction between Lbs nodules a:ml t]^ 2 matrix (Plate 4A, 
fig. E). 
The beds also appear to have formed, in-situ and there is 
no evidence of extensive subsolution. regular alternation of 
nodular lbsi±G ai^ more argillaceous matrix, seen in units, 
(Plate 4A, fig. E) may be explained by t]M! JEFKYB'S (1974) model. 
Differential iron staining between tha matrix and t]^ nodules also 
suggests early diagenetlc differentiation of these layers. 
In the thicker limestone units the nodular texture appears 
to be largely tha product of bioturbation, producing a network of 
coarser grained aread (Plate 4A, fig. G). 
E. Carbonate Veins. 
Veins and veinlets may be divided into tvm groups; those 
which originate by the healing of open cracks and those which are 
the product of recrystallisation (neomorphism). The types of 
veinlets produced l&y these processes Ibrwa Ibsen classified aiui 
described by MISIK (1971) and they are illustrated in fig. 4.9. 
Simple recrystallisation veinlets consisting of tlbe same 
material as the matrix (type d,a) are the most common type of 
neomorphic veinlet seen. They may be few in number and randomly 
orientated abundant and arranged in parallel sets. In 
extreme cases the latter are transitional to "dashed" veinlets (type 
dib) produced "Uba coalescence of numerous parallel 
recrystallisation veinlets. "Ghosts" of the structure of fossils are 
characteristically present in neomorphic veinlets, vAich cross them 
without displacement (Plate 4H, fig. B). 
'ig. 4.0 A classification of different types cf calcitp veinl 
in carbonate rocks (MISIK. 1971). 
normal veinlet. filled after rapid 
withdrawal of blocks 
!l I III,ill ^ nomal veinlet, filled contemporaneously 
with slow withdrawal of blocks 
;tylolites resulting from compression of 
lateral shifting of blocks 
withdrawal of blocks followed by compression 
(stylolite margins of veinlet) 
a+a complex veinlet reflecting repeated 
withdrawal of blocks 
d,a simple recrystallization veinlet with ghosts of 
ture (aggrading neomorphism) li 
dib "dashed veinlets" (recrystal1isation by 
coalescence of parallel veinlets) 
da recrystallization decolourising veinlel 
(without change in granularity) 
granulation veinlet (degrading neomorphism) 
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Eecrystalllsatlon decolourising iMainlets (type 
very rare. By definition no change in granularity is associated with 
these thin zones of colour alteration (Plate 4H, fig. C). 
In the sparry dolomite finer g^^ained dedolomitisation 
veinlets (degrading neomorphism^ type da) are common. 
With the exception of the dedolomitisation veinlets 
described above Lhe neomorphic veinlets Observed clearly of 
early generation. Tfb&na cross-cutting ^alationships occured tl^ ay 
could be EKHsn to predate fracture-filling vein^ zHMi generally they 
appeared to be earlier than the stylolites. 
abundant fracture-healing veins are normally filled 
with granular spar (type a,) indicating infilling of c^ a^n fractures, 
These usually post-date Iboth neomorphic veins and stylolites 
they are frequently of different composition to the matrix. A few 
examples of early fracture filling calcite veina^ with styliolite 
margins (type a+b) are also seen. Composite veins, with more than 
one generation of crystals (type a+^J snKl fibrous veins (type 8^) 
are rare. 
F. Dolomite. 
Both ferroan and non-ferroan dolomite are common as a 
diagenetic replacement in these limestones. Fii%s grained anhedral 
dolomite is often associated with diagenetic quartz and/or ferroan 
calcite in tlbe vicinity of stylolites. Ttus the latter appear to 
have acted as pathways for magnesium rich fluids as well as iron 
rich ones. Vhere alteration is more pervasive th^ matrix of a former 
biomicrite may be completly replaced by finely crystalline dolomite. 
Chily tha bioclasts and sometimes their cavity fillings remain 
undolomitised in s^jch cases. In t]bs nodular limestones th^ matrix 
exterior to tt^ nodules nay dolomitised while tl^ matrix inside 
the nodules remains calcareous. 
Large, scattered, iron-stained, dolomite i^ ioidbs are 
occasionally seen replacing limestone (e.g. sample LER 3). In 
extreme cases of alteration l%]th matrix cuui bioclasts teen 
converted iB±o homogeneous coarse grained dolomdte, destroying tl^ 
original fabric completely. In sample Calx F echinodermal debris is 
replaced by a coarse mosaic of dolomite crystals (Plate 4G, fig. B), 
thus even the least susceptible fossil material is replaced, 
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Dolomitlsation appears to postdate replacement ferroan 
calclte. In soiK partially replaced rocks a ferroan calclte matrix 
nay only be dolomitlsed in the vicinity stylolites. 
Dolomitisation however clearly predated siliclflcation. 
Porphyroblastic quartz crystals and overgrowths often have dolomltic 
Inclusions. Furthermore dolomite rhombs, ]%^2udomorphed by diagenetic 
silica, are occasionally seen. Th^ infilling, diagenetic quartz, 
of shell moulds and veins, in a dolomitic matrix (Plate 4G, fig. B) 
also supports this hypothesis. 
Dolomite and ferroan dolomite is particulary common in t]^ 
thin-bedded bioclastic limestones and the intervening shales provide 
a probable source of Xg^ "^  aswell as Fe+-*^  IfARKIEVICZ (198i). Both 
ferroan and iKm ferroan dolomite are also locally abundant in the 
nodular tentaculitid limestones. At Signac, for example, 
dolomitisation is extensive, an external source for the 
ions would seem neccessary, however its identification is beyond the 
scope of this study. 
G. Silica. 
Figure 4.10 Illustrates tt^ various foinms of diagenetic 
silica described OEME (1973). Several of tha types silica 
fabric he described were observed in the suite of rocks studied: 
Disseminated, silt-sized diagenetic quartz (or 
ndcrocrystalline quartz) is v^ry coiMKm in these carbonates. It is 
distinguished from clastic quartz by tlMS presence of carbonate 
inclusions and its tendency to occur in enmll clusters of subhedral 
to anhedral crystals, %dth straight grain boundaries. Tlds fcwnm of 
diagenetic silica a prefered association with fossil 
debris but it is frequently concentrated along stylolite seams. 
Porphryoblastic, Inclusion filled, anhedral quartz, often 
forme replacement rims on bloclasts (Plate 4B, fig. E & F). 
According to (1973) brachlopods are particulary susceptible to 
this t)^# of alteration, however tha fibrous textures described by 
him "wsre not encountered. Inclusion filled, lanhedral quartz is also 
sometimes seen in fossil chambers, The presence of inclusions 
suggests that this is a replacement rather tluni a cavity filling 
fabric. It is, however, possible that tl^ inclusions postdate tha 
quartz as fluid inclusions. 
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Cavity filling mosaics of diagenetic quartz, either within 
fossil chambers or moulds were also seen. The crystal size tends to 
vary irregularly and true drusy fabrics (ORME, 1973) were not seen. 
crystals normally smooth curved grain boundaries, and 
undulose extinction. Quartz is also occasionally s#en associated 
with calcite in some late veins, 
The authigenic quartz described above seems to have formed 
late in the diagenetic history of these limestones. It appears to 
postdate bc^ :h ferroan calcite ai^ i dolomite. Its association 
stylolites als%] suggests ttw^ it generated after considerable 
burial. Furthermore quartz pressure shadow fibres frequently 
E#en on pyrites 2^^ bioclasts ai^ there scm# quartz is clearly of 
syn-tectonic (and syn-metamorphic) origin. 
"Tbe source of silica is not clear. KEYERS (1977) 
correlated silicification in mud-supported limestones with the 
distribution of indigenous biogenic silica, suc^ ews sponge spicules, 
According to him, these spicules all went tlbrough a mouldic stage 
(prior to cementation with calcite or chalcedony) during wtich the 
nculds amy distorted or destroyed by compaction. Spicules could 
not be clearly identified in tha samples studied, although possible 
calcified remnants of them wer^ observed in thin-section 
(sample LG 21). Furthermore th^ indeterminate calcispheres observed 
in some of the pelagic limestones (described in section 4.11) nay 
represent calcified radiolaria (Plate 4D, fig. H). 'Ghosts' of 
radiolaria were also seen in some chert beds. It is therefore 
possible that "Lbs silica of these limestones is partly of biogenic 
origin. tl^ silca appears to 1% primarily of Izrke diagenetic or 
syn-metamorphic in origin, much of it may have been derived from 
non-calcareous sediments and circulated through th^ pore-water 
system. 
H. Netaaorphism and deformation. 
Fine muscovlte is a common minor constituent of the 
limestones studied and it is occasionally accompanied by chlorite. 
The intervening shale beds have normally been transformed into fine 
grained chlorite schists, indicating sub-greenschist to lower 
greenschist facies (chorite zone, MIYA8HIR0 1973) regional 
metamorphlsm, with temperatures in excess of 200 °c (VIITKLER 1965). 
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Penninlte (a variety of chlorite with anomalous blue-black 
polorlsatlon colours) is sometimes seen. It Is usually as 
porphyroblasts lii the schists aggregates In th^ limestones. In 
this study it was also seen associated with certain bloclasts, where 
It appears to be the product of clay-rich sediment which had 
previously occupied borings or large pores In the shell vmll (s^e 
section 4.4 I). 
Unfortunately nany of the carbonates encountered In this 
study ha^^ suffered considerable deformation aixi recrystalllsation. 
A penetrative cleavage is very compn In argillaceous limestones. In 
extreme cases the entire matrix has been recrystalllsed to a coarse 
psuedospar (with crystals of over 50^ in size). frequently has 
a platy fabric, often accompanied by bands formed by pressure shadow 
ribbons. Tills recrystalllsation only obliterates tl^ original 
fabric of the rock but also appears to destroy all the fossil 
material, with the exception of crlnoid plates. 
Strong recrystalllsatlon of this type severely hampers 
interpretation of the original facles, however it does serve to 
identify regions of particulary hlgt strain. Sections particularly 
affected were from the Casamanya syncllne (Andorra) and the Val 
D'Aran. Other examples came from the Villefranche area, near 71c 
Dessos (Lercoul section) and sections from the western part of the 
axial zone (Lac D'Estalng and Barage du Tech sections). The complex 
factors tdiich determine the deformation ai^ recrystalllsation of 
limestones are beyond the scope of this report. 
4.5 Identification of fossil material in thin-section. 
A. Echimodermal debris. 
rhe disarticulated calcitlc elements of echlnoderms ar^ a 
\mry comrnnn constituent of these limestones. Each of these acts 
optically as a single crystal, showing uniform extinction under 
crossed nicols. They usually also have syntaxial calcite overgrowths 
(either neomorphic or cement, see section 4.3) which are only rarely 
distinguishable frcm the element (e.g. Plate 4G, fig. D; Plate 4H, 
fig. C), These elements are normally one to several millimetres in 
size. Their internal open meshwork structure nay sometimes be 
discerned (e.g. Plate fig. B), In sample L 19 this internal 
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structure is seen, despite strong recrystalliisatlon, as it has been 
impregnated by ferruginous material (Plate 4D, fig. C). 
Most of the echinodermal debris encountered in this study 
appears to represent crinoid elements, i&ti&m plates (CbJumnajja) 
vAich i^ re circular to oval in cross section EUMi posess an axial 
canal (lumen) are particularly common (e.g. Plate 4D, fig. D, Plate 
4G, figs. B & D; Plate 4H, fig, C). Short articulated segments of 
crlnoid stens are also sozetimes seen (Plate 4A, figs. A A C ) . 
Crinoid arm plates, which are crescent or U-shaped, are also quite 
common (Plate 4F, fig. D). However most of the material shows no 
diagnostic features. These plates are commonly riddled vrlth fine 
borings as in Plate 4D, fig. A. 
Spines of either echinoids or ophiurid^ ai^ a occasionally 
seen (e.g. Plate 4F, fig. D). These are distinguished in cross-
section their distinctive internal radial structure 
(e.g. Plate 4D, fig. B). 
B. Tentaculitlds. 
T]Mas# are circular in cross-section with a large central 
opening, they are no more than 1 mm in diameter. Longitudinal 
sections are narrow V-shaped and no more than a few millimetres long 
(Plate 4H, fig. A). A serrated outer edge ornamentation is 
occasionally seen (e.g. Plate 4C, fig. F). 
The shell wall is composed of calcite which in well 
preserved specimens a faintly laminated ^structure (Plate 4C, 
fig. F). More commonly they are overgrown with radial fibrous 
calcite wtlch foin^ extinction crosses under crossed nicols, These 
overgrowths vary from coarse bladed crystals (e.g. Plate 4C, fig. C) 
to very fine fibrous crystals (e.g. Plate 4C, fig. D). 
According to BA3I^ (1974) tentaculitids probably lived 
like present day pteropods as free swimmming organisms in the high 
seas, tlK^ r were a important constituent of Devonian pelagic 
sediments until their extinction in the Frasnlan Stage, when 
no equivalent organism appears to have taken their place. 
C. Ostracods. 
These ar^ distingulsed tlwa shapes of articulated 
valves (with characteristic overlap), their tbla calcitic shell 
walls and their small size (normally in the region of only 1mm in 
diameter). The articulated examples are usually infilled with 
calcite spar (e.g. Plate 4E, fig. A). Thin-walled, crescent shaped, 
shell debris, which appears to represent dlsaarticulated ostracods is 
also seen (e.g. Plate 4E, fig. A), The shell tmll is prismatic 
sweeping extinction bands may sometimes be discerned under crossed 
nicols. 
D. Gastropods. 
Complete gastropods are easily distinguished by their 
coiled morphology. Those encountered in this study vKare generally 
only a few millimetres in size. The original aragonitic shell wall 
Is invaribly replaced by sparry calcite, whic^ ]%as obliterated the 
original microstructure (e.g. Plate figs. B & C; Plate 4H, 
fig. B). 
Most gastropods belong to the benthos, however a few small 
gastropods (a few millimetres in length) may have also had a free 
swimming mode of life (BANDL 1974). 
E. Orthoceratids. 
These in size fri^a about centimetre to several 
centimetres. Their shell wall aiwi septae are usually intensely 
recrystallised because of their original aragonitic composition 
(Plate 4B, fig. C). Occasionally the original layering of tb^ shell 
wall discerned, despite recrystallisation, as in sample 
BAH 4, where it been preserved d^e to impregnation by 
ferruginous material (Plate 4E, fig. A). 
F. Brachiopods. 
Occasionally complete articulated brachiopods iwere seen 
(Plate 4D, fig. E). These could distinguished by their unequal 
sized valves ai^ well preserved fibrous calcite shell \#ill. The 
crenulate shape is also typical of brachiopods, Coarse shell debris 
with a fibrous or wavy laminated microstructure, sub-parallel to the 
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shell vKill, characteristic of brachiopods, is a ccwmKm constituent 
of the bioclastic limestones. 
G. Bryozoans. 
Fragments izE bryozoan colonies are distiguished the 
small size of the zooecia (or chambers) which ar^ usually less than 
0.25mm in diamter. The walls of the latter fragments consist of 
fibrous calcite aixi they are circular to j^olygonal in shape. 
fenestrate (Plate 4G, fig. C) and ramose (Plate 4H, fig. C, Plate 
4D, fig. G) growth forms were seen. In the latter the zooecia are 
usually thin walled in the inner zone and thick walled in the outer 
zone of the colony (Plate 4D, fig. G), this feature is typical of 
Palaeozoic trepostome aiwi cryptostome bryozoans. The material 
studied appeared to represent the latter group 2^ smaller modified 
zooecia (interspersed with the larger ones) characteristic of 
trepostome colonies were not seen. 
E. Corals. 
Solitary cup corals are occasionally E#en in thin-section. 
Tb^^ a]^ 2 distinguished their simple radiating septae ar^ those 
studied were between 0.25cm and 1cm in diameter. The outer wall was 
not preserved in these examples and the microstructure of the septae 
and axial region has been obliterated, probably due to the inversion 
of originally aragonitic material. In Lhe coral illustrated (Plate 
4G, fig. A) the interior region and some of the septae have also 
been replaced by silica. 
1. Trilobite debris. 
This is characterised by the recurved ends ("shepherds' 
crook" figures) or convoluted shapes of tl^ shell fragments 
(e.g. Plate 4F, fig. A; Plate 4C, fig. E). Under crossed nicols 
extinction bands are seen, which sweep along the length of the clast 
as the stage is rotated. This effect is produced by the very fine 
prismatic microstructure of the calcitic shell walls, The trilobite 
fragment shown in Plate 4C, fig. E appears to bear the remnants of 
fine perforations (canaliculi) normal to the shell fragment. These 
are believed to have been infilled with clay-rich sediment which has 
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netamorphosed to form the chlorite flakes now seen along the margins 
of this fragment. 
Indeterminate calcispheres. 
This term has been used to described the small spheres of 
radial calcite SKsen in many of the pelagic limestones (Plate 4D, 
fig, H). These are usually no more than approximately 300;jL in 
diameter and they may represent calcified inadiolaria, 
4.6 Introduction to the petrographic descriptions. 
Tl^ facies and sequence of Standard Microfacies Types 
(8XF) defined by VILSOF (1975) is shown in fig. 4.11. The diagnostic 
features of the standard microfacies wtich ciharacterise these belts 
are summarised in fig, 4.12. This scheme was used as a basis for the 
facies diagnosis in the following descriptions. 
The ages of the facies and samples described in the 
following section are given whenever possible. 
4.7 The black ortoceratid limestone facies. 
These dark grey or black limestones of Silurian or 
Gedinnian age are characteristically interbedded vdth pyritic black 
shales. normally occur in thin beds (less tluan approximately 
50cm thick) or lenses and ar^ slightly nodular. Orthoceratids were 
almost invariably present in these beds, 
In thin section tlmy contain large amounts of very fine 
grained opaque material (plate 4E). material imry represent 
carbonised organic matter, although a considerable proportion may be 
very fine grained pyrite. The matrix usually consists of calcite or 
ferroan calcite ndcrospar. The following microfacies are recognised: 
A. Ostracod rich blomicrosparites. 
A rich fauna is preserved, dominated ostracods vMJ:h 
orthoceratids and brachiopods also present (Plate 4E, fig. A). Both 
disarticulated and articulated (infilled with calcite spar) ostracod 
tests are seen 
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-j Spiculuc.Da.rV clayey m u d s t o n e or wacke-
sione nch in o rgan ic subs tance , or sili-
ceous spiculiiic calcisiluie. Spicules usually 
oneri iec. genera l ly siliceous monaxons , 
commoniv r ep laced by calcne 
2 Microbiociasuc calcisilnie. Small biCKlasts 
and peloids in very f inegra ined grainstone 
or packstone; m m n p p l e cross-bedding 
common 
2 Peiogic mudsione and wackesione. Micnuc 
m a m x con ta in ing scat tered pelagic micro-
fossils (e.g. r a d i o l a n a n s or g lob igennids ) 
or m e g a f a u n a (e.g. grapiol i ies or Lhin-
shelled pc lecypod f r agmen t s ) 
Microbreccta or bioclasiic-Ulhodasiic 
packsione W o r n grams, of ten graded . Po-
Ivmici or m o n o m i c l in origin. Also quartz . 
Chens, and c a r b o n a t e detr i tus. 
g Gramswne-packsione or fioaisione with 
bioclasts de r ived f r o m reef dwellers and 
reef builders- G e o petal filling and um-
brella effects f rom inf ihered finer sedi-
ment 
Q Reef rudsrone with large bioclasts or brc-
ken colonies of f r a m e w o r k bui lders , no 
ma inx mate r ia l 
"J Boundsionc- Sessile o rgan i sms m situ 
Subtypes f r a m e s t o n e . b inds tone . or baf-
flestone. 
8 Hdckesione with whole organisms which 
are rooted in micri te . Onlv a few bio-
clasts Wel l -p rese rved in fauna and 
cpi fauna . 
Q Bioclasiic wackesione or bioclastic mi-
e n te. F r a g m e n t s of diverse o rgan isms 
which have been texiural lv homogen ized 
through b i o i u r b a t i o n . Bioclasts may be 
micriiized. 
"j Q Packsione-wackesione with coated and 
worn btociasis 
"j "j Grainsiones with coated hioclasts in sparr\ 
cement 
1 2 CoQutnc. bioclasttcpackstone. fratnstone 
or rudstone u i t h concentrations of 
organisms, wherebv certain types of 
o rgan isms d o m i n a t e (e.g.. dasvclads. 
shells, o r c n n o i d s ) 
13 Oncoid biosparite grainstone 
"I 4- Luigs. C o a t e d and worn part ic les , in 
places m i x e d with ooids a n d peloids 
which a r e b l ackened a n d i ron-s ta ined: 
with p h o s p h a t e ; also a l i och thonous litho-
clasts: u sua l ly thin beds 
15 Oolites of w ell-sorted, we ' i - fo rmed ooids 
with t a n g e n t i a l micros t ruc tures . c o m m o n -
ly f rom 0.5 to 1.5 m m in d i ame te r ; fabric 
usually o v e r p a c k e d : a lwavs cross-bedded 
"I Q Grainsione with pellets. P robab ly fecal 
pellets, in places admixed with concen-
trated o s t r a c o d tests or fo ramin i fe ra 
"I Y Orapestone, peisparite or grainstone with 
aggrega te g ra ins (g rapes tones and lumps), 
isolated a n d agg lu t ina ted peloids, some 
coated p a n i c l e s 
13 Foraminiferal or dasvcladocean gratnstones 
with c o n c e n t r a u o n s of their skeletal grains 
"19 Lofenic. lanunaied m u d s i o n e - w a c k e s t o n e , 
grading occas ional ly in to p e l s p a n t e with 
fenestral fabrics Of ten os i racod-pe lo id 
a s semblage , spo rad i c f o r amin i f e r a . gas-
t ropods a n d a lgae 
2 0 Alga! stromatolite mudstone 
2 1 Spongiosirome mudstone. T u f t e d algal 
fabric in fme-g ra ined m i c n t e lime m u d 
sed iment 
2 2 Micnte with large oncoids. wackes tone or 
f loa ts tone 
2 3 U n l a m i n a i e d . homogeneous unfossilif-
erous pure nucnie. s o m e t i m e s cr\ 'sials of 
evapor i t ic minera l s 
24 Redstone or floaistane with coarse l i tho-
clasts a n d bioclasts. Clas ts u s u a l h consist 
of unfoss i l i fe rous m i c n t e or calcisilt i te; 
s o m e t i m e s imbr ica te t ex tu re and cross-
b e d d i n g ; matrix sparse 
F i g . 4 . 1 2 The Staj idar j i_Ea.c.LeSL ntiFL 
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The orthoceratids are also infilled %dU:h a sparry calclte 
cement, which often shows a geopetal distribution (Plate 4B, fig. 
D). The shell walls are replaced by calcite an^ often encrusted with 
pyrite, however their original layered structure is \wsll preserved. 
(Plate 4E, fig. A). 
Gedinnian Stage: BAH 3, SEO 3. 
B. Biomicrosparites with a aized fauna. 
In addition to ostracods and brachlopods, echlnodermal 
debris smd sometimes gastropods ar^ present in these samples. They 
also appear to have undergone bioturbation, Indicated by the swirled 
arrangement of the fine shell debris, accompanied by the working of 
layer iirto another (Plate 4E, fig. D), ai^ patchy areas of 
slightly more recrystallised matrix. IBoth sharp and gradatlonal 
discontinuities are seen and only crinoid remains can be discerned 
In the coarser grained areas. 
Silurian/Early Devonian age: C/D 1 
Gedinnian Stage: C A, C B, C C 
C. Eecrystalllsed mottled psuedosparltes. 
The matrix of these limestones consists of patches of fine 
and coarser-grained pesudospar (Plate 4E, fig. B). fauna usually 
includes sparse to moderately abundant crinoidal debris, aa y%ll as 
recrystallised shell debris. Orthoceratids, vdMan present, are seen 
as spar filled moulds without a shell wall. In some samples even 
crinoid plates, which a:re particularly resistant to 
recrystallisation, are broken down. 
Two sanqiles (6/8/3 and SIG 1) lack any evidence of fossil 
material. Both have a strong deformation fabric and in the former 
quartz rich bands are also seen. 
Silurian/Early Devonian age: TOL 3, TOL 6, AND 12, PAL 7, AULUS 1, 
B/Dg 2, TOL 1, BOT 4, 6/8/3, SIG 1. 
Dlscueslon. 
(1979) interprets nodular cephalopod limestones of 
this type as condensed deposits formed on submarine swells, or deep 
shelves, in a baslnal environment. The blackening of these 
limestones with organic matter and/or pyrite suggests reducing 
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conditions. "rha presence of stenohaline organisms s^ jch as 
orthoceratids, indicates that waters above, at least, must have been 
oxygenated and had a normal marine salinity. 
According to BUCHROITHFEB al. (1980) ostracod 
wackestones td/bh abundant pelagic ostracoda, analogous *dJ:h 
microfacies A, were commmn in the Devonian deep shelf environment of 
south-west Europe. 
The BKDre varied fauna of microfacies B, Includes 
benthic forms such as gastropods and evideiK^ of bioturbation 
probably represents a slightly shallower, open saea shelf 
environment. They probably formed close to the oxygenation level and 
became subject to reducing conditions shortly after deposition. 
The crinoid debris seen in microfacies B and some of the 
recrystallised examples probably washed in from "Lbs shallower 
oxygenated shelves vAiich would been able to support a trul/ 
benthic fauna. 
4.8 The "Vaulsortian" crlnoidal limestone and shale facies. 
This is a widespread facies development in the Lower 
Devonian sediments of the Pyrenees, Massive calcilutites with sparse 
fossil debris ai^ believed to represent tlm cores of calcite nmd 
mounds, these a^ -e flanked thin-bedded crinoidal limestones and 
shales. These fine grained limestones are usually pyritic and often 
somewhat argillaceous. The intervening shales are usually dark grey, 
pyritic and finely laminated. 
The matrix of tl^ limestones consists calcite or 
commonly ferroan calcite microspar. Many samples are also partially 
extensively replaced by fi]&s grained dolomite, particularly 
adjacent to stylolites. Dlagenetic quartz is often abundant and is 
also found in association with the stylolites. 
A penetrative cleavage be seen in these limestones, 
sometimes accompanied tlwa development of pressure shadow areas 
around echinodermal debris and pyrites. 
The following types were recognised: 
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A. Thin bedded mlcrosparltes or biomlcrosparites. 
Only sparse echlnodermal debris Is seen. 
Gedlnnian Stage; SOUL 2 
?Lower/Mlddle Devonian age: S.L.T. 5, LER 2, 3, 14/7/4 
(Vlllefranche marble) 
B. Slates. 
These consist of sericite tdAh porphyroblastic flakes of 
chlorite and minor quartz, and opaques 
?Lower/*iddle Devonian age; S.L.T, 10, S.L.T. 12. 
C. Hasslve mlcrosparltes. 
Fossil remains zuns usually sparse in these 
homogeneous limestones. Only disarticulated crinoid debris and shell 
fragments are seen. 
?Lower/Middle Devonian age: S.L.T. 2, S.L.T. 3, S.L.T. 4 
D. Recrystalllsed thin-bedded crlnoldal limestones with pressure 
shadow ribbons. 
Ribbons of coarse pseudospar produced by pressure shadows 
around sparse crinoid debris are seen, The latter usually consists 
of discrete crinoid ossicles, although a few articulated examples 
were also observed (sample DUE 1). In sample LEE 3 fine grained 
patches of dolomite as well as iron stained rhom^bs are seen. Where 
stylolites are preserved, the loss of large amounts of material, by 
pressure solution, is indicated by the truncation of crinoid 
ossicles (sample DU% 1; Plate 4C, fig. G). 
TLower/Middle Devonian age: S.L.T. 7, LEE 3, DUE 1, B.T.D. 2A 
E. Quartz-rich massive recrystalllsed limestone. 
These pale grey limestone units tend to be massive or 
thick-bedded, with thinner beds at the top of the unit. Very thin 
dolomitic ribs, which weather out, are seen. 
The matrix consists of platy calcite pseuodspar often with 
quartz-rich bands (with 30-50% quartz) patches. Sparse crlnoidal 
debris (5-15%) is usually seen throughout the matrix. Minor sericite 
or mineral matter may be present. 
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?Middle/Upper Devonian age: AjW lA (quartz rich bands), AND IB, Aim 
2, jUm 3A, AFD 4A, AND 4B, AND 5, AND 10, jU&D 12, AND 13, AND 15, 
5/8/7, AND 3B (dolomitic rib). 
F. Eecrystallised thin-bedded weathered llaestones 
Interbedded with sandy shales. 
These impure limestones occur in centlmetrlc In a 
sequence dominated by the sandy slates described below. 
The matrix consists of fine-grained ferroan calclte with 
some serlcite, dolomite and patches of dlageaetic quartz. Crinoldal 
debris is occasionally seen. 
?Upper Devonian age: AND 6A, AND 7B, AND 14A. 
G. Sandy slates. 
These are slightly calcareous (10%) with approximately 
equal proportions of fi]&e grained quartz aikl mica (usually mostly 
serlcite but chlorite may be abundant), with occasional pyrlte. 
?npper Devonian age: AND 7A, AND 8A 
E. Pyrltlc slates. 
Slates consisting of serlclte, abunKbai^ opaque material 
and minor quartz, 
?Upper Devonian age: AND 6B, AND 8B 
Discussion. 
These lime-mud accumulations appear to have been deposited 
in relatively deep, quiet waters, below the active wave-base. They 
are lacking in erosional features and the presence of evenly 
scattered sand-sized bioclasts in a lime-mud inatrlx demonstrates the 
lack of sorting during deposition. They are characteristically 
lacking in framebuilding organisms. However tl^ a ubquitous crlnold 
debris in the thin flanking beds, has led a number of authors to 
suggest that sediment entrapment and protection from action by 
crlnoid thickets has contributed to their formation. VILSON's (1975) 
model of mound development is shown in figure 4.13. According to him 
this fades typically occurs below th^ edges of shelves in Ibalts 
separating the shelf and basin. 
cmoss SECTION VIEWS 
Siting i«Q l#v# 
S^^E3 
W Q ! « r d * » p e n d q u i « l . 
Complata ring of criftoie-f»rt«irfor® 
furnishss biocfostic d«brit 
t h i c k * * om H o n k * o f m o u n d 
n o c u r r a n t 
K i i i n g s « o l # v # l 
S T A G E 2 
Growth of oceanic b o d U 
u o s i d e s d n g a r o u n d b o f d # f # 
of g rowing mound 
Siting sso l#v#l 
S T A G E J I 
Accumvlofion in l## | 
of Cfinoid-f«n»ifrato 
( h i e k # l 
bryoioon 
Fig, 4.13 A model for the develcpmei 
Vaulsortian mounds through progressive colonization o f a 
current-Induced pile of fine sedin^mt in the lee of a 
crlnoid thicket, after VILS 
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4.9 The lime mud "reef" mound facles (Givetlan to Fammennian Stage). 
These massive pale g^ -ey limestones form a large reef-like 
structures, hundreds of metres in size. 
In thin-section they consist of: 
A. Microsparltes with sparse shell and crinoid debris. 
The matrix consists of calcite and minor fii&e opaque 
material, quartz is occasionally seen. Soins of the shell debris 
appears to represent ostracod remains. 
Givetian Stage: L^5. A, L.S. B, L.8. D, L.S. F (interbedded wdth 
calcslate), L.S. I, L.S. J (thin bed at the edge of tl^ complex) 
B. Nicrosparltes with abundant large calcite plat*:s. 
These plates, which are usually in tlws region of 1.5nm in 
size, appear to represent recrystalllsed crinoid elements (lumen are 
occasionally seen). 
Givetian Stage: L.S. C, L,S. G, L.S. H 
C. Sparsely fossiliferous microsparites. 
matrix consists of calcite -with occasional mineral 
matter. It is often patchy, probably due to bioturbation (Plate 4H, 
fig, D) and neomorphlc veinlets may be abundant. Diagentic quartz is 
also very abundant in one sample (CDP C), The fauna is dominated by 
indeterminate calcispheres (approximately 150^ in size) aixi fine 
shell debris. Small crinoid elements and ostracods are occasionally 
seen, as well as some coarser shell fragments, 
Famennian Stage: CDP A, CDP B, CDP C, CDP D, CDP F 
D. A poorly washed crinoldal biosparite. 
A syntaxial calcite cement is developed around the 
crinoid elements (Plate 4H, fig. C). I&mall patches of interstitial 
microspar occasionally seen. Minor amounts of mineral matter, 
fine opaque material and diagenetlc quartz are s^aen also. Bryozoan 
fragments are also present. 
Famennian Stage: CDP E 
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Discussion. 
Although these structures been described as reefs 
they lEKzk tihe framebuilding organisms andi facies zones typical of 
reef complexes of this age. Although corals hav^ lM;en recorded from 
these limestones VENSIFK (1962, s^ ae fig. 3.45) this study tas 
shown the complexes to be dominated by sparsely fossiliferous, 
homogeneous micrite. Furthermore the occurrence of dominated by 
crinoidal debris indicates that these structures nay be Waulsortian-
t;y^ 3 mounds, which ai^ known to reach similar dimensions (WILSON 
1975). 
4.10 The crlnoid-brachiopod bioclastic limestone facies. 
These limestones usually occur in planar Ixads of 
centlmetric to decimetrlc thickness, interbedded with shales. Th^ i 
thicker bedded units have only thin shale partings. 
The matrix usually consists of ferroan calcite mlcrospar. 
Patchy dlagenetic quartz is usually fairly abundant. Dolomite nay 
also be abundant, it occurs as fine grained patches in many of the 
limestones. EkiiK samples been completely replaced coarse 
grained hypiodiomorphic dolomite. Pyrite is usually fairly abundant. 
"The coarse bioclastic component usually gives these rocks 
a stylobreccold texture (Plate 4F, fig. A), 
A. Thin-bedded blomicrosparltes. 
There may be up to 50% bloclasts, dominated by 
echinodermal debris (including occasional spines, Plate 41\ fig. B) 
and shell fragments (probably mostly Ibrachiopod and molluscan 
debris), with occasional bryozoa. 
Lower Devonian age: A.M. 1,3, A.M. 1.4A, A.M. 1,5, A.M. 1.6, A.M. 
1.7. A.M. 2.1, A.M. 2.2, A.M. 3.2B. 
B. Fossiliferous shale parting. 
The matrix is dominated by sericite and some chlorite with 
minor ferroan calcite and ferroan dolomite. Opaque mineral matter is 
very abundant and the matrix Is iron stained. The fauna consists of 
crlnoid debris (10% approximately) which is concentrated in layers 
t^ lth pressure shadows of quartz su^ l ferroan dolomite, A bryozoan 
fragment was also seen. 
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Lower Devonian age: A.M. 3.2A (a weathered out shale parting in 
dolomltic limestone) 
C. Kedium-bedded biomlcrosparites (not Interbedded with shale). 
The bedding surfaces of these pale grey limestones are 
slightly nodular. 
The matrix usually consists of calcite microsparite with 
patches of dlagenetic quartz and sometimes dolomite. Crinoids and 
comlnuted shell debris dominate the fauna. Bryozoa, tentaculitids 
trilobite fragments and small solitary corals (Plate 4G, fig. A) 
were also seen. 
Siegenian/EnBlan Stage: A.K. 5.2, A.M. 5.3, A.M. 5.4, CAB F. 
D. Sparry dolomites. 
These limestones have been severely dolomltised. They 
occur in thin to massive beds with very thin shale partings. They 
are beige or orange weathering with a rubbly texture and numerous 
vugs and veins are present. Sparse crinold debris is commonly seen. 
In thin-section coarse interlocking hypiodiomorphic 
dolomite, with interstial iron stained calcite (also present in the 
veins and vugs) is seen. The latter appears to be the product of 
weathering and dedolomitlsation. Fossil material was not identified 
in thin section, 
Lower Devonian age: A.M. 3.3, A.M. 3.7, A.M. 3.8, A.M. 3.9, A.M. 
4.2, A.M. 4.3, A.M. 4.5, A.M. 4.6, 
E. Fine grained dolomites with sparry patches. 
The coarser grained patches appear to represent the 
remains of fossil material. Coarse patches of diagenetic quartz 
(which appear to represent slliclfled moulds of fossil debris) are 
also seen. Dolomltised crinold plates can be identified (Plate 4G, 
fig. B). 
Lower Devonian age: CAB E, A.M. 3.1 
?Mlddle Devonian age: 15/7/3 
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F. Mixed biomicrosparites with tentaculitlds. 
These brotm weathering blue-grey limestones usually occur 
in centimetric to declmetric beds with thin shale partings or 
interbedded *dJ:h thin of calcareous shales. 'Tbey are often 
dolomitlsed and usually pyrltlc. 
The matrix usually consists of calcite ferroan calcite, 
which in soiaa samples has been patchlly or extensively altered to 
fine grained dolomite and ferroan dolomite. Dlagenetic quartz, mica 
and fine grained opaque matter may abundant. fauna consists 
of tentaculltlds, echinodermal debris (which be very abundant), 
and shell fragments (including brachlopod an^ triloblte debris). A 
complete articulated brachiopod %%s la^ an in sample C E (Plate 4D, 
fig, E). Elms of diagenetlc quartz were developed on many of the 
coarser grained shell fragments, which are often concentrated on the 
bases of beds, Ebmll solitary corals ar^ occasionally seen 
(Plate 4F, fig. A). Some of the fossil debris has been bored and the 
matrix of these rocks is usually patchy indicating bloturbation, 
Gedinnian Stage: C D, C E, C F, C G, C H 
Emsian Stage: L.S. 4, L.S. 5, L.S. 6, L.S, 9, L.S. 11, L,S. 12, L.S. 
13 (including echlnoid spines), L.S, 14, L.S. 16 
G. Massive, bloalcrosparites and microsparltes with some nodular 
beds. (Baslb6 Formation). 
These medium to thick-bedded, blue-grey limestones are not 
Interbedded with shales. 
"Tbe fauna is dominated b^ tentaculltids (up to 30-40%), 
associated crinold elements, aiKl diverse shell debris 
(including brachlopods, gastropods, and ostracods). The matrix 
consists of calcite mlcrospar ivith amounts of diagenetic 
quartz. Slightly recrystalllsed patches appear to result from 
bioturbation. In the strongly nodular beds, fossil debris is only 
seen within the nodules, whereas the matrix, which Is also 
calcareous, is ric^ in disseminated quartz and dominated by a dense 
network of stylolites (Plate 4A, fig. F). 
Gedinnian Stage: C I 
Siegenian Stage: C J, C K, C L 
Emslan Stage: C M, C *' 
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Discussion. 
These limestones all contain a rich, diverse, fauna of 
poorly sorted flim to medium grained bioclasts, in a lime nwd 
matrix. They correspond to SMf 1^1^ 9 of WILSON'S (1975) 
classification (figs. 4.11 and 4.12). Bioturbation is evident in 
samples. A moderately shallow laea shelf environment is 
suggested for this facies. 
4.11 The semi-pelagic limestone and shale facles. wdth crinoids and 
tentaculitids. 
This facies is characterised by thin-bedded limestone 
units, usually with only very thin shale partings, alternating with 
laminated green shale formations. 
matrix of t]^ limestones consists of calcite 
ferroan calcite microspar. In some cases it is replaced fine 
grained dolomite. Klnor amounts of diagenetlc quartz, often 
associated with ferroan dolomite, are sometimes seen. 
A. Impure thin-bedded sandy limestones and dolomites. 
These sediments occur in regular centimetric planar beds, 
with only very thin shale partings. They are usually blue-grey in 
colour and weather beige or greenish beige. 
The matrix consists of calcite microspar or fine grained 
dolomite vdth 10-15% quartz approximately 10% mica (including 
i&inor chlorite). 11^ fauna consists of sparse crinoid debris and 
occasional tentaculitids. 
Gedinnian Stage: P.D.M. 1 (dolomite), P.D.K. 2, P.D.M. 5, P.D.M. 9 
(dolomite) 
B. Thin to medium bedded microsparltes and biomicrosparites. 
In these limestones the crinoid debris is usually 
concentrated on tlbe bases of the beds. Younger (?Kiddle Devonian) 
beds are more massive. 
Sparse fossil debris is dominated by crinoid elements with 
shell debris, tentaculitids and Indeterminate calcispheres. 
Orthoceratlds and bryozoa are also occasionally seen. 
Siegenian Stage: C.D.G. 3, C.D.G, 5, C.D.G. 6 
?Emsian Stage: P.B. 2, P.B. 4, GZN 2, GZ# 4, P.B. 12, P.B. 13, 
P.B. 14 
?*lddle Devonian age: P.B. 15 
C. Xlcrosparites with iapure laadnae. 
In thin-section millimetric bands of ferroan calcite 
microspar and sericite (with abundant pyrite and minor ferroan 
calcite) are seen. 
Sparse echinodermal debris (no imzre tlM^ approximately 
l(y%) is usually present, Tlds material includes short crinoid stem 
sections and an echinoid spine (Plate 4F, fig. D). Tentaculitids and 
shell debris are also occasionally seen. A strong cleavage is 
developed. 
Emsian Stage: P.B. 3 
TMiddle Devonian age: P.B, 16, P.B. 18 
D. Shales with tentaculitids. 
Cantimetric beds of deeply weathered sandy shales are seen 
intebedded with thin dark laminated shales. 
The sandy shales consist of sericite with up to 20% 
chlorite and up to 20% fine-grained quartz. Moulds which appear to 
represent leached bioclasts are abundant. 
The dark laminated shales (samples P,B. 7 & P.B. 8) are 
micaceous with abundant fine-grained opaque material. 
Emsian Stage: P.B. 1, P.B. 10, GZN 3, 
?Middle Devonian age: P.B. 17 
E. Grey-black thin-bedded nlcrosparites and blomlcrosparltes with a 
ndzed fauna. 
These cknrk i&nay or black limestones occur in centimetric 
to decimetric beds. Those at the base of the unit are interbedded 
with black shales. Some beds are undulose. 
The fauna includes crinoid, shell debris and tentaculitids 
in varying proportions (in beds only tentaculitid debris is 
seen). Trllobite and brachlopod fragments and gastropods were 
identified amongst tlm shell debris. Bryozoan fragments also 
occasionally seen. The coarse shell debris is often concentrated at 
the bases of the beds. 
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The matrix usually consists of ferroan calclte, often with 
patches or bands of ferroan dolomite. Dlagenetlc quartz may be 
abundant in some samples and minor amounts of mica may be seen. 
Pyrite and fine grained opaque material is abundant in some samples. 
Gedinnian-Siegenian Stage: S 28, 8 27, S 26, S 25, S 24, SIG 5, S 
23, S 22, S 29, S 30, S 31, S 32, SIG 3 
Discussion. 
In this fades a mixture of pelagic sediments with only 
tentaculltld remains and bioclastic sediments with the remains of 
benthic and nektonic organisms are seen. The bloclasts tend to be 
rather sparse and concentrated on the bases of beds. There is little 
evidence of bioturbation and articulated crlnoid ossicles are 
occasionally =#en (e.g. sample S 26), The limestones are often 
argillaceous or rich In fine opaque material an^ pyrite. A deep open 
sea shelf envirmoment is suggested for these (ieposits. 
4.12 The pelagic nodular limestone facles. 
These limestones are not usually interbedded with shales. 
They are characterised by a ndxed fauna, dominated by pelagic 
organisms. Modular and brecclated beds are very common and the 
matrix between the nodules or clasts is usually calcareous or 
dolomltlc. 
A. Pelagic limestones with a condensed fauna. 
These limestones occur in decimetric beds with no 
Intervening shales. Fii^ dark fossil debris is concentrated in 
layers no more than one centimetre thick at the bases of the beds. 
These layers were sampled for conodont and petrographlc work. 
A packed biomicrlte dominated by fine shell fragments with 
tentaculitid debris, crlnoids, gastropods, occasional bryozoa 
(Plate 4E, fig- C). 11^ matrix consisted of fine ferroan calclte 
microspar, Some fine opaque matter was seen filling fossil chambers. 
Gedlnnlan Stage: C/D 5 
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B. Grey nodular limestone in centimetric beds (Rueda Formation) 
These pale grey limestones are not interbedded with shales 
and brecciated beds are common. 
A id^Hsd fauna of ostracods, abundant gastropods, shell 
debris, crinoid debris and tentaculitids is seen. The matrix 
consists of ferroan calcite microspar wdth slightly recrystallised 
patches, probably the product of bioturbation. Ckily crinoid debris 
can be seen in the latter areas, which are also rich in opaque 
material. 
Sample SEO 1 has a brecciated texture and the matrix in 
the interstitial areas is rich in dolomite rhomt^^ diagenetic quartz 
and sericite. Only crinoid debris is seen in these areas. 
Gedinnian Stage: SEO 1, SEO 2 
C. Decimetric bloclastic limestone beds with thin shale partings 
(BaslbA Formation). 
The matrix consists of calcite imicrospar with coarse 
patches (rich in opaque matter) and minor quartz and mineral matter. 
11^ fauma is dominated by fii^ shell debris Cmostly tentaculitids) 
with occasional crinoids and orthoceratids. 
Gedinnian Stage: SEO 4 
D. Massive blue-grey, bloclastic limestone (Basib6 Formation). 
These massive calcllutites ar^ often crossed numerous 
veins. Centimetric beds of brown weathering calcilutlte are seen at 
the top of the unit (where an orthoceratid was observed), 
The matrix consists of fii^ calcite microspar vd.th up to 
approximately 20% diagenetic quartz (SKHK of wtich replaces shell 
fragments) in scnK samples. The fauna is dominated shell debris, 
which includes tentaculitids, comminuted shell debris, echinodermal 
debris and gastropods (Plate 4F, fig. C), ]&K^i of the echinodermal 
debris and some of the shell fragments have been bored and large 
recrystallised patches, believed to the result of bioturbation 
are sometimes seen. 
Siegenian/Emsian Stage: L.G. A, L.G. B (top of unit) 
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E. Sparsely fossillferous nodular limestones (Vlllech Formation). 
These blue-grey calcllutltes were developed in decimetrlc 
to metric beds with no shale intercalations, 
matrix consisted ferroan calcite microspar vdth 
iKLiKir mineral matter zuxi quartz. Sparse shell debris, including 
passible ostracod remains, constituted the only fossil material seen 
in thin-section. 
TEmsian/Elfelian Stage: ARC 1 
F. Xiedlum to thick-bedded nodular limestones and dolomitic 
limestones (Compte Formation) 
These nodular limestones and dolomites are not interbedded 
with shales. Ttw^ i&re distinctly nodular (Plate 4A, fig. G). They 
are usually tmff or grey in colour although sKHm reddish-grey beds 
fu-e alsc seen. Blue-grey stylobrecciod limestone beds ai^ also 
present. 
The fauna consists of mixed shell debris including 
ostracods, gastropods, tentaculitids, occasional crinoids, 
brachiopod fragments, ai^ sometimes trilobites (Plate fig. B). 
Indeterminate calclspheres occasionally iseen (sample L.G. G, 
L,G. 21). 
The limestones consist of calcite microspar. 
Discontinuities between areas of fi]&B suKl coarse microspar zLns 
evidence of bioturbatlon (Plate 4A, fig. G) tdhich appears to 
contributed to the nodular texture, 
In the dolomitic limestones (sample L.G. 21) patches of 
calcite microspar are seen in a fine grained dolomitic matrix. Some 
diagenetic quartz is seen, forming fibrous rims on shell debris, 
'nwa blue-grey stylobrecciod limestones (L.G. -3, L.G. J) 
consist of patchy recrystallised microspar tdJkh approximately 2(^ 
shell fragments (including tentaculitids aixi ostracods). Crinold 
debris is seen concentrated at the bases of beds (Plate 4A, fig. C), 
Upper Eifellan to Lower Frasnian Stage (Compte A): L.G. G, L.G. H 
Frasnlan to lowermost Famennian Stage (Compte B): L,G. -3, L.G. 05 
(reddish grey), L.G. J, L.G. (reddish brown) 
Famennian Stage (Compte C): LX). 21 (dolomitic limestone), L.G. 19, 
L.G, 07, L.G. 09, L.G. M, L.G. 0 
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G. Greyish red, pink and grey, medium to thick-bedded, nodular 
limestones (MaGanet Grlotte). 
These limestones and dolomites are medium to thick-bedded 
and do not have shale partings. They are domlnantly pink or greyish 
red in colour, 
The fauna is dominated by fine shell debris including 
tentaculitids and possible brachiopod debris some crinoid 
debris. In one sample (C Z) gastropods, ostracoda and crinoid debris 
were identified. 
In the nodular limestones the matrix consists of fine 
grained calcite or ferroan calcite with nd_iK]r dlagenetic quartz 
which is seen in patches and forms rims on some bioclasts. 
In the dolomitlc limestone (sample C S) tt^ matrix outside 
the nodules is dolomitic, td/kh sericlte suMl abundant diagenetic 
quartz whereas within the nodules calcite microspar is seen. 
Eifellan Stage: C Q, C E, C S (dolomitic limestone) 
Famennian Stage: C X (grey limestone), 2/8/1 (red griotte vd.th a 
strong cleavage) 
H. Grey-brown dolomites and dolomitlc limestones (Mananet Grlotte) 
The nodular dolomites (samples C U & C V) consist of fine 
grained dolomite with some ferroan dolomite, minor diagentlc quartz, 
chlorite and opaques, The fauna consists of tentaculitids (10-25%), 
the chambers of which are infilled with calcite microspar. 
Between the chert beds at the top of the succession a dark 
Ibroimi weathered limestone (sample C Y) consists of coarse calcite 
ndcrospar with minor sericite, quartz and opaques. Patches of small 
dolomite rhombs (approximately lOOjji in size) are seen. 
?Givetian/Frasnian Stage: C U, C V 
Tournaisian Stage: C Y 
I. Greenish grey shales with pale limestone nodules and thin nodular 
bands (Mananet Grlotte). 
This unit separates the upper and lower part of the 
nodular limestone and dolomite succession described above. 
11^ shales ai^ dominated sericite with approximately 
20% quartz and occasional chlorite. Small individual nodules of 
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calclte microspar tfith crinolds, tentaculltlds, shell debris amd 
gastropods, are seen. 
Eifelian Stage: C T. 
J. Eecrystalllsed, pink nodular, dolomltlc limestones with a pale 
greenish shale matrix. 
A strong cleavage is developed in these iMscks whi^h has 
obliterated signs of the original bedding. 
Modules of patchy dolomite and ferroan calcite pseudospar 
(with ndnf^ diagenetic quartz) ar^ seen, in a matrix dominated by 
sericite with minor chlorite. Ferroan dolomite (or ferroan calcite) 
and diagenetic quartz is concentrated in tl^ pressure shadow areas 
around the calcareous nodules and as extension fibres perpendicular 
to stylolites. 
In the fine grained dolomites diagenetic quartz can 
sometimes be seen to have replaced dolomite rhombs. 
?Upper Devonian a^^x 8.L.T, 1, 4JK5 1, AB8 2 (fine grained), ARS 4 
(fine grained), ARS 5, ARS 5A 
K. Discussion. 
These limestones have a fauna dominated by assorted 
shell de^is, Crinoidal elements are less abundant than in th^ Lower 
Devonian limestones and tentaculitids zu-e usually an important 
constituent of tJbe fauna, vAic^ is dominated pelagic organisms. 
evidence of bloturbation sHsen throughout these rocks the 
borings seen in many bioclasts, indicate a rich endobenthonlc fuana, 
The red colouration seen In many beds is believed to be 
due to disseminated haematite formed during diagenesis (BAFDL 1974). 
An c^xan shelf environment is suggested for these 
limestones. According to FRAFKE & VALLISER (1983) pelagic limestones 
nay Ibe deposited at a wide range of depths provided there is no 
dissolution, no dilution by terrigeneous clastics and no disturbance 
by wave or current action. "Tbs presence of benthonlc organisms 
indicates that most of these limestones were deposited at moderately 
shallow depths. The presence of chert beds near the top of the 
succession indicates deeper water conditions. 
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The tentaculitld-rlch nodular limestone (or dolomite) and shale 
These units 3^^ characterised by alternations of nodular 
calcareous beds and argillaceous beds. They are usually thin-bedded. 
A. Bands of nodular limestone in red coloured marls (Villech 
formation). 
Bands of pint or beige coloured limestone nodules are seen 
in a fine grained, deep red coloured matrix (Plate 4A, fig. E). 
These bands are no more than a few centimetres thick. The nodules 
are surrounded by dark stylolitic rims, and sdKDW a distinct 
stylobrecciod texture. Simall calcareous nodules may sometimes be 
seen within the marl layers. 
The matrix of tlm nodules consists of calcite or ferroan 
calcite microspar. Dolomite and ferroan dolomite is often abundant 
outside the nodules where it is associated with the network of 
stylolites. Patches of fine opaque material were seen in one sample 
(L.G. I). 
"Tba fauna consists of tentaculitids (up to approximately 
20%) with, occasional crinoids and shell debris. The fossil chambers 
are filled with calcite microspar even when the matrix has been 
replaced by ferroan calcite. Tentaculitid debris may be concentrated 
in areas rich in stylolites, presumably due to the loss of volume of 
the surrounding matrix. 
The intervening marls (sample L.G. C) are also rich in 
tentaculitids vdJbh minor crinoid debris Omich of which been 
bored corroded). sediments consist of calcite swMl sericite 
with minor chlorite and patches of diagenetic quartz. 
Upper Emsian/Eifelian Stage: L.G. C, L.G, D, L.G, E, L.G. F, L.G. I 
(pink and grey banded, Compte A) 
B. Argillaceous limestones and i^Mire dolomites (Fonchanlna 
Formation). 
Decimetric beds of brown weathered dolomites (which 
weather out) are interbedded with brown-grey limestones, in 
approximately equal proportions. Dark streaks of opaque material are 
seen in the dolomitic beds (Plate 4A, fig. B), these may represent 
burrows which have been infilled with organic matter. 
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limestones consist of fine {grained ferroan calclte 
with chlorite (10% approx.), serlclte (5% approx),quartz (10% 
approx.) mineral matter. contain bands of calcareous 
nodules which can be seen to have been disrupted by bioturbatlon 
(Plate 4A, fig. H). The fauna consists of abundant tentaculitids (up 
to 30%) and rare crinold debris. 
The dolomites are also very rich in tentaculitids. The 
matrix is dominated by dolomite i^ Lth sooe ferroan dolomite ai^ 
abundant mica. 
Emslan/Elfeian Stage: C 01 (dolomite), C 02 (dolomite), C 03 
(argillaceous dolomite), C Pi, C P2. 
C. Thin-bedded dolomites and dolomitic limestones. 
Centlmetric to declmetrlc beds of brown weathered 
dolomitic limestones ZHxi grey argillaceous dolomites, often 
Interbedded with schists, are seen. 
In the dolomites the matrix consists of dolomite with some 
ferroan dolomite. Minor sericlte ar^ chlorite imy also be present, 
Ferroan calcite microspar is seen within fossil chambers and 
sometimes in patches or thin bands. In sample S 13 diagenetic quartz 
is abundant (about 10%) and patches of opaque material mineral 
matter is also seen. Minor chlorite and serlcite is present. 
The matrix of the dolomitic limestones (samples S 21, S 22 
& S 32) is usually banded with up to 40% ferroan calcite and laminae 
ar^ lenses rich in fii^ opaque material and sometimes pyrite. 
Chlorite is often seen infilling tentaculltid chambers and sometimes 
associated with other shell debris. 
The fauna is dominated by abundant tentaculitids (15-50%), 
The large calcite crystals (100-150^) seen in sample 8 13 appear to 
represent the recrystallised fills of fossils (probably either 
tentaculitids or ostracods), remaining after the shell wall has been 
destroyed. Shell fragments aad echinodermal debris is occasionally 
seen. 
TGedinnlan Stage: 8 22 (dark amygdaloidal bed), S 32 (thin-
bedded dolomitic limestone with calcshists and shales) 
?Siegenian Stage: S 20 (lense in schist sequence), S 21 (dolomitic 
limestone, top of dark grey limestone unit) 
Emsian/Elfelian Stage: S 19 
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Upper Givetlan Stage: S 13 (green-grey laminated Ixad dendrites) 
TMiddle Devonian age: S 15 (thin band within grey schist) 
D. Thin-bedded, injure, grey or brown, nodular limestones 
interbedded with green calcschlst. 
Centimetric bands of nodular limestone are saaen 
Intercalated with shales. Within the nodular beds the dark nodules 
are well differentiated from the paler coloured matrix, which is 
usually packed with stylolites (Plate 4A, fig. D). 
Within the nodules the matrix consists of calclte (or 
ferroan calcite) with minor sericite and quartz. Outside the nodules 
the matrix is argillaceous with sericite and some chlorite and in 
some samples dolomite. Patches of fine grained opaque material are 
also occasionally seen. Ferruginous crusts are seen around the 
nodules in some samples (Plate 4H, fig. A), 
The fauna consists of abundant tentaculltlds and 
occasional fine grained crlnold debris. The tentaculitids are 
abundant outside the nodules, where they appear to be concentrated 
by the abundant stylolites (Plate 4H, fig. A). 
Emsian/Eifellan Stage: S 16 (rusty weathered thin-bedded limestone 
with thin grey schist) 
Givetlan Stage: S 11, 8 14 
?Lower Upper Devonian age: S 10 
E. Thin-bedded nodular limestone with shales. 
These nodular limestones are usually pale grey, pink, or 
sometimes mauve in colour. The intervening shales may be greenish 
grey or olive green. 
The matrix of the limestone nodules consists of calclte or 
occasionally ferroan calcite ndcrospar, Minor dlagenetic quartz and 
sericite is occasionally seen. 
The sparse fauna is usually dominated by tentaculitids, 
the walls of which have often been destroyed, leaving only the 
infilling spar. In the younger samples fine crinoid debris, 
indeterminate calclspheres and ostracods were occasionally seen. In 
one sample (S 7) a small gastropod was also seen. 
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The matrix outside the nodules, within th^ limestone beds, 
occasionally consisted of dolomite with some ferroan dolomite. 
Upper Devonian age: S 4, S 5, 8 6 (mauve coloured, rich in fine 
opaque material), S 7, S 8 
F. Sandy shales with tentaculltids. 
Centimetric t#da of yellowish beige weathered sandstones 
with black laminae and dendrites. 
Quartz grains constituted approximately 50% of th^ rock. 
The matrix was dominated by sericite with calcite amd patches 
of fine opaque material. Fine shell debris which appeared to 
represent tentaculitid remains is occasionally seen. 
?Frasnian Stage: S 9 
G. Bedded chert. 
These thin chert beds are seen at the top of nodular 
limestone sequences, usually at or near the boundary with the 
overlying Carboniferous shales. 
In thin-section they can be seen to consist of a mosaic of 
fine grained quartz, usually criss-crossed with coarse quartz veins. 
Laminae and streaks of fine grained opaque material are sometimes 
seen. In one sample (S 1) rounded patches of radial silica, 
believed to be pseudomorphs of radiolaria were seen. 
Uppermost Famennlan Stage: L.G. L, 8 1, 8 3. 
H. Calcareous shales rich in tentaculltlds. 
These brown weathered greenish shales are composed 
ptdominantly of sericite with up to 40% calcite. Tentaculltids are 
very abundant (30-40%). Coarse shell fragments (probably trilobite 
remains) and crinoid debris are also occasionally seen. Minor 
chlorite is seen, usually in small patches associated with diagentic 
quartz. Chlorite and diagenetic quartz form rims around trilobite 
remains (Plate 4C, fig. E). 
Glvetlan Stage: A.M. D, UD 2A 
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I. Light grey nodular llmestoae. 
These medium to thick-bedded limestones are 
intercalated with shales. 
The matrix consists of calcite ]microspar with minor 
dolomite in the vicinity of the stylolites. Tentaculitid debris, 
which forms approximately 10% of the rock, is concentrated in the 
regions rich in stylolites. 
Givetian Stage: UD 2B 
J. Red nodular limestone with a purple shale matrix. 
Centimetrlc beds of limestone. Red nodules are seen in a 
sequence dominated by purple shales. 
matrix of the nodules consists of calcite microspar 
v^ Lth abundant ferroan dolomite serlclte. fauna consists of 
sparse tentaculitid fragments, 
Givetian Stage: UD 1 
E. Discussion. 
These sediments appear to represent deeper imater 
conditions than tb^ pelagic limestones discussed above. The 
transition from nodular limestones, to shales with limestone nodules 
and then to shales, Is generally believed to occur In a basinward 
direction (FEANKE & VAILISEE 1983). This view is supported by tlm 
predominance od tentaculltlds and tl^ scarcity of benthonlc 
organisms in these sediments. In iKxst cases only rare crlnold 
debris, which may have been transported some distance, is seen. Some 
of tlk; more calcareous units do however show evidence of 
bioturbation. 
There is considerable evidence for tl^ a early cementation 
of the calcareous nodules. In sample C P2 (Plate 4A, fig. G) nodular 
bands appear to have been disrupted during bioturbation. Furthermore 
there is little evidence of compaction within tl^ nodules whereas 
the surrounding matrix Is usually riddled with a dense network of 
stylolites (Plate 4H, fig. A). 
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4,14 The bryozoan sandstone and crinoldal calcarenite facias. 
sandstones occur in centimetrlc to decimetric 
Fine laminations and lenses (of a few millimetres thickness) are 
present. Small ripples may be seen in some specimens. Individual 
beds of massive calcarenites are seen associated with these 
sandstones, 
A. Blue-grey crinoidal calcareaites. 
Large calcite plates (approximately 55%) are seen in a 
finer grained ferroan calcite matrix, These plates appear to 
represent recrystallised echinodermal elements ai&d their syntaxlal 
overgrowths. However, the elements and their overgrowths (^ an 
distinguished only in a simll number of cases. T^ ie stippled texture, 
or lumen, characteristic of crinold debris are ocasionally seen. 
Patches of quartz ai^ mineral matter oay be pres^^d^ Tentaculltids, 
shell debris and a bryozoan fragment were also seen in one sample 
(SLR Al). 
Siegenian or Emsian Stage: SLB Al, L.S. M, L.8. 0 
B. Sandstones. 
Fine grained quartz arenite (grain size 200-300pJ with an 
iron stained sericite matrix. laminations dominated by 
argillaceous material are seen. In scMK samples impure ferroan 
dolomite or calcite forms the matrix of the sandy layers or lenses. 
Minor amounts of chlorite may be seen and mineral matter is often 
abundant. 
?Gedinnian Stage: SLR A2 
?Siegenian/Emsian Stage: SLR B, 
Emsian Stage: SOUL 10 
Upper Emsian Stage: LS 17, LS K, LS L 
Emsian/Eifelian Stage: SLR D, SLR El, SLR El', SLR E2, SLR E4 
Eifelian Stage: SLR F2 
C. Fossillferous sandstones/slltstones. 
Very fine-grained sandstones, or siltstones (grain size of 
70-150pJ with byrozoa and sometimes ndnor crinoid ai^ shell debris 
(Plate 4G, fig, C), Both fenestrate and ramose (Plate 4D, fig. G) 
bryozoans are seen, apparently in their growth positions. 
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The matrix Is usually dominated by ferroan dolomite with 
mica. Ferroan calcite is seen in the matrix of some samples and 
usually fills the chamber of the bryozoa. Mineral matter is usually 
abundant. Rims of diagenetic quartz are often seen around the fossil 
material (Plate 4D, fig. G). Small patches of chalcedony are also 
sometimes seen within the matrix (Plate 4C, fig. A). 
Emsian/Eifelian Stage: SL5 E2 
Eifelian Stage: SOUL 6 
Upper Emsian Stage: LS F, LS LS P 
D. White recrystallised limestone. 
An individual bed of limestone (approximately 50cm thick) 
kKis seen within a sequence of sandy schists as described below. 
In thin-section coarse sparry ferroan calcite and ferroan 
dolomite (in approximately equal proportions) was seen. Coarse 
grained quartz v%is also abundant (10% approx.) ami some mineral 
matter was present. Some of the large calcite crystals are stippled 
with dark brown material (Plate 4D, fig. C). These appear to 
represent recrystallised echinodermal plates, the lattice of which 
had been impregnated by ferruginous material. 
?Lower Devonian age: L 19 
E. Sandy slates. 
A thick sequence of green and dart gp-ey slates with sandy 
laminations and lenses. 
"nx; matrix consists of sericite aixi chlorite with quartz 
rich laminations ai^ lenses. In the dark slates abundant chlorite 
porphyroblasts (15-20%), cross cutting the cleavage, are seen, 
associated with very fine grained quartz (50;i, up to 50%) and 
patches of mineral matter. 
?Lower Devonian age: L 4, L 6, L B , L 10, L 15, L 18, L 20 (dark 
slate), EST IB 
F. Vhite recrystallised calcareous sandstone. 
This severely recrystallised rock consists of quartz with 
an Irregular grain size, sheared appearance and sutured grain 
boundaries in a network of interstitial calcite bands and patches 
?*lddle Devonian age: EST 2 
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F. Recrystalllsed dolomltlc limestone. 
A light grey massive unit with a ribbed surface texture. 
In thin-section coarse platey calclte psueodspar finer grained 
dolomite concentrated in patches and bands, are seen. 
TMiddle Devonian age: EST 4 
G. Discussion. 
This facies association is believed to have been deposited 
in a shallow marine environment. Vave-activity is indicated by the 
winnowing and concentration of crlnoidal debris in tha calcarenites. 
The iron-stained crlnoidal elements seen In sample L 19 suggest that 
it may represent a lag deposit. 
The finely laminated sandstones and siltstones also appear 
to have been deposited in an environment of periodic wave activity. 
The bedding is often broken up to foina irregular sandy lenses. 
The bryozoans are clearly authocthonous and appear to haiAS 
acted as sediment traps for some of tl^ finer grained clastic 
material. Tl^ delicately built fenestrate forms tWDuld have only 
survived periods of calm sedimentation. 
4.14 The turbiditlc facies. 
association of crlnoidal limestones, black slates, 
sandstones and quartzites is succeeded by graded sandstones. Tha 
graded sandstones tware not studied in detail, KLEIESKEIDE (1960) 
however records a variety of sedimentary structures demonstrating 
them to be turbidites. 'Tbe upper aiMi lower jpart of th^ quartz-
turbidites is divided by a succession of izalciturbidites which 
commmences with a thin limestone horizon which is decrlbed below. 
A. Xassive recrystalllsed crlnoldal limestones. 
These thick units of pale limestone are massive with 
some thinner beds at the top of the unit. Crinold debris of assorted 
sizes is usually abundant ai^ short articulated stem sections are 
occasionally seen (Plate 4A, fig. A), 
In thin-section banded fine to medium sized calcite 
peuedospar with a schistose fabric is seen. The coarser bands appear 
to result from pressure shadows around the crinoid elements. 
Syntaxial replacement rims (Plate 4G, fig. D) can sometimes be seen 
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around tha latter. In iM%5t cases however th^: crlnoid elements and 
their overgrowths are recrystallised to form calcite crystals, whi^h 
may form up to 50% of the rock. 
Fine opaque matter, or diagenetic quartz, present. 
?Middle Devonian age; 12, IWC 14, MC 16, 5, SAl 9, ULS 1, UL8 
2, UL8 4, ULS 6. 
B. Quartzltes. 
These are interbedded with dark siltstones. In thin-
section coarse grained quartz grains with a silica cement are seen. 
TXiddle Devonian age: ULS 5 
C. Quartz turbldites. 
Graded-bedding is often seen in these sandstone units, in 
which individual beds range from centimetric to decimetric 
thickness. 
In thin-section poorly sorted medium grained quartz grains 
are seen in a micaceous matrix. Opaque mineral matter is usually 
abundant. 
?Frasnian Stage: MC 4 
D. Sandy slates. 
These dark grey-green sandy slates are interbedded with 
the sandstone units described above. Fine-grained quartz is seen in 
an iron stained micaceous matrix, with minor opaques and calcite. 
Middle or Upper Devonian age: MC 2, MC 3, MC 9, MC 13, MC 15 
E. Eecrystalllsed limestones with sparse fossil debris. 
This horizon separates th^: li^ a^r quartz turbidites frcm 
the overlying calclturbidites. 
Tl^ matrix of these pale gprey limestones consists of 
calcite or ferroan calcite pseudospar. Tlie sparse fauna includes 
crlnoid elements and dark circular fossils, which may represent 
recrystallised tentaculltids. Patches of diagenetic quartz (which 
sometimes form rims around crinoid elements) are als^ seen, 
In places this limestone has been replaced by coarse 
grained dolomite spar, with some interstitial calcite (sample MC 8). 
?Upper Devonian age: MC 1, MC 6, MC 8. 
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F. Discussion. 
KLEINSMIEDE (1960) interprets the quartzites as littoral 
or very shallow marine sands. The massive limestones however, 
although compasitianally pure, show no evidence of winnowing or 
sorting such as is typical of a high-energy environment. The matrix 
appears to have been originally micritic and grain size and 
concentration of the crinoidal debris varies considerably. Thus 
these deposits appear to represent material periodically washed 
into a basin where dark, shales and siltstones predominated. 
The horizon which overlies the lower quartz turbidites 
appears to be a recrystallised pelagic limestone, representing a 
break in clastic sedimentation. 
The Devonian limestones of the Pyrenees are dominantly 
sparsely fossiliferous biomicrites which have undergone varying 
degrees of neomorphism, replacement by ferroan calcite and 
dolomitisation. The degree of deformation ranges from intense 
stylolitisation, followed by the development of a penetrative 
cleavage (particularly in argillaceous examples), to pervasive 
recrystallisation (often accompanied by a platy fabric), with 
increasing intensity. The mineral assemblages of the limestones and 
associated shales indicates sub greenschist to lower greenschist 
metamorphism, 
Nine facies have been identified in the sediments all of 
which represent offshore open marine conditions, These facies are; 
1. The black orthoceratid limestone facies; pelagic condensed 
limestones deposited on submarine swells or deep shelves in a 
starved basin environment. 
2. The "Waulsortian" crinoidal limestone and shale facies; deposited 
in a deep shelf-edge environment in which influxes of large amounts 
of fine grained clastic material regularly occured, 
3. The lime mud "reef" mound facies; large carbonate build-ups which 
probably developed on a stable platform margin. 
4. The crinoid-brachiopod bioclastic limestone facies; biomicrites 
with a rich and diverse fauna deposited in a moderately shallow 
shelf environment. 
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5. 11^ semi-pelagic limestone ai^ i shale facies; alternations of 
pelagic sediments with only tentaculltid remains and sparsely 
fosslliferous bloclastlc sediments wtlch appear to represent a deep 
shelf environment. 
6. The pelagic nodular limestone facies; deposited in a moderately 
shallow, stable pelagic shelf environment. 
7. The tentaculitld-rlch nodular limestone (or dolomite) and shale 
facies; deeper water pelagic sediments with larger amounts of 
terriglnous material probably deposited on a stable shelf margin. 
8. The bryazoan sandstone smd crinoidal calcarenlte facies; 
deposited in a shallow shelf environment wdAh periodic wave 
activity. 
9. 'The turbldltic facies; representing a basinal environment with 
thick turbidltlc limestone and sandstone deposits derived from the 
adjacent shelves. 
The development of these facies during the Devonian Period 
is described in chapter seven. The relationship between these facies 
and the conodont faunas recovered is discussed in the next chapter. 
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PLATE 4A 
Fig. A: Crinoldal bioclastic limestone, Bote tl^ diversity in size 
of the crinoidal columnals, a few of which are articulated in short 
stem sections (top left). The ribboned texture of this rock is the 
product of pressure shadow areas in the recrystallised lime-mud 
matrix, sample: MC 12 
Fig. B: Dolomitised calcilutite, packed ifith tentaculitids. 
black streaks, representing bituminous patches, ar^ possibly 
infilled burrows. sample: C 02 
Fig, C: Nodular calcilutite with fine shell and crinoid debris. The 
stylobrecciod texture of this limestone is typical of carbonate-rich 
bioclastic limestones. There is a layer of short crinoid (=tem 
sections at the base of the bed. Above this only fine shell debris 
is seen, 11^ paler coarse grained patches are believed to be the 
product of bioturbation. sample: L.G, -3 
Fig. D: Nodular argillaceous limestone t^ Lth tentaculitids. ]%^rk 
brown calcareous nodules are swaen in an argillaceous tmff coloured 
matrix. Ikybe the concentration of stylolites outside t]^ nodules 
indicating early lithlfication of tlba latter. There is a 
ferruginous crust around the nodules. sample: S 11 
Fig, E: Calcilutite with nodular bands ai&i tentaculitids. 
Centimetric bands of calcareous beige nodules are sMsen in a matrix 
of deep red (haematite stained) calcilutite. Bote the concentration 
of stylolites at the Interface between the nodules and the matrix. 
sample: L.G. F 
Fig. F: Modular calcilutite t^ lth tentaculitids. Fii&e black 
tentaculitids are seen within tl^ closely packed nodules of this 
beige limestone. Intervening stylolitlc areas also 
calcareous, however n^ fossils ar^ seen, presumably tl^^ Ibeen 
destroyed by the extreme compaction. sample: C M' 
Fig. G: Nodular, shelly calcilutite. A mixture of tentaculitids and 
thin-walled shell debris is seen in this limestone. Tl^ network of 
paler coarser grained patches appears to have been produced 
bioturbation. "This contributes to tihe nodular texture of this 
limestone. The discontinuities between the fine and coarser areas of 
matrix are often abrupt, however bloclasts be to cross 
these boundaries. sample: L.G. M 
Fig. H: Impure calcilutite i^ Lth nodular bands aiKi tentaculitids. 
Greyish white calcareous nodules are seen in a r^^ (haematite 
stained) calcareous matrix. The small elongate fossils in the matrix 
are tentaculids, the chambers of which have been infilled with pale 
coloured calcite spar. The swirled arrangement of these fossils and 
the disruption of tl^ nodular Iband (tc^ right) are evidence of 
bioturbation. sample: C P2 
The length of the scale bar represents 1 cm 
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PLATE 4B 
Fig. A: Detail of ortbospar infilling a fossil cavity. ]k^ :e the 
straight crystal boundaries and lack of inclusions. 
(plane-polorised light) sample: A.M. 5,3 
Fig. B: Detail of pseudopar which is distinguished th^ Irregular 
crystal boundaries and a murkey appearance, due to inclusions, 
(plane-polorised light) sample: B/Dg 2 
Fig. C: Recrystallised ortboceratid infilled vdith a drusy calcite 
cement in a matrix (m) of microspar aiwi finai shell debris. "Tbe 
microstucture of tt^ originally aragonitic shell well (s^ w) ]k&5 been 
obliterated inversion to calcite. Tlwa crystals of the calcite 
cement can be seen to increase in size towards the interior of the 
chambers. A fibrous cement is seen overgrowing to the septae (se). 
(crossed nicols) sample: SEO 4 
Fig. D: An orthoceratid partially infilled with matrix (now 
microspar) prior to precipitation of a calcite cavity filling 
cement. As the discontlniuty between matrix and cement occurs across 
a septum, it is possible that this is not a true geopetal feature as 
the septum may have acted as a barrier. 
(crossed nicols) sample: BAH 3 
Fig. E: This shell fragment (s) is overgrown a fibrous ferroan 
calcite (fc), followed Trf a thin rim of diagenetic quartz (q). 
Disseminated diagenetic quartz is also abundant within the matrix of 
this limestone. 
(plane-polorised light) sample: L.S. 11 
Fig. F: Detail cui overgrowth on a bryozoan within a calcareous 
sandstone. A rim of fibrous calcite (c) is followed 
porpbyroblastic diagenetic quartz (dq) vdJch numerous tiny carbonate 
inclusions. The ^wawsy extinction of tlws diagenetic quartz (dq) 
contrasts with the flat extinction of detrital quartz grains (qg). 
(crossed nicols) sample: L.S. P 
The length of the scale bar represents 0.25 mm 
r. 
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PLATE 4C 
Fig. A: A small vug of chalcedony (ch) in a pyritic calcareous 
sandstone. The chalcedony is distinguished by its very fine crystals 
with irregular boundaries and wavey extinction. 
(crossed nicols) sample: L.6, P 
Fig, B: A small fossil (Tostracod) with a thin shell wall (sw). 
There is a very fine cement fringe on the inside of the shell wall, 
followed by a single calcite crystal which fills the cavity. This is 
typical of a void filling fabric. 
(crossed nicols) sample: S 5 
Fig. C: Detail of a fibrous calcite replacement rim on a 
tentaculitid from within a calcareous nodule in an Impure dolomitic 
limestone, Note the coarse bladed crystals and extinction cross, 
(crossed nicols) sample: S 14 
Fig. D: A very fine fibrous replacement overgrowth on a tentaculitid 
from the matrix of the limestone above. The radial fibrous nature of 
the overgrowth is demonstrated by the extinction cross. 
(crossed nicols) sample: S 14 
Fig. E: This trilobite fragment is distinguished by its convoluted 
shape and very fine prismatic calcite shell structure. Extinction 
bands sweep along the length of the clast under crossed nicols. Dark 
chlorite flakes interspersed along t]be margins of this fragment. 
These may represent the remants of pores or borings which have been 
infilled iwlth clayey sediment ai&d subsequently metamorphosed to 
chlorite. 
(crossed nicols) sample: A.M. D 
Fig. F: Tliis longitudinal section a tentaculitid shows i#2ll 
developed transverse ribbing and a fine lamellar shell 
mlcrostructure, 
(plane-polorised light) sample: C H 
Fig. G: The truncation of these crinoid plates against a stylollte 
Indicates the extent of volume loss caused by pressure solution, 
(plane-polorised light) sample: DUR 1 
The length of the scale bar represents 0,25 am 
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PLATE 4D 
Fig. A: A large echlnodermal element riddled with borings which have 
been infilled with matrix. 
(plane-polorised light) sample: L.G. A 
Fig, B: "The open meshwork structure typical of echinodermal debris 
can be seen in these elements (e). A cross section of an echinoid or 
ophiurid spine is also seen (s) . This is distinguished by the 
internal radial arrangement of the pores and its central canal, 
(plane-polorised light) sample: A.M. 3.2 
Fig. C: This limestone has undergone severe recrystallisation which 
has obliterated both the original texture and fossil material. This 
echinoderm element (e) can however be distinguished as its meshwork 
structure has been impregnated by ferruginous material. Th^ corroded 
outlines of this element are a result of recrystallisation. 
(plane-polorised light) sample: L 19 
Fig. D: The matrix (m) of this limestone shows evidence of strong 
deformation with tl^ developement of pressure shadow areas (p) 
around clasts cUMl a strong fabric. THiis crinoid columnal (c) can 
nevertheless be distinguished by its circular shape ar^ axial canal 
(lumen). 
(crossed nicols) sample: 14/7/3 
Fig. E. The unequal sized valves, fibrous calcite shell wall, and 
crenulate outline, are characteristic features of this E%mll 
brachiopod. The hinge (h) is clearly seen in this articulated 
specimen which has been infilled with matrix. 
(plane-polorised light) sample: C E 
Fig. F: "This chambered fossil represent a large foraminiferan 
test or an oblique section of a small planispirally coiled 
gastropod. It is filled with matrix with patches of calcite cement, 
(plane-polorised light) sample: L.G. 09 
Fig. G: A cross section through a ramose bryozoan, Bote the 
thickening of the zooecial walls towards the exterior of the colony. 
The zooecia also become increasingly inclined towards tlm horizontal 
in tl^ direction, therefore tl^ sections through them become 
progressively more oblique and oval in shape. 
(plane-polorised light) sample: L.S. N 
Fig. H: The matrix of this limestone contains numerous indeterminate 
calcispheres with a radial fibrous structure displayed by Lbe 
extinction crosses formed under crossed nicols. These are usually no 
more than approximately 300^ in diameter. 
(crossed nicols) sample: L.G. 21 
The length of the scale bar represents 0.25 mm 
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Plate 4E 
Fig. A: Black cephalopod limestone. In addition to orthoceratids 
this limestone contains an abundant ostracod fauna. Both spar filled 
articulated ostracods (o) and disarticulated ostracods (do) with 
thin shell walls (sw), are seen. The orthoceratids (o) are also 
filled with calcite spar (cs) sometimes patches of matrix. The 
original layering of t]^ shell (sw) of this othoceratid has: 
been preserved due to in%)regnation of the laminae with ferruginous 
material. 
(plane-polorised light) sample: BAH 3 
Fig. B: A recrystallised black cephalopod limestone. Coarse patches 
of calcite pseudospar ar^ :asen in a finer grained ferroan calcite 
matrix (m) very abundant fine opaque material. The coarse 
grained patches appear to represent recrystallised bioclasts (be). A 
recrystallised orthoceratid (or), which had been infilled with 
calcite spar, is shown. The structure of the shell wall has been 
completely obliterated by recrystallisation. 
(plane-polorised light) sample: B/Dg 2 
Fig. C: A biomicrite packed with fine comminuted shell debris. The 
matrix (m) consists of ferroan calcite. The fossil material is 
dominated by fine thin-walled shell debris which appears to include 
tl^ remains of tentaculitlds, ostracods aiKi indeterminate hollow 
calcispheres. Fine echinodermal debris (e) is also occassionally 
seen, showing the characteristic meshwork microstructure. Small 
bryozoan fragments (b) are also present. 
(plane-polorised light) sample: C/D 5 
Fig. D: Black cephalopod limestone with fine shell debris, The thin 
walled shell debris seen in this limestone mainly appears to 
represent ostracod debris. The swirled arrangement of the clasts and 
the working of the upper layer into the lower one, are evidence of 
bioturbation. 
(plane-polorised light) sample: C/D 1 
The length of the scale bar represents 0.25 mm 
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PLATE 4F 
Fig. A: A biomicrosp&rlte with assorted fossil debris. Compaction 
around the bloclasts produced a stylobrecciod texture iwith 
sutured contacts between the clasts. The fauna includes coarse shell 
debris (s), echinodermal debris (e), and a coral fragment with 
simple radiating septae (co). The trilobite fragment (tr) 
Illustrated, is distinguished by its recurved termination, 
(plane-polorised light) sample: C E 
Fig. B: A biomicrosparlte assorted fossil debris. fauna 
includes tentaculltids (t), ostracods (o), coarse shell fragents (s) 
a]xi occassional echinoderm elements (c), Gastropods commmonly 
identified and a hif^ i spired example is illustrated (g). matrix 
contains abundant comminuted shell debris and disseminated 
diagenetic quartz. 
(plane-polorlsed light) sample: C I 
Fig. C: A high spired gastropod (g) and a gastropod fragment with a 
distinctive spinose ornamentation (s). The original wall 
ndcrostructure of these fossils has txaen completely obliterated 
during Inversion to calclte. 
(plane-polorised light) sample: L.G. A 
Fig, D: Microsparite with argillaceous layers. Tl^ fauna is 
dominated by echlnodermal debris including a crinold arm plate (c) 
ai^ a echinoderm spine (s). Tentaculitids (t) are also present. A 
penetrative cleavage is developed and the more micaceous layers are 
rich in opaques. Disseminated diagenetic quartz is also abundant, 
(plane-polorised light) sample: P.B. 3 
The length of the scale bar represents 0.25 mm 
A 
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PLATE 4G 
Fig. A: A blomicrosparite with assorted fossil material. A small 
solitary coral Is seen (bottom left). The outer wall is not 
preserved and the axial region and some of the septae have been 
replaced by silica, however the characteristic radiating septae can 
still be seen. The fauna also includes shell fragments (s), 
echinoderm plates (c) and bryozoan debris (b). Patches of dlagenetic 
quartz (q) are seen in the calcareous matrix. 
(plane-polorlsed light) sample: A.M. 5.3 
Fig. B: Dolomitised bioclastic limestone. The dolomltlc 'ghosts' of 
various bioclasts including crinold columnals (c), ostracods (o) and 
assorted shell debris, zure seen, Diagentic quartz is often seen, 
both in patches and Infilling the moulds of shell debris (s). 
(crossed nicols) sample: CAB E 
Fig. C: A fine grained, pyritic, sandstone with an impure calcareous 
matrix, Longitudinal sections of fentestrate bryozoans (b) are 
in this thin-section. 
(plane-polorised light) sample: SLR E2 
Fig. D: A recrystallised crinoidal calcarenite. This rock consists 
of coarse calcite plates (c), with some intervening patches of finer 
spar. In some cases crinoid elements with syntaxial rims (s) can 
distinguished. The large calcite plates are also believed to 
represent recrystallised crinoid debris. 
(crossed nicols) sample: ULS 6 
The length of the scale bar represents 0.25 am 
fmmm 
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PLATE 4H 
Fig. A: A dolomltlc nodular microsparite with tentaculitids. Nodules 
of calclte ndcrospar (n) as seen in an impure dolomltic matrix (m). 
There is a marked increase in the density of the tentaculitid debris 
outside the nodule, presumably due to compaction. Note tl^ intense 
development of stylolites and crushing of the tentaculltid debris in 
the vicinity of the nodule. Tectonic strain appears to have 
accentuated these features due to the competence contrast between 
the nodules and the matrix. The surface of the nodule has been 
impregnated by ferruginous material (f). 
(plane-polorised light) sample: 8 14 
Fig. B: Biomicrosparite with assorted fossil material. Tlie fzuii^ of 
this limestone includes gastropods (g), ostracods (o), echinoderm 
elements (c) and miscellaneous shell debris. The large shell 
fragment (s) illustrated has a diagenetic quartz rim (q). 
(plane-polorised light) sample: L.G. 09 
Fig. C: A poorly washed crinoldal blomicrosparite. This rcK)k is 
packed i^ lth crinold elements (c) with syntaxial cement riias (s). 
This cement forms the matrix of most of the rock, however small 
patches of microspar (m), are sometimes seen. The areas can be seen 
to have prevented the growth of the syntaxial rims, showing them to 
tx; a cement rather tha^ a replacement fabric. A bryozoan fragment 
(b) and recrystalllsation decolourising veinlets (v) are also 
present. 
(plane-polorised light) sample: CDP E 
Fig. D: Biomicrosparite with fine comminuted shell debris. TTbs 
sparse fauna of this limestone consists dominantly of indeterminate 
shell debris. An articulated ostracod (o) and a curled shell 
fragment (g) is probably a gastropod, are illustrated. 
small crinoid elements (c), were also occasionally seen. The patchy 
recrystallisation of the matrix is probably due to bioturbation. 
(plane-polorised light) sample: CDP F 
The length of the scale bar represents 0.25 zm 
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CHAPTER 5: PALAEONTOLOGY. 
5.1 Iptroducliim. 
In this chapter the fossils and mlcrofossils used in age 
determination are discussed. Ikxst of t]^ biostratigraphical 
focussed on dating carbonates by means of conodonts. The i^TK^ssing 
techniques, results and conclusions drawn from this work will be 
described in t]b2 suc%eding sections. 
The palynological work undertaken on black shales and soim 
black limestones will also Iba discussed in this chapter 
(section 5.7). 
Three graptolite faunas discovered aiwi these 
described in section 5,8. 
Systematic descriptions of the conodonts recovered are 
given in chapter 6. 
5.2 Conodont processing techniques. 
107 samples been processed for conodonts. these 
only 49 yielded conodonts, of vdilch 8 contained only indeterminate 
forms, 19 form-genera ar^ l 58 formrspecies vmre identified in the 
remaining 41 samples. The samples and the total number of conodonts 
recovered from each are shown in Table 5A. 
l%e limestones were digested using dilute acetic !^ :id 
(approximately 1!^ %; s%;e LIBDSTRoM, 1964). Firstly the rock 
crushed mechanically into centimetre sized fragments, to increase 
the surface area, thus enhancing the rate of reaction, 
A layer of concentrated acetic acid vms added to the 
material in two gallon plastic buckets (sufficient to just cover the 
sample). The buckets were filled with warm water to within a few 
inches of the top and they were covered with lids, 
When sufficient time had elapsed the digested material was 
wet sieved. Brass sieves y%r^ used, %dth imssh sizes of 707^^ 250^ 
and 125)1 respectively. The material from the 707pi sieve was washed 
and returned to tt^ buckets for further digestion. Tim sediment in 
the two remaining sieves was dried. 
In most cases the dried material was separated, in a fume 
cupboard, using bromoform, in order to reduce the amount of material 
to be searched. The residue was allowed to stand in separating 
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Table 5A ;ono sample ana resuj 
: SAMPLE : AGE/FOEMATIOB : REGION : FIG. : WEIGHT : METHOD : C : 
. ; ; ; (1) : K iK (2): (3) :(4) 
: 8IG : Silurian : Clero : 3,19 : 1 JE'. - C : 0 ; 
: 81G 2 : Lower Devonian: H : 1 .769 : 0 : 
: StG 3 : Lower Devonian: II : (2 .100) : C.D : 0 : 
: SIG 4 : Lower Devonian: I I : 1 .420 : C : 
: SIG 5 : Lower Devonian: I I : 2 .100 : C : 0 : 
: SIG m : Lower Devonian: I I ; 2 .100 : r 0 : 
: EOT 1 : Devonian : Andorra : 3.29 ; 1 .915 : A : 0 : 
: EOT 2 : Devonian : II , : 1 .957 : A : 0 : 
: EOT 3 : Devonian : I I : 2 .000 : A : 0 ; 
: EOT 4 : Silurian : I I , 3.28 1 1 .920 : C : 28: 
: EOT 5 : Devonian : M : 2 .500 : A : 0 : 
: PAL 4A : Silurian : I I , 3.27 : .880 : C : 1 : 
: PAL 4R : Silurian : I I , : 1 .940 : C : 2 : 
: PAL 6 : Silurian : I I , : 2 .660 : C : 1 : 
: PAL 7 : Silurian : I I 3.28 : L 2^ .130 : C : 5 : 
: Tn% 4R : Silurian : I I 3.27 1 ; 1 .630 : C : 3 : 
: TOE 4C : Silurian : I I : 3 .200 : C : 0 : 
: Am) 12 : Silurian 11 3.28 : • 1 . 970 : C : 0 : 
: 6/8/3 : Silurian : H 3.27 ; n. ,760 : B : 0 : 
: 6/8/ 13 : Lower Devonian: 2 ,000 : A : 0 : 
: 7/8/ 2 : Lower Devonian: I I . 2. 000 : A : 0 : 
: 8/8/4 : Lower Devonian: I I I I 2. 000 : A : 0 : 
: 9/8/ 2 : Ordovician : I I I I 2. 000 : A : 0 : 
: 9/8/ 3 : Ordovician : H I I , 1 . 500 : A : 0 : 
: 5/8/7 : Lower Devonian: l# I I 2. 000 : A : 1 ; 
: LEt( 2 : Devonian : Vic Dessos: 3.18 : 2. 000 : C : 0 : 
: LEE 3 : Devonian : w I I 3. 130 : C : 0 : 
: B/De 2 : Silurian : Eenasaue : 3,42 : 1 ^ 000 : C : 0 : 
: B/De 3 : Silurian : w w 850 ! C : 12: 
: SAL : Devonian : Val D'Aran: 3.30 : 3. 550 : C : 23: 
1 SAL 9 : Devonian : II M , 1 . 810 : C : 0 : 
: XC 12 : Devonian : I I I I 2. 640 : C : 54: 
: %C 14 : Devonian : n I I 2. 965 : r 0 : 
: DOE 2 : Devonian : Val de Bol: 3.43 : 2. 650 : C : 0 : 
: DUE 2 : Devonian : II I I 1 . 900 : C : 0 : 
: C/D 1 : Silurian : Camorodon : 3.37 : 2. 300 : C : 23: 
: C/D 4 : Devonian : I I w 2. 810 : C : 19: 
: C/D 5 ; Devonian : I I M 2. 140 : C : 4 ; 
: C/D 6 : Silurian : I I 1* 2. 000 : C : 1 
: C/D 8 : Silurian : II , #1 2 000 : C : 11: 
: TOL 1 :"Orthoceras Lst: Toloriu : 3.35 : n. 830 : C : 9 : 
: TOL 3 : Toloriu Lst. : H ** 1 . 250 : C : 0 : 
: TOL 6 : Toloriu Lst, : II I I , 000 : r 2 : 
: AEC 1 : Villech Fmn. : Aracabell : 3. 34 : 2. 010 : C : 
: AEC : Villech Fmn. : II I I 1. 470 : 6 : 
: ARC 3 : :h Fmm^ : I I , I I 2. 600 : r* 19: 
KEY: (1) see chapter 3 (2) weights shown in brackets completely 
digested (3) sxae section 5,2 (4) total number of conodonts 
(including indeterminate forms) 
Table 5A Continued 
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: SAMPLE : AGE/FOBMATIOB REGIOB : FIG. : WEIGHT : METHOD : C : 
(1) . (2) (3) :(4): 
: SEO 1 Eueda Fmn. Elo Seere : 3.33 : 2 .000 C 
: SEO 2 : Basibe Fmn. H .300 C :126: 
: SEO .3 : Rueda Fmn. H : 1 .630 C :1.04: 
: SEO A : Basibe Fmn. : : 2 .150 C :320: 
; BAH 2 : Silurian : Commte : 3.37 : 1 .250 C : 4 : 
: BAH 3 : Silurian : II : 1 530 : 45: 
: AULUS 1 :Pas D'Enfer Lst: Aulus : 3.16 : 1 500 C : 0 1 
: AULUS 2 : TAshaillian : l# : 2 010 C 
: GZF 1 : CresDies Lst. i H 3.8 : ] 940 C : 0 : 
: GZB 2 : CresDies Lst. : H : 3 000 c : 0 : 
: GZa 3 : CresDies Lst. : II : (1 890) C.D : 0 : 
: GZB 4 : CresDies Lst. : I I : 2 700 c : 0 : 
: GZB 5 : CresDies Lst. ; I I : 2 020 c : 1 : 
: EST IB : Devonian : Arrens : 3.54 : 2 008 A : 0 : 
: EST 2 : Devonian : I I H 2 180 C : 0 : 
: EST 4 : Devonian : H 000 A : 0 : 
: B.T.D 2A ; Devonian : M 3.53 . 2 070 : 0 : 
: B.T.D 1 A : Devonian : II 1 962 A : 0 : 
. SQUL 1 : Devonian : I I 3.50 2.270 C : 2 : 
: SOUL 2 : Devonian : I I 2 165 C : 0 : 
: som, 3 : Devonian : M 2 710 c : 0 : 
: SOUL 4 : Devonian : H 2 625 : 24: 
: SOUL 6 : Devonian : I I 2 180 C.D : 2 : 
: SOUL 7 : Devonian : I I 2 400 C.D 
: SOUL 8 : Devonian : I I 1 830 c : 0 : 
: SOUL Q : Devonian : I I 2 060 c : 0 : 
: SOUL in : Devonian i I I 2 260 C.D 
: CAB R : Devonian : St. Glrons: 3.6 1 600 C 1 0 : 
: CAB F : Devonian : I I 3.2 1 900 r :136: 
: A.M. 1 .3 : Devonian : n 3.3 1 865 : C : 6 : 
: A.M. 5 
* 
: Devonian : w 3.6 2. 796 : C :304: 
: A.M. 5 . 4 : Devonian : II 2 010 : C :162: 
: UD 1 : UuDer Devonian: I I 3.2 1. 790 : c : 5 : 
: UD 2B : UoDer Devonian: I I 1 ^  820 : r : 11.6: 
: 18/7/1 : Basibe Fmn. : Llavorsi : 3.41 2. 500 : A : 0 : 
1 -j'"/ iFoncbanina Emn.: II 2. 500 : A : 4 : 
; 18/7/ 4 : Mananet Fmn. : I I 000 : A : 0 : 
: 18/7/5 : Mananet Fmn. : II 2. 000 : A 
: 18/7/6 : Eueda Fmn. : II 2. 500 : A : 0 : 
: 18/7/7 : Basibe Fmn. : II W 2. 500 : A 0 : 
: 18/7/ 8 : Basibe Fmn. : I I 1,. 800 : A 0 : 
: 18/7/ Q : Rueda Fmn. : I I 800 : A 36: 
: 26/7/ 1 iFonchanina Fmn.: II 2. 000 : A 0 : 
! 26/7/ iFonchanina Fmn.: II 2. 000 : A 0 : 
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Table 5A Co I .nuec 
: SAMPLE : AGE/FORMATIO# REGIOB FIG. : WEIGHT r METHOD C : 
. . (1) * (2) (3) (4): 
: 31/7/16 iCortal Sole Fmni Vlllefran, 3.25 : 2 .000 A 0 : 
: 31/7/17 :Cortal Sole Pmn: : 1 .700 A 0 : 
: 1/8/7 iCortal Sole Fma: : 1 .500 A 0 : 
: 2/8/1 : Coroaat Fmn. i 3.24 : .000 A.B 655: 
: 14/7/2 Belloc. Fmn. I I : 2 .000 A 0 : 
: 14/7/3 : Coronat Fmn. i I I 1 .800 A 15: 
: 14V7/4 : Coronat Fmn, : I I (2 .000) A 0 : 
: 14/7/5 : Coronat Fma. : M 2 .000 A 0 : 
: 14/7/6 : Lower Devonian: II l# 1 .830 : A 0 : 
: 14/7/7 : Lower Devonian: I I I I (2 500) : A 0 : 
: 15/7/1 :Cortal Sole Fmn: 3.26 : 1 .340 : A 21: 
: :? 7/2 :Cortal Sole Fmn: 340) : A 0 : 
: 15/7/3 : Ramonillon Fmn: M 1 500 : A 9 . 
: L.S, 16 : Devonian : Galleeo 3.46 2 225 : 0 : 
; T^S. H : Devonian : I I 3.48 2 588 : C 46: 
: CDP E : Uooer Devonian: II 3.49 2 737 : C 104: 
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funnels of bromoform for approximately 15 minutes, it iwas stirred, 
then allowed to settle for a further 15 minutes. heavy fraction, 
containing the conodonts was released Into funnels (lined ifith 
filter paper) ai^ rinsed thoroughly acetona. Once dry, this 
fraction was searched for conodonts. light fraction was washed 
with acetone (in filter paper) ar^ oi&ce dry transfered to sachets 
and retained. 
Bromoform was recovered from the washings by evaporation, 
The bromoform-acetone mixture was left in a large evaporating dish 
until almost all tl^ acetone evaporated, Indicated by th^ i 
flotation of a chip of calcite. This usually took up to 24 hours, 
the cleaned bromoform vwas th^^ bottled to prevent l&ss to 
further evaporation. 
The conodonts recovered tmre mounted on microscope slide 
trays using gum tragacanth. 
The conodonts were photographed using a scanning electron 
microscope. "Hway were fixed to aluminium stubs (which had been 
coated by black wax to gi\^ a better background) using gum 
tragacanth. These were then coated with a fine layer of gold using a 
spatter coater. 
Due to the poor yields and the fragile nature of the 
specimens various modifications were made to the method of 
processing the samples as outlined above. DEGARDI# (1975) suggested 
that deformation and metamorphism may cause changes in the chemical 
composition and brittleness of conodonts. She suggested that in such 
cases, a reaction time of more than six hours with acetic acid, may 
have a deleterious effect on the conodonts. She also suggested that 
the extreme brittleness of such material may prohibit the use of 
bromoform due to its strong surface tension, 
Because many of the limestones in this study were impure, 
there might also be insufficient calcium carbonate present to buffer 
the effect of the acetic acid on the fossils. This problem was 
compensated for by using partially spent acid. 
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The treatments which the samples received are shown in 
Table 5A. The methods to which the letters in the table refer are 
listed below; 
Method A. Tl^ standard technique in tdbich th^ sample is allowed 
to digest usually for at least 24 hours and for no longer 
tham 72 hours before sieving. Bromoform was used, 
Method B, The sample was allowed to react for no more than 6 
hours between sievings. Bromoform was used, therefore 
all the acid resistant residue was searched for fossils. 
Method C. The sample was left in fresh acid for no more than 6 
hours. It was sieved and the partially spent acid was 
retained cnxi used to digest tlua material further. Th^ 
sample was left in partially spent acid for periods of 24 
to 72 hours, Sieving prior to replacing SKZid served two 
purposes: (1) the removal of particles of the conodont 
size fractions from the acid. Therefore conodonts wtich 
had been freed from the rock matrix were not subjected, 
unprotected, to further acid treatimnt, (2) washing the 
material to digested further served to remove t]^ 
reaction skin around the fragments thus enhancing further 
dissolution. It was found that the acid could not be 
reused more than twice before it became ineffective. It 
was decided best, therefore, to alternate between short 
spells of fresh acid and longer periods of used acid, 
Bromoform was used. 
Method D, Certain of the limestone were dolomitlc or very impure. 
It was not possible, therefore to dissolve them completely 
using acetic acid. After initial treatment i^ ith acetic 
acid, formic acid was used in an attempt to complete the 
digestion, It was applied in the same way as the acetic 
acid had been and the samples were left for periods of 24 
to 48 hours. It was found however that this acid had 
little effect In digesting tlm material. Treatment vnJ:h 
hot acid was not attempted because of the delicate nature 
of the material. Bromofrom was not used on the residues 
obtained. 
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Method C was used for the bulk of the samples see Table 5A. Not only 
did it guard against acid damage to the fossils but it also r^iduced 
the amount of acid required to digest the samples. 
2.3 Conodont zonation. 
The first conodont zonal scheme for the Silurian System 
was proposed by VALLISER (1964) for the Carnic Alp^ of Austria (see 
fig. 5.1). Although several of his zones have been widely recognised 
outside Austria, nwch of the Llandovery Series is missing in his 
succession. Tte zonal scheme 1^^ Ibaen difficult to apply outside 
Austria and a number of local schemes have been produced by various 
workers. Unfortunately no standard zonation of geographical 
application has l^ aen established (ALDRIDGE, 1985). The Silurian 
conodonts recovered in this study appear to correspond with for^E; 
described by VALLI8ER (1964), therefore his zonation is used in this 
study. 
ZIEGLER (1971) compiled a succession of biostrat-
igraphically significant conodont "Faunas" for the Loy%r Devonian 
Series. This was based largely on investigations in the Celtiberlan 
Mountains reported CARLS & GANDL (1968) and CARLS (1969). 
These zones have been widely used by later workers. They ai^ 
particula^y applicable to the research herein as many of the species 
recognised in the current study correspond to diagnostic species of 
ZIEGLER's (1971) scheme. ZIEGLER's (1971) succession imas however 
incomplete a iwsw scheme of ten zones vms devised KLAPPER 
(1977) based on work in Nevada. KLAPPER & ZIEGLER (1979) documented 
the ranges of diagnostic species in Europe and America according to 
the new zonation. The relationship between tl^ old arwi new zonal 
schemes is showa in fig, 5.2. 
The threefold subdivision of tl^ Eifelian Stage proposed 
by VITTEKINDT (1966) has been replaced subsequently subdivision 
into frvs zones proposed by VEDDIGE (1977) ai^ later modified 
KLAPPER (1977). In the Givetian Stage the fcriodua obJiguiaargjaatus 
Zone of ZIEGLER (1971) has been replaced by the easensis 
Zone (VEDDIGE 1977). The foiygaat^us varcus Zone has been subdivided 
ai&i redefined ZIEGLER sdl &1- (1976). The latter authors also 
described the faunas of the iaeraaani-fo-ZygrziatAus 
crisatus Zone and the Lowermost Zone. The correlation 
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COaODOBT ZONES SERIES GEAPTOLITE ZONES 
(in Britain) 
0. reasobeideasis 
eosteinAoraensis 
PRIDOLI (no graptolites known) 
Qzarirodina crisoa 
fedayjs JatiaJata BoJbejnograptus boiiemicus 
J&ZQOg. jeiatwardiaeasis 
jtfbziog'raptus scazzius 
frjsto<7TaDtus n7js.soiij 
fojvfaa&Aoides sjjuricus icwioy 
^DCvrodeiJa Dioeckeasis 
Qzarkodiaa ? crassa 
Ozariodiaa sagitta sagitta 
frjstograptus iudeasis 
Cyrtograptus iundgreni 
Cyrtograptus eiiesae 
Cyrtograptus jjcaarssoci 
C^rtograptus rigidus 
JMonqg. rjccartoceasis 
Cyj-tograptug jnurcjbjsonni 
Cvj-tocraotus centrifufus 
#oc±aija patuia 
VENLOCK 
fterospatAodus 
aaoroAofaatAoides jfonociimacis crenujata 
fterospatAodus ceJjoai 
? _ O 
griestoDieasis 
JKoaograptus crispus 
A^ojiograptus turricuiatus 
Jfoaograptus sedgwjcMj 
jfoDograptus conyoiutus 
^nograptus gregarius 
^ziograptus cypJbus 
Jfoaograptus yesicuiosus 
jjridograptus acuaiaatus 
CivDtoaraDtus oerscujotus 
MISSING 
INTERVAL 
LLANDOVERY 
Fig. 5. 1 Conodont zonation for the Silurian System (VALLISER. 1964) 
and the British qraptolite zones (DEAN. 1975). 
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COmDOITT ZOFE OR BIOFACIES : STAGE 
ELAPPER & ZIEGLER (1Q7Q) : 
COgODOFT ZOimS/FAUBAS 
ZIEGLFR (1971) 
Lowermost foiyg-natiius 
asvametricus 
FRA8-
MIAN 
fojyg-nati^us 
asyjzmetr j cus faJaatojlepjs djsparj_Zjs* 
Aerjoanai-: U 
cristatuf Jw_ 
foiyg-aatAus 
varcus 
: Jl_ 
fojygnat&us ayiua easeasis 
Zbrtodus inc&eJiaaug 
r,±oc&Bijaaus austraiis 
/tJygaat^us c. costatus 
f, costatus patuJus 
GIVETIAF 
Aeraaani-
cristatus 
foijg-aatiius 
rarcus 
JLj Icriodus 
L : objjgujjnarg-ijiatus 
EIFELIAB 
fojygrzzatjzus A-ocjrejjaau^ 
[^patjiog'zzatiiod, W den tat us 
Zcfiodus coraig-er 
fojygaat&us seroatinus 
foiygnatbus inversus 
EKSIAB 
foJygnatbus groabergi 
non jateriscrescid-
rcriodus-fo] vg-Datizus 
foiyg#a&6us de^iscens 
J. b. biiatericrescens-
steiajzorneasis-
PoJ VfDat2;us 
jEog-natius suJcatus n.subsp. J, jbuddiej curvicauda-
J, ^uddiei ^uddiei 
5bg%atAus suicatus sujcatu; SIEGENIAB I, jzuddiej curvicuada-
rectanyujarjs-acfustojdes 
fedavjg pesavis j^esavis 
Ozarjrodizza n. sp. D 
GEDIBNIAF 
^acyrodeiJoides-
Icrjodus pesavis 
OzarA^odina eur±aensjs 
Zcriodus woscizazidti 
^esperius 
fcriodus Kosc^aidti 
post i/oscJiaj dt j 
Icriodus wosc^addti 
p/osefmidti 
Fig, 5.2 Comparison of new and old, zonations for the Lower and 
Middle Devonian Series. 
faiizatojepis dispariiis Zone defined by ZIEGLER & KLAPPEB 1982 
abreviations: 
ir. iroc±eijanus 
c. costatus 
r, Tbrtodus 
f. foiyg-natAus 
7. Jcriodus 
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between Lhe old conodont zonatlon for tlwa Middle Devonian, zus 
described ZIEGLER (1971) ai^ the :&ew zonation, described 
KLAPPEE & ZIEGLEE (1979), is in fig. 5.2. The latter zonation 
is used in this report. ZIEGLER & KLAPPER (1982) proposed that the 
lower boundary of the faiaatoJepis d^spariiis Zone should be 
recognised as the base of the Upper Devonian. 
Tl^ conodont zones of ti^ Upper Devonian Series VMsre 
established ZIEGLER (1962,1971) cHXi SANDBERG & ZIEGLER (1973), 
TlUs zonation Ibas recently been modified Iby ZIEGLER & SAKDBERG 
(1984) so tlbat all, of the zones (with the exception of tl^ 
,Sipi]ODCidej_Za praesuicata Zone) are based on species of fajjnatoiejpjs. 
As this fcJaHtoJepis-based zonation is restricted to offshore 
pelagic biofacies (see section 5J3) an alternative shallow-water 
fcriodus based zonation »Kis devised SAEDBERG & DREESEN (1984). 
These zonal schemes are illustrated in fig, 5.3. 
5,4 Results and dating. 
The following samples contained only indeterminate 
specimens: PAL 4A, PA^ 43, 2, TOL 6, 5, 15/7/3, 5/8/7 and 
SOUL 7, The faunas of the remaining 38 samples which yielded 
conodonts su-e described below, Tl^^ are listed according to their 
age and stratigraphic usefullness, 
A. Bbn-Dlagnostlc faunas: 
Samples contained only Icx^ ; ranging, fragmentary 
(only identifiable to generic level) indeterminate fi^nas are 
show^ in Table 5B. Samples B/E%; 3 and HIL 1 appear to contain 
members of the multielement taxon Ozarirodina excayata ezcavata 
BRAFS05 & (apparatus H, VALLISER 1971), lliis apparatus ranges 
from the patu2a-Zone (Silurian System) to early in the Emsian Stage 
according to WALLISER (1964), Sample C/D 6 contained only a very 
poorly preserved element resembling foacbodiaa which 
according to VALLISER (1971) ranges fin^ m the patuia-Zone to the 
suiuricus^Zone (Silurian System). remainder of the samples in 
this group were dominated by coniform elements referable to the long 
ranging genera and faaderodus. 
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FORMER 
Z O N A T I O N 
1 
S T A N D A R D C O N O D O N T 
Z O N E S 
(PELAGIC BIOFACIES) 
2 
DEFINITION OF 
LOWER LIMIT BY 
APPEARANCE OF: 
N E A R S H O R E 
C O N O D O N T 
Z O N E S 
3 
DEFINITION OF 
LOWER LIMIT BY 
APPEARANCE OF 
Protognalhodus 
siyrijcus 
vehter 
margmifera 
Key to Genera 
B, Sispathodus 
I , Icriodus 
' taxa of the 
genus Pslskys-
gnathus that have 
triple-row (I) 
elements 
fa, 
fg, fsaz/d'g/'oy/-
6'fj/7/Sy(7V7j//;VF 
No formal 
rAombo/(/ea 
crep/fya 
fr/anpu/af/f 
U Pr *oc*g// 
A/o. Pf. Aroctg///Vo 
PA. g. 
S. pragfu/cara 
& u/f/mus 
& acu/gafuf 
pfac///s expand "/cf/odug " 
COfMfUS 
(yrac/Z/s /nanca 
/?a. pgy/o^afa po^ fera 
pfa/?u/ofu5 
fi/^osa ffac/fKfffa 
Urn Sc. ye///e/'yg/;/pf 
IV1 
A/I 
U m 
U 
L 
manpu/ar/f 
asymrngfr/cus 
Pa. margimfera 
ufa/?en^/f 
Pa. m. mary/n//g/'a 
f/)om6o/^ ea 
Pa. poo/e/ 
p/a6/"a p/aPra 
"/cf/o^ug " 
COf/?t/fUS 
Pa. ferm/n/ 
Pa. cfep/(^  
Pa. fgnu/puncfafa 
Pa. (/g//cafu/a c/arAr/ 
Pa. mangu/anj 
Pa. //npf/Z/brm/s 
agymmeff/cuf 
Pa. ^/^ aJ 
fy/a/fpu/ar/s 
cu/vafa 
Pa. punffafa 
fofu/ff/Z/o^afa 
Pe/e*yspnaf/)u5 
p/a/?us 
AfOA;?Sr 
APPEARANCE 
(EXTINCTION OF 
"/." ra/monfy// 
" cpsrafuf 
"/." co5faft/5 
cografuf 
AfforpAofype 7 
"/." c/)oyn/cenf/s 
Pe/eiyspnaf/fuf 
//7c///)afuf 
"A " cornufuf 
/. a/femafuf 
a/femafua 
A jymmeff/cus 
Fia ;ona. :hen!es Jie Uctxer D6voiiia.:n Series^. 
1 based on SANDBERG & ZIEGLER (1973) 
2 ZIEGLER & SANDBERG (1984) 
3 SANDBERG & DREE8EN (1984) 
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Table 5B Nnn-diagnostlr faunas. 
SAMPLES 
3> 
3( c 
00 
c 
o 
cr 
-4 
C 
> " 
% 
C) 
> > 
R 8 c 
r* 
CD 
SI <3 
3 t i 
•p« h - CO 
CJ 
SPECIES w 
PejojeJja 1 2 
BejodeJJa trianj^jarjs 1 1 
Fejodejja sp. A 1 
FejodejJa sp. E 4 
fcrjodus sp. 1 
#jadeodejja equidentata 1 
LoncAodina 1 
LoncAodzaa sp. 1 
Veoprjonjodus sp. 1 
fanderodus #raci]js 4 
Fand. s p . a f f . P . r e c u r v a t u s 1 2 7 
faad. sp. aff. f.UDicosatus 1 
fVectospaf^odus extensws 1 
? fJectospafAodus sp. 1 
Tric^ccodeJja excavata 3 3 
FRAGMENTARY FORMS 
Bellodellan elements 4 1 
Hlndeodellan elements 1 1 
Ligonodinan elements 1 2 
Lonckodinan elements 1 
Neoprlcniodontan elements 1 
Ozarkodinan elements 3 2 
Panderodontan elements 15 1 2 3 1 10 
Trlchonodellan elements 1 
Indeterminate ^ipaents 5 1 i 4 1 3 3 3 i_2 3 
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B. Late Silurian/Early Devonian faunas: 
Tlie conodonts of these samples are listed in Table 5C. 
Samples BOT 4, 18/7/9 and C/D 1 contain in addition to very long 
ranging forms, representatives of ^nprjojojodina Wcuryata and 
Trjcionodeiia symmetrica. According to VALLISEE (1964) these form 
species range from the crjspus-Zone (the penultimate z>one of the 
Silurian System. In multielement taxonomy Z^^^prioniodfna bicurvata 
and Trjcj^onodejia symznetrica may be members of Ozartodina confiuens 
or certain subspecies of Ozarkodina remsc^eidensfs (see ZIEGLER 1973 
and MA8HK0VA 1972). 
C/f) 8, 3 and 6 a2J! contained 
examples of S^atAognatAodus remscAeidensis or poorly preserved forms 
resembling that species, Banges recorded for Lower Devonian platform 
elements are shown in fig, 5.4. ,^atiiog-nati3odus remsciiejdensjs 
species range from the the base of the Jcriodus Moscjzmidti Zone to 
the lower part of the j^ncyrodeJioides-Jcriodus pesavis Zone 
according to Ziegler (1971), 
PA^ 7 contained only t;«] representatives of Zcriodus 
WDScAzoidtj, tjie naae bearer of tize Jowermost of 
fauna] units and two fragmentary icrfodontan eiements. 
Z6e foiiowing faunas indicative of t±e Jcriodus 
postwosc^midti Zone were recovered: 
BAH 4 
B&iodeiia resima 
Beiodeiia sp, A 
EindeodeJia prisciiia 
Zcriodus eoiatericrescens 
fcriodus postwosc^midti 
#eqprioniodus excavatus 
#eqprioniodus iatidentatus 
Ozarirodina media 
Ozartodina typica denci^anni 
fiectospatAodus extensus 
5^#t^ognatAodus carisi 
5^at&o#nat&odus inciinatus 
6^at&ognatbodus remscAeidensis 
]yic^onode]]a incostans 
hindeodellan elements 
icriodontan elements 
ligonodinan elements 
ozarkodinan elements 
panderodellan elements 
plectospathodontan elements 
indeterminate elements 
2 
4 
1 
1 
3 
2 
2 
1 
4 
2 
1 
7 
SOUL 4 
1 
1 
15 
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SAMPLES 
Devonian faunas 
s 
—) 
o 
o 
o 
o 
03 > 
33 
M 
O 8 
> r* 
13 
> • 
SPECIES 
fh 
*o 
CD Oi CJ cn <3 
BeJodeiJa sp. A 1 
Bejodejja sp. B 1 
^indeodeJia eguidentata 2 1 
#jndeode]Ja prisciJia 1 
fcriodus woscAajdti 
li^cmodiaa saiopia 1 
Llgonodlna sp. A 2 
ionc^odjaa sp. A 1 
^eqprioaiodus excavatus 1 
^eoprionjodus multiformis 1 3 
Ozarlodiaa medja 1 3 
Ozar±odjaa t/pjca deac&manaj 1 5 
faad. sp. aff. P. recuryatus 1 
fjectaspafAodus aJternafus 12 
fVectospat&odus exteasus 4 2 2 
PJecfospa^todus fjaxuosus 1 
Spatbagnathodus i n c l i n a t u s 1 1 
S^at^qgnataodus remscAeidensis 2 9 
S^at^ogaat&odus sp. aff. S.rem I 1 1 
Synprioniodina bicurvata 1 1 4 
Tricbonodella Incostans 1 1 
Trlcbonodella symmetrica 1 1 
Tricbonodella sp. A 1 
? Irhzhonads^Ll^ so. 1 
FRAGXENTARY FORMS 
Acodinan elements 1 
Bellodellan elements 1 
Hindeodellan elements 1 3 2 10 
Icrlodontan elements 3 
Ligonodinan elements 2 
Ozarkodinan elements 2 1 12 
Plectospathodontan elements 2 
Spathognathodontan elements 2 1 7 : 
Trichonodellan elements 1 : : 
Indeterminate elements 19 13 4 3 1 93 
Fig. 5.4 nr ranges ol Lower 
elements) accordin 
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vonian species on nectlnlform 
:o the following authors: 
KLAPPER & ZIEGLER (1879)', BOERSMA (1973)=' TfALLISER (1964)3, 
CARLS & GANDL (1969)*, LAKE & ORMISTON (1979)=, ZIEGLER (1973)* 
8 
L 
e 
0 
s 
t 
e 
1 
GEDIFNIAB 
f. f. p. 4a-
f . p . 
SIEGEBIAB EMSIAB 
f.a. 
-r,-f Z.&.A 
7 : 8 :9 
7. 6,6; n. J 
5,-f, :J-P 
10 
Z0BATI05S 
ELAPPER & ZIEGLER 1979 
ZIEGLER 1971 
I. bjjatericrescea^ 
7. corajger' 
f. ^uddJej curvicaudai 
jT. eoiaterjcresceas? 
f. ^uddiei ±^ddjej' 
7. postivoscZunidtj!' 
f. woscAmjdt j' 
,8'. carjsjz 
0. eararata excavate 
,S. qptjjBus^ 
5'. reazsciieideasjs' 
5". traasitaas ^ 
Ozarirodjaa n.sp. 2 
fe. serratus subsp. A* 
abrevlatlons: 
4a. jacyrodejioides 
f, Jcriodus 
S. ^atiio^aat&odus 
0. Ozartodiaa 
Fe. feiekysgaatAus 
;05 
Samples BAH 4 and SOUL 4 contained examples of fcriodus 
postwoscAmidtj and Icrjodus eolatericrescens respectively (see fig, 
5.4). In addition sample BAH 4 contained a representative of 
carisj, according to BOERSMA (1973) this form ranges 
from the Jcrjodus posthroscizmidti Zone into the jacyrodeJloides-
fcrjodus pesayjs Zone (fig, 5.4). 
Faunas indicative of the .Ancyrodeiioides-fcriodus pesaris 
Zone were obtained from two samples: 
SEO 2 
^^cyrodeijoides iutsc^eri 
#ejodei]a resima 
Belodejja triaaguiaris 
BeJodeiia sp. B 
Eiadeodejia eguideatata 
ligonodiaa sajqpda 
^onc^odiaa greijia#r 
loac^odina sp. A 
jPeoprioniodus excavatus 
JTeojpri oniodus auj ti forais 
Ozarirodiaa jmedia 
Ozarjrodiaa typica denjijaajinj 
? Ozrarirodj na sp. A 
Ozaricdiaa sp. B 
fanderodus gracilis 
faaderodus sp. aff. f.recuryatus 
fanderodus sp. aff. f.uaicostatus 
fjejrysgDatjbus serrata 
fjectospat&odus ajteraatus 
fiectospatAodus extensus 
fiectospatbodus fiexuosus 
frioaiodina sp. 
S^atiqgnatbodus carJsi 
5^a&6ogDa&Aodus iacJiaatus 
5^a&bognatbodus qptiaus 
6^#f±ognat^odus reasc^eideasis 
6^a&6og%athodus transitaas morph a 
S^atAogaathodus sp. A 
6yaprioniodi%a bicurvata 
rricbonodeiia excayata 
Trichoaodeiia incostaas 
Triclioaodeila syjBmetrica 
TricAoaodejja sp. A 
acodinan elements 
belodellan elements 
hindeodellan elements 
ligonodinan elements 
neoprioniodontan elements 
ozarkodinan elements 
panderodellan elements 
plectospathodontan elements 
spathagnathodontan elements 
indeterminate elements 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
3 
2 
19 
1 
10 
1 
12 
56 
SEO 4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
9 
4 
6 
6 
4 
14 
6 
1 
7 
2 
5 
1 
1 
1 
1 
5 
11 
1 
4 
4 
33 
5 
2 
1 
26 
11 
1 
8 
73 
^06 
Sample GEO 2 contains two specimens resembling 
traasitans morphotype a (see LAHE & ORMISTON 1979). This form is 
typical of the Cbar±odjna n. sp. D Zone of KLAPPEE & ZIEGLER (1979) 
which is the eqivalent of the lower part of the vlncyrodeiioides-
fcriodus pesavis Zona of the old zonation (ZIEGLER, 1971), lids 
sample also contains examples of ^[patjzog'natjiodus optiaus (Early 
Devonian age) and feieAysgnatiius serrata (Gedinnian-Lower Siegenian 
age according to CARLS & GAFDL 1969), see fig. 5.4. The fauna of 
sample SEO 4 included an example of ytacyrodejJojdes a;3d 
specimens identified as S^atiiognatiiodus sp, A, which resemble 
Ozarirodina n. sp. 2 morphotype a of LANE & ORMISTON (1979). These 
forms are also typical of the OzarJrodina n, sp. D Zone (LA5E & 
ORKISTON 1979, see fig. 5.4). car_Zsi is also present 
in this fauna. 
C. Early Emslan faunas: 
Samples CAB F, A.M. 5,3 and A.M. 5.4 yielded faunas which 
correspond closely with the fcriodus Auddiei curricuada-J.^uddiei 
2wddiei Fauna of ZIEGLER (1971). These samples VKare dominated by 
examples of fcriodus Auddiei curvicuada. The full faunal list is as 
follows: 
CAB F A.X 5.3 A.M 5,4 
B&lodeiia resiaa 4 1 
I^iodeJia triangularis 2 
Z^^odeiia sp, A 1 
5eiodeiia sp. B 1 3 
Icriodus b. biiatericrescens 9 18 23 
fcriodus ^uddiei curvicuada 38 101 37 
fcriodus Auddiei ±uddJei 1 2 
acodinan elements 1 
belodellan elements 1 4 
hindeodellan elements 1 1 
icriodontan elements 78 149 79 
plectospathodontan elements 1 
spatbogaathodontan elements 4 3 6 
trichonodellan elements 1 
indeterminate elements 7 10 15 
The indeterminate icriodontan elements were predominantly very 
narrow forms resembling f.&uddJei curvicuada. The association of I, 
2mddiei curvicuada and J,biiatericresceas biiatericrescens indicates 
an lowermost Emsian age, see range chart fig, 5.4. 
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D. Upper Emslan/Eifelian Faunas: 
Sample SOUL 6 yielded two specimens Identified as Zcriodus 
cornig-er which is the name bearer of the corcig-er-Zone established 
by VITTEKI5DT (19GG) for the lower part of the Eifellan Stage. The 
range of this species, however, extends downwards into the uppermost 
part of the Emsian Stage and according to KLAPPER & ZIEGLER (1979) 
this species is restricted to the jnversus-Zone of the new zonatlon 
in Spain (see fig. 5.4). 5b other conodonts were recovered from this 
sample. 
Sample 14/7/3 yielded the following fauna: 
BeJodeJia triaag-uJaris 1 
Tlcriodus corniger 1 
belodellan elements 3 
icriodontan elements 2 
indeterminate elements 8 
The specimen tentatively identified as Icriodus coraiger indicates 
that this sample is also of Upper Emsian age. 
E. Glvetlan faunas: 
Sample AULUS 2 yielded only oiw3 conodcmt, assigned to the 
species fcricdus arioaeasjs which is indicative of the Givetian 
Stage according to ZIEGLER (1975), see fig. 5.5. 
Faunas Indicative of the yarcus-Zone vmjns recovered from 
the following samples: 
SAL 5 MC 12 L.S. H UD 1 UD 2B 
?^acyrodejja sp. 1 
^eiodeJia resiaa 1 
Beiodeiia sp. A 1 
Icriodus arkoaensis 4 1 
Jcrjodus brevis 1 2 5 
fcriodus difficiiis 2 5 
fo_Zyg-Dat2ius ansa t us 3 10 
foiygjzatiius ijnguiforjnis Y 6 1 
fo-Zygnatiius jinguiforMs 6 3 
jjzzg-ujforMs e 1 
foiygaatJiius jizig-uiforais zeta 1 4 
fo, jjagujforais (morph, indet.) 2 
fojy#natAus ovantiaodosus 3 
fb, sp. aff. ovaatinodosus 1 
fcJygcat^us timoreasis 2 
fojj/g-aatiius xy_Zus 7 4 
angulodontan elements 2 
coniform elements 5 
hibardellan elements 1 
hindeodellan elements 4 1 1 6 
icriodontan elements 1 5 1 
neoprionlodontan elements 2 b 
ozarkodinan elements 1 1 
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Fig. 5 . 5 Badges of Middle Devonian species (based o n p p r t i n i f o r m 
el6nents) according to KLAPPER & ZIEGLER (1979). 
EIFELIAH GIVETIA* 
Q) 
C n-c (n 
o kr ' 
m . . 
O % M ' (n 5 (n (D (b g 
3 in c 
A, 
m 
; L M U L : U : 
0, 
o 
fr< 
: f. ar±0aensis 
; I . b r e v i s 
:I. diffjciJjS 
: I. retrodepressvi 
: Fo. ansatus 
:fo. jjajuiformis T 
: Po. l l n g u l f o r m i s S 
; Po. l l n g u l f a r m i s e 
: Po. 1 1 n g u i f o r m l s zeta 
-:PG. ovantinodosus 
:fo. timorensis 
i:fc. xvJus 
abxeviations: 
I c r i o d u i 
yo. 
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SAL 5 %C 12 l.S. H UD 1 UD 2B 
plectospathodontan elements 2 
polygnathodan elements 1 6 6 
trichonodellan elements 1 
indeterminate elements 8 22 12 2 71 
11^ ranges of th^ pectiniform elements of th^ species 
identified in these samples are in fig. 5.5. The association 
of fcJygaat&us aasatus and fcJygaat&us ovaatinodosus in sample SAL 5 
indicates an Upper varcus-Zone age. In sample MC 12 foJjfg-aatAus 
aasatus is asociated with Zcriodus aricaensis suggesting a AMddje 
yarcus-Zone age, 
Samples L.S. H, UD 1 and UD 2B contain members of the 
foiyg-jiat^ ius iing-ujforznjg jjag-uiforMs group. Only the nominate 
subspecies f, Jing-ujforads Y was recognised in UD 1, this ranges from 
the costatus-Zone (Eifelian Stage) to the top of the 
cr^status-Zone (Givetian Stage). In sample L.S. H this subspecies is 
associated with f. Jiaguiformis zeta indicating a Middle or lowermost 
Upper warcus^Zone age. UD 2B contained the &, e and zeta morphotypes 
of fojygnatiius iinguiforMs Indicative of a Middle varcus-Zone age. 
F. Famennian faunas: 
The ranges of the Upper Devonian ag^ pectiniform elements 
recovered are shown in fig. 5.6. 
Sample CDP E yielded the following fauna: 
fa_Zj2atoJepis glabra prizza 1 
foJygnat&us semicostatus 22 
SbapAigaat&us veiifer 4 
apathognathan elements 3 
hibardellan elements 1 
hindeodellan elements 5 
ligonodinan elements 1 
neoprioniodontan elements 5 
ozarkodinan elements 3 
palmatolepan elements 1 
polygnathan elements 4 
trichonodellan elements 2 
indeterminate elements 55 
The presence of Scapiiig-natiius vejjfer in this material suggests an 
Uppermost marg-jaifera-Zone or traciiytera-Zone age for this sample. 
The following fauna was recovered from sample 2/8/1: 
icriodus aiternatus 5 
Zcriodus sp. aff. I. aiternatus 4 
fajjnatoJepjs gJabra Jepta 14 
fajaatojepis gJabra pectinata 3 
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Fig. 5.6 Devonian species lbaa&d_ua 
f^GllAliofauaiaaanlsl-accordlng to the 
SANDBERG & DREESEN (1984)?, 
CYGAW (1979)*, KLAPPER & ZIEGLER (1979)* 
Icrlodus alternatus^ 
fa, glabra iepta* 
fa, glabra pecfjuata^ 
fa, gJabra 
fa. jracjJjs ^rac^Jis* 
fa. margjnifera dupjjcata^ 
fa. mjnuta 
fa, mjauta sc^Je^zjaS 
fa. guadrantiaodosaJobata^ 
fa. rbomboidea^ 
Fa. tenulpunctata^ 
fa. #racjjjs gracjJjs* 
Po. brevllamlnu^ 
Pa. glaber glaber^ 
Po. germanus gerrnanus^• 
fo. semicostatus' 
ScapAignafAus yeVJ/er* 
rc 
o 
abrevlations: 
fa, faJawfo7ep;5 
fo. foJ/jaaCAus 
!11 
faiznatoiepjs glabra ssp. indet. 46 
fajjiHtojepis gracjiis gracjjjs 19 
fajmatoJepis aarg'izjfera dupiicata 1 
fbjaatcJepjs minuta adauta 22 
faiaatoiepis adauta sc^jeizia 8 
fajjaatojepis guadraatjuodosajobata 6 
fa^jzatojepis r^omboidea 46 
fajaatoiepjs tenulpunctata 6 
fo]y#aat^us breviiaainus 5 
fojygnat^us #iaber #jaber 4 
foiyg-zzatiius g-ermanus geraanus 3 
acodinan elements 1 
angulodontan elements 2 
detortiform elements 3 
hindeodellan elements 2 
icriodontan elements 4 
ligonodinan elements 7 
neoprioniodontan elements 7 
ozarkodlnan elements 3 
palmatolepan elements 116 
plectospathodontan elements 1 
polygnathan elements 4 
indeterminate elements 322 
The abundance of f^imatoiepfs rAomboidea and its association wath 
fajaatoiepjs aarg-jjzjfera dup^icata indicates a Lower aarginifera-
Zone age for this sample (see fig. 5.6). Older forms in particular 
fcriodus aiteraatus and teauipunctata are however also 
present. This may be due to reworking as it appears this represents 
a condensed fauna (see section 5.5). 
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5.5 The influence of palaeoenviroament on conodont distribution. 
As can be seen from Table 5A the majority of the samples 
processed failed to yield even fragmentary conodonts. Furthermore 
the productive samples tended to yield poorly preserved specimens 
with a hig^ proportion of indeterminate forms. Metamorphism ar^ 
deformation has no doubt had a deleterious effect on these faunas 
and this will be discussed in later sections. Vhen th^ figures are 
examined, however, a strong correlation be saeen between the 
llthology of the samples their yield. richest Loh%r ZHid 
Kiddle Devonian faunas were obtained from bioclastlc limestones with 
a varied mlcrofauna. Black limestones which appeared to contain only 
orthoceratlds were less productive and the crinoidal limestones and 
fossiliferous sandstones only occasionally yielded conodonts. 
Upper Devonian pelagic nodular limestones (such sample 2/8/1) 
proved to be Lhe prolific material for conodonts (s^ se 
BOEESMA 1973; CYGAB 1979). 
There has been much discussion concerning the mode of life 
of the conodont animal an^ tl^ degree of environmental control on 
its distribution. Conodonts have been recorded from a wide variety 
of marine rock types leading many authors to suggest that they are 
not restricted to a particular fades (MuLLEE 1956,1962; ZIEGLER 
1960; COLLINSON 1963). This would indicate that the animal Imd a 
pelagic (probably nektonic) of life (LIXDSTEOK 1973; 
1985). However a degree of substrate dependance tas been 
demonstrated for at least some conodonts, indicating that they were 
benthlc or nektobenthlc (MuLLER 1962; BARBES & FAHRAEUS 1975; SVEET 
1985), The literature includes therefore both depth stratified (e.g. 
SEDDOB & SVEET 1971; DRUCE 1973) vertically segregated (e.g. 
BAR5ES & FAHRAEUS 1975) models for planktonlc and nektobenthic modes 
of life respectively. KLAPPER & BARRICK (1975) reviewed these models 
in Lhe light of recent ecological analogues. Tluay concluded tlmt 
both imocLes of life produce similar distributions vAwan 
hydrographic factors are taken Into account. Futhermore they 
suggested that even if the conodont animal were pelagic it %%s 
probably adapted to a continental shelf environment and should 
be expected to be imre abundant in basinal deposits than a 
nektobenthic animal. Futhermore BABCOCK (1977) suggested that 
decreasing food supply baslnward laay restrict the abundance and 
;i3 
diversity of co&odonts in this environment, regardless of its mode 
of life. 
TlK! fi]&e grained pyritic an^ argillaceous linestones of 
the Lower Devonian succession of th^ Pyrenees, vdiich proved so 
unproductive in this study, appear to insjpresent a deep shelf 
environment (at the margin of the basin, see section 4.16 and 
fig. 4.11). The crinoid debris they contain consists of sparse 
disarticulated ossicles washed into this enviroment and other 
fossils are rare. Not only was the conodont animal probably rare in 
this environment Tbut the concentration of the elements would be 
diluted by the high proportions of terriglnous clastic material seen 
in these thick, rapidly deposited limestone units. 
Tl^ black nodular limestones closely resemble the 
'cephalopod' limestones described by KREBS (1977) tdbich represent 
slow deposition on local highs within the basin or on deep shelves 
at its margins. Although the conodont animal would have been scarce 
in this enviroment the slow rate of (Sedimentation would have 
concentrated its remains in these deposits, accounting for their 
limited yield of conodonts. 
"The bioclastic limestones ai^ pelagic nodular limestones 
appear to represent an open shelf environment, which is reflected in 
their higher conodont yields. 
The following relationships between th^ sedimentary 
facies aiKl the nature of the conodont faunas recovered have l^ aen 
observed: 
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A. Lower Devonian Faunas: 
In th^ Lower Devonian time interval there was marked 
provincialism vdiich is not easily distinguished from 
palaeoenvironmental differentiation (KLAPPER & ZIEGLER 1979), This 
provincialism has lead to the contrast between th^ zonal schemes for 
Nevada and Spain, BARNETT (1971), however, related th^ distribution 
of reasc&eidensjs and Icriodus wosc&midti to facies 
fig- 5,7), suggested tl^ it Jcriodus woscAaudti favoured an 
offshore fore-reef environment, whereas the environmental tolerance 
of 5^atAog3at^odus reascAeideagis extended Inshore to ti^ back-reef 
environment. Both species decreased in abundance basinwards. In this 
study the ratio between these two genera appear to influenced in 
a similar manner by facies (see fig. 5.8). Samples of Lower Devonian 
age and their environmental Interpretation are as follows: 
(a) Sample PAL, 7: This organic rich limestone appears to have been 
deposited in a basinal environment. The only fossils observed were 
orthoceratids and scattered crinoid debris, The sparse conodont 
fauna contained only Zcriodus woschaddti, 
(b) Sample BAH 4: This biomicrite also contains a high proportion of 
organic matter indicating slow deposition in a basinal environment. 
However it has a rich fauna consisting of ostracods, orthoceratids 
and some brachiopods indicating condensed deposition on a local high 
(or 'Schwellen') or on the shelf edge. The fcriodus/Spatiiog-natliodus 
ratio of 0.4 indicates moderate water depths in the environment. 
(c) Samples Cab P, A.M. 5.3 and A.M, 5.4: These samples contained 
faunas of an fcriodus Auddjei curvicuada-fcriodus ^uddiei ^uddiei 
age with very high fcriodus/SpatZio^natZiodus ratios (e.g. sample 
P I/S= 54.67). These biomlcrites, rich in shell fragments and 
crinoid debris, iwere probably deposited in a moderately shallow 
shelf environment. 
(d) Samples 2 and Seo 4: These nodular biomicrites contained 
rich faunas dominated by tentaculitids with orthoceratids and 
gastropods. They appear to represent a shallow pelagic shelf 
environment. Jcriodus was absent from the faunas which were 
dominated by 5^#tAog#at6odus. Examples of ^acyrodeiloides and 
FeJeAysgnatAus were also present. 
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Fig . 5.8 A schematic representation of the relationship between sedimentary 
environment and Lower Devonian conodont faunas from the Pyrenees. 
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B. Middle Devonian faunas: 
CHATTERTON (1976) recognised four distinct Middle Devonian 
biofacies (see fig. 5.9). The most offshore (basin or slope) 
biofacies was dominated by PoiygnatAus which further Inshore 
(shallow open marine conditions) became associated ifith fcrjodus 
and/or azzd/or ^ejodeila. According to CHATTERTON 
Jcriodus did not range into shallow slightly restricted environments 
and only coniform elements such as fanderodus persisted in semi-
restricted shallow environments. VEDDIGE & ZIEGLER (1976) also 
suggested that Jcriodus favoured energy rich shallow water 
environments. SPARLIBG (1984) noted a decrease in tlbs total number 
of elements i^r kilogram of rock processed in shoal smd lagoonal 
environments. This decrease twis accompanied l&y fcriodus becoming 
dominant (fig. 5.10). following facies 
associations were noted in the Middle Devonian faunas recovered in 
this study (see fig, 5.11): 
(a) Sample SAL H: "Hiis homogeneous micrite contained a mixed fauna 
fojygna&6us dominant tuit including examples of fcriodus and 
Bejodejja. This suggests a low energy o;#m marine environment for 
this sample. 
(b) Sample UD 2A: This fine grained nodular limestone with 
tentaculitid debris indicates a pelagic environment. Its ndxed 
fbjy##at^us/Jcrjodus fauna suggests shallow open marine conditions. 
(c) Samples SAL 5 and M. C. 12; Faunas recovered from this crinoidal 
limestone were dominated by fojygrnatJius associated with fcriodus and 
#ejodeija. T^ds limestone Is believed to represent a turblditic 
deposit with material washed into a baslnal environment from tlm 
adjacent shelves. 
(d) Sample Soul 6: This calcareous sandstone wdth solitary corals, 
bryozoa, shell and crinoid debris represents a relatively shallow 
VKater high energy environment. This appears to be consistent with 
its sparse conodont fauna restricted to Jcriodus sp. 
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C. Upper Devonian faunas: 
SAFDBERG & DEEESEN (1984) outlined five nain biofacies for 
the Famennian Stage (see fig. 5.12). According to them faJjBatoJepjs 
dominates offshore muddy, outer shelf, deposits, Further inshore 
mixed faunas ar^ seen, whereas in shallow 
shaol conditions is associated vdJbh Icriodus or 
Two faunas of this age were studied which showed the 
following relationships: 
(a) Sample CEf E: This packed crinoidal limestone, with bryazoan, 
fragments came from the edge of a reef complex, which probably 
developed on a stable platform margin. The dominance of 
over faiaatoiepjs (the ratio of fa,/fo. is 0,077) in the sample 
indicates a shallow inner shelf environment. The presence of 
also indicates inshore conditions. 
(b) 2/8/1: This red nodular micrite also represents an 
offshore pelagic shelf environment. "The high number of conodonts 
recovered (327.5 kilogram of rock processed) ai^ the age range 
of the species recorded (see section 5.4) indicates that this is a 
condensed deposit. The high ratio of falaatoiepis to foiygnatj^us 
(fa,/fo, 17.3) corresponds tmall wdth a pelagic environment (see 
fie, 5,12). 
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5.6 Mrntamorphism and deformation. 
The samples were collected away from the main metamorphic 
centres. The mineral assemblages of tha zu^^illaceous samples, 
however (dominated by muscovlte and chlorite, see chapter 4) 
indicate chlorite grade, sub greenschlst or igreenschist facies, 
metamorphism, the lower limit of which is approximately 200°C 
(VIFKLER, 1965). Conodonts change colour with rising temperatures 
(due to carbonisation of their organic content. ]EP8TE1F (1977) 
devised a palaeothermometer based on conodont colour change (tl^ 
Conodont Alteration Index, C.A.I.) by extrapolation of experimental 
results, They luive distinguished eight categories of colour 
alteration (C.A.I values). The temperature ranges fc^ tba first five 
of these are shown in fig, 5.14, the upper and lower limits of each 
range are for 1 ndllion and 500 ndlllon years heating r^^ipectlvely. 
'The temperatures represented the hi^est C.A.I, values are not 
vwall defined. alteration is considered to be independant of 
pressure amd cmly limestone samples w%re considered EPSTEIF ei 
al. in order to standai^se the effect of the host-rock. 
Plate 5A shows the variation in colour of selected 
conodonts from this study. They were photographed using a Leltz 
light microscope with a wide angle lense. Those with light 
backgrounds were photographed with transmitted plane-polarised light 
from the microscopes otm light source, below Lhe subject. Tl^ iy 
demonstrate tt^ translucency of the material. Pictures vdJkh dark 
backgrounds were photographed under Incidental light, directed onto 
the specimens from tvm fibre optic light sources above. The light 
was directed perpendicular to the long axis of the specimens in 
order to minimise the effect of shadows. These figures show the 
effect of reflections caused changes in tl^ a surface texture of 
the conodonts, on the colour observed. 
Conodonts recovered from all the samples in this study 
(with the exception of sample 2/8/1) were generally grey to black in 
colour (C.A.I. 5) indicating temperatures of above 300"C. All Lhs 
specimens displayed the pitted, grainy surface texture typical of 
conodont collections with a C.A.I, greater than 4.5 (EP8TEI5 sial. 
1977). 
Fig. 5. 14 A. GQrrelatiQii, Ql thermally Induced colour changes of conodont; 
IMFORMATIOI BASED OK: 
(1) CORREIA (1967, 1969) 
(2) STAPLIN (1969) 
(3) EPSTEIN el &1. (1977) 
KEROGEN CHITIN- MIOSPORES ACRITARCHS TEMPERATURE C.A.I 
(1) OZOANS(l) (1) (1) (1) •c (3) 
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1 ight 
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yellow 1 1 
red brown 1 
orange 32 50 
60 
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to to 2 mature 1% 
brovm brown brown 80 
brown 90 
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, (opacific- 110 
brown grey ation of grey 3 
laesuaral 120 
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black ture) black 4 
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of laesurae 5 190 
200 200 
processes 4 
316 300 
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shattering 
,J 
400 
(O 
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Conodonts recovered from sample 2/8/1 (tl^ Upper Devonian 
nodular limestone) however ranged from light jgrey to translucent 
ydiite with a saccaroidal surface texture (C.A.I. 8). Material of 
this type has been previously found in a metamorphic series 
including garnet-muscovite-amphibole and EPSTEIN edl cLU (1977) 
suggested temperatures in excess of 400-500"C for such specimens, 
Sample 2/8/1, however, cane from chlorite grade rocks thus there is 
no indication that the above temperatures were attained, CYGA5 
(1979) noted similar anomalies in C.A.I, values cHxi suggested that 
the effect of tectonism may not be negligable as proposed by EPSTEIF 
et al.. (1977). The translucent faimatoiepis shown in fig, A appears 
to have suffered ductile deformation whereas in the dark grey 
falaatoiepjs (fig. B) ,a crack with strain fibres is apparent, thus 
it h^^ responded imore brittly to extension, both specimens 
recovered from sample 2/8/1, 
Specimens of Zcriodus recovered from samples CAB F, A,X. 
5.3, A,*, 5w4 also revealed interesting features which 
related to tlm effect of deformation (Plate 5A). Varing degrees of 
ductile deformation could be seen in this material. Examples of 
fcriodus ^uddiei curvicuada showing either iK) signs of deformation 
(fig. G) or extension along the long axis of the specimen (figs. 
H,J,K), tmre observed. Specimens from this sample were generally 
grey-black (C.A.I. 5) in colour. In longitudinally extended 
specimens, however tl^ areas between th^ denticles are translucent 
wtite in appearance (figs. J,K). deformation appears to have 
been concentrated in tt^ interdenticle regions which appear to be 
leias competent tlKin the paired denticles. In other specimens the 
posterior portion of the unit appears to have been deformed 
become translucent white in colour, in contrast to th^ anterior part 
of the unit (fig. H). 
'Tba specimens vmre viewed in a variety of illuminations 
and the colour contrast appeared to be in part due to textural 
differences between tl^ deformed undeformed areas, 
saccharoldal surface texture which accompanies the recrystallisation 
of the material may reflect and scatter light falling on it to give 
the impression of a lighter colour. 
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It appears therefore tt^ it the C.A.I, is unreliable in 
terrains which have undergone heating at temperatures of above 250-
300°C and/or strong tectonism, The changes in colour observed at tibe 
top end of the C.A.I, spectrum appear to be due not only to chemical 
effects but also to textural changes. In all probability it is the 
latter thaA causes the anomalous colours in ductily deformed 
material and the resultant uncertainties in the temperature 
conditions. 
Metamorphism without doubt has a detrimental effect on the 
preservation of conodonts, In cases of extreme recrystallisation the 
ornamentation may be obliterated by the resultant saccaroidal 
surface texture. Nevertheless the most abundant fauna in this study 
showed the highest C.A.I, value and the remaining rich to very 
sparse faunas had lower C.A.I.'s, There is therefore no correlation 
between thermal alteration and the numbers of conodonts recovered in 
this study. 
The effect of deformation on the conodont faunas appears 
to have been more severe. The elements generally appear to have 
responded brittly, majority of the specimens recovered tmre 
broken, partlculary the fragile ramiform elements. ]#jch of this 
breakage imy have occu^ed during processing. DEGARDIN (1975) 1%^ 
suggested that the changes induced by metam^rphlsm may ziake them 
more brittle. However in a of specimens crack-seal features 
vK»re seen, indicating earlier fracturation, accompanied by tlbs 
growth of extension fibres (see figs. B smd P, Plate 5A). 11^ 
scarcity of faunas in the more Intensely deformed regions of the 
Aa^al Zone such as the Casamanya and Llavorsl areas may be explained 
by this factor. 
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5.7 Palynologicai work. 
Diurlag the 1982 summer field season a variety of 
lithologies (predominately shales) collected for palynological 
study. 22 samples vKare selected ai^ processed (see Tables 5D for 
details). 
A. Processing techniques. 
The following proceedure iwas developed to recover the 
palynomorphs: 
a) The samples were washed and scrubbed to remove weathered 
material. They were crushed with a hammer and the chippings were 
dry-sieved to remove particles of less than 1mm diameter. 
b) Sufficient chippings (1 to 4mm in dimensions) to line the base of 
500ml 'Avalon' beakers (approximately 30g) were digested. 
c) The samples were tested with a small amount of dilute HCl (20%). 
If there was any sign of a reaction the beakers were topped up with 
dilute HCl (20%) and left on a warm sandbath for apprc|kmately 24 
hours (they were stirred periodically to enhance the reaction). 
d) The dilute HCl was then decanted off and concentrated HCl was 
added to the samples. They were left to stand for a further 24 hours 
on a warm sandbath (and stirred periodically). This step was 
incorperated in response to difficulties encountered in processing 
the first batch of samples (see section 5.7B). 
e) The concentrated HCl was decanted off and the samples were topped 
up with distilled water. The material was allowed to settle out 
before the liquid was removed and fresh distilled water added. The 
residues were washed at least three tines vdJch distilled water in 
this manner, in order to remove any Ca^* ions which may have been 
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Table 5D r'aivno] imnles and Resui" 
: SAMPLE : REGION METHOD :RESIDUE 
: 8/8/1 Andorra Calcareous silver-grey slate A 
: 6/8/15* Grey shale interbedded w 1st. A F,B,M,P 
: 6/8/3 Black limestone A F,X 
: 7/8/8B Black slate A F,F,M 
: 8/8/3B Blue-grey slate A F,* 
: 14/7/1 Villefranche Grey slate A a 
: 5/8/4 Andorra Black schist A F.M.X 
: 5/8/3 A F,X 
: 7/8/lA A F,X 
: 7/8/2 Black slate interbedded w 1st A F.P 
: 8/8/3A Blue-grey slate A F,X 
: 8/8/5 Grey slate A F,* 
: 1/8/10 Villefranche Shale interbedded w sandstone B P,M,P 
: 29/7/6 Calcareous shale B F,M 
: 26/7/3B Llavorsi Shale interbedded w 1st. B F 
: 29/7/2 Villefranche Dark grey shale B F,M 
: 6/8/15 Andorra Grey shale interbedded w 1st. B M 
: 26/7/3A Llavorsi Dark blue-grey limestone B *,X 
: 2/8/3 Villefranche Grey shale B F,M,S 
: 30/7/23 Grey calcareous shale B M 
: 30/7/7 B F,8 
: 30/7/19 Dark shale B F.M.S, 
: 30/7/17 Dark calcareous slate B M,S 
: PAL 6 Andorra Black limestone w orthoceratids C F,M,S 
: BAH 4 Bahent C F.M.S 
: C/D 8 Camprodon #1 II H ;* C F.K.S 
: TOL 6 Rio Segre II II ;i II C F,M,S 
: TOE 4C Andorra I I W I I I I C F,M,S 
: C/D 1 Camurodon M II I I I I F.M.S 
Abbreviat] -ons 
* this sample was reprocessed 
Processing technique used: 
A= the porceedure initially used for shale samples. 
B= the amended proceedure for shale samples. 
C= the method used for processing limestones for chitinozoa. 
Contents of residues: 
amorphous fin^ grained black material (probably organic) 
in clusters (some of this material may be mineral matter), 
^^transparent needles, porbably a precipitate formed 
processing. 
M= opaque grains, probably mineral matter, 
S= silicate, usually mica or quatrz. 
palynomorphs 
X= a thoroughly cleaned residue was not obtained. 
usually 
during 
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present in the liquid (CRAMER, 1964). This stage was also added to 
the proceedure initially used (see section 5.7B). 
f) When the distilled water had been decanted for the final time a 
few ml of dilute HCl (20%) were added and then the beaker was topped 
up with 40% Analar EF, 
g) The samples were left to stand on a warm sand bath for at least 
24 hours until the material had been completely broken down. The HF 
vKis th&n decanted and tl^ beakers topped up with distilled water. 
This diluted any residual acid prior to the sieving, 
h) The residues were then sieved using 10^ 'Estal' sieves. They were 
washed, initially with hot 20% HCl (at approximately 40"O, then 
with distilled water, until the washings were both clean and 
neutral, 
With some samples it was found that initial washing with 
hot HCl (to remove any precipitates formed during the treatment) 
was not necessary. In the initial batches the residues were 
neutralised repeated dilution and decantation, using distilled 
water, prior to sieving through sintered glass funnels (filter size 
3^0 Instead of 'Estal' sieves (see section 5.7B). 
Often it was necessary to concentrate t]^ palynological 
residue further by removal of the heavy mineral fraction. The method 
used was as follows: 
a) The residue transfered to centrifuge tubes. It vms 
centrifugated for 7 minutes (at 1000 r.p.m. ) decanted and tl^ 
sediment retained. 
b) The tubes were topped up with dilute HCl (20%) and centrifugated 
for 7 minutes (at 1000 r.p.m.) decanted and the sediment retained. 
c) Zinc bromide was added to the tubes and the sample centrifugated 
for 20 minutes (at 1000 r.p.m.). The zinc bromide was decanted into 
a sintered glass funnel and the sedimented fractions discarded. 
d) The material in the funnel was washed with dilute HCl (20%) and 
then distilled water, 
TI^ processed material Y«is mounted on glass slides using 
glycerine jelly, for microscope work. 
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B. Difficulties encountered In processing the samples. 
The niajority of the samples contained a very high 
proportion of fine grained black material. This failed to respond to 
heavy mineral separation and appeared to be amorphous organic 
matter. In th^ earlier batches this material would i^ zt through 
the sintered glass filters, although it appeared to sufficiently 
fine grained to do so. This was due to the presence of a precipitate 
binding tl^ particles together, Fii^ needles of this precipitate, 
believed to be calcium floride, were seen in a number of the slides. 
The following techniques were employed in the attempt to clean the 
samples: 
a) Prolonged washing with hot concentrated HCl, 
b) Oxidation of the organic matter using cold dilute nitric acid 
(5%), lK]t dilute nitric acid (5%), or Schultz's solution (nmcW 
covering the residue with a thin layer of potassuium chlorate 
crystals and then adding concentrated nitric acid). 
c) Ultrasonic vibration for a few seconds (in order to disaggregate 
the particles). 
Fane of these techniques proved entirely effective in 
freeing the material to permit sieving. This supported the 
supposition that tl^ binding agent calcium fluoride, which is 
highly insoluble. Also these proceedures would be expected to have a 
detrimental affect on any fossil material vdiich might been 
present. In order to prevent calcium flouride forming in the 
suceeding batches (see Table 5D) steps d) and e) of section 5.7A 
twajns added to the initial process. These steps appear to have to 
been sucessful in preventing th^ build up of the precipitate. 
It was also found that the use of 'Estal' sieves for washing the 
samples, was preferable, as they provided a larger surface area. The 
flocculation of organic particles or the formation of hydroxides may 
also have been prevented by keeping the material in an acid medium 
until the late stages of the sieving (see step h); section 5.7B). 
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C. Processing for chitlnozoa. 
[^SGAEDIN & PARIS (1978) dis;covered chitinozoa in a black 
'Orthoceras' limestone sample from tt^ Spanish Pyrenees. Due to the 
results obtained from th^ shale samples it VKis decided to 
sample and process some limestones of this type. These limestone are 
listed in table 5D. Six limestones were processed and the technique 
used was as follows: 
a) Any weathered material was cleaned from the samples and they were 
broken down with a hammmer, Fragments of approximately l-2cm 
dimensions were selected. 
b) 200-300g of chippings was weighed out and placed in the base of a 
2 litre 'Pyrex' beaker. 
c) 1.5 litres of dilute HCl was added to the sample. Some samples 
were initially tested with small amounts of 5% and 2% HCl however 
the reaction proved to violent at both these concentrations, 1% 
HCl was therefore used, this produced a less violent but a very 
short-lived reaction. 
d) 15 of concentrated HCl added to the beakers at frequent 
intervals (as the old acid was spent and the reaction died down 
rapidly) so that the concentration was kept at approximately 1%. The 
samples were stirred. 
e) After about half the sample had been digested the material was 
allowed to settle aiKl the spent acid decanted off. The sedimented 
fraction was then sieved using 80^ 'Estal' sieves. 
f) fine fraction was collected and retained for further study. 
The digested material trapped by the sieve was searched for 
chitinozoa. This was done by spreading a few drops of the residue in 
water c^mr the surface of a watch glass an^ L examining it using a 
binocular microscope, "Hils process i#as repeated untill all th^ 
residue had been searched. 
D. Results and conclusions. 
Palynomorpbs were seen in only three of the shale samples 
(Table 5D). Unfortunately none of these finds sufficiently well 
preserved or abundant to be of use stratlgraphically. Some trilete 
spores and s^mll spherical acritarchs observed in samples 
6/8/15 ai^ 1/8/10 and a single trilete spore seen in sample 
7/8/2. None of tl^ limestones processed for chltinozoa proved 
productive. 
It is clear that the effects of metamorphism and 
deformation were too great for the recovery of useful p^lyrmlogical 
assemblages. In fig. 5.14 the effects of temperature on the various 
groups of palynomorphs (CRAMER al_. 1972) is correlated with the 
conodont colour indices of EPSTEIN (1977). Field information 
together with petrographic Information ami "Lbe conodont colour 
indices (at least C.A.I. 5) for these rocks all indicate 
temperatures in the region of 300°C. Thus the material would be 
expected to be severely carbonised (the colour of the spores 
recovered was too dark for their identification). The loss of 
volatiles involved in carbonisation causes the material to become 
very brittle thus making the effect of deformation critical. This 
may explain why the sporadic finds in this study came from beds 
within relatively competant rock units (Table 5D). The amorphous 
black material which dominated the residues may lhave been largely 
the product of carbonisation and degradation of th^ organic material 
(STAPLIE 1969). 
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5.8 Graptolite Faunas. 
Graptolites discovered In Silurian shales the 
following localities; near Aracabell (fig. 3.34), near Bar (fig. 
3.35) emd near Bahent (fig. 3.36). T]&e faunae; were identified 
EICKARDS (pers. comm.) and ar^ illustrated in Plate SB. The 
graptolite zones of the Silurian System are show^ in fig. 5.1. 
Locality A. Bear Aracabell: The fauna consisted of tlie following: 
Giyptograptus sp. 
#ODOgraptus cf. conyoiutus HIRIMGER 
Abnograptus decipjeas TORFQUIST 
^ODOgraptus lobiferous *c COY 
jyojiograptus cf. sedg-p/icM PORTLOCK (or JIT. cf. joberiferus) 
fseudocjimacograptus (Ciiaacograptus) retroversus BALKAIf & RICKARDS 
fseudoc-Zimacograptus (^taciijaacograj^tus) undujatus KURCK 
j?astrjtes sp. ? Aybridus LAPVORTH 
A Llandovery Series (convojutus-Zone) age is suggested. 
Locality B. IkMur Bar: The following w^re found; a monograptid with 
triangular thecae (possibly an early Venlock crytograptid), a 
fragn^nt of Jfoaocjjmacjs sp. and a fristogr-aptus ? exgr. audus 
LAPVORTH. A late Llandovery age is suggested for tt^ fauna. 
Locality C. Eear Bahent: All the specimens found at this locality 
were refered to fristograptus dubius SUESS. This is a long ranging 
form (early Venlock to late Ludlow age). Unfortunately due to 
deformation it is impossible to distinguish whether these were early 
or late forms. 
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PLATE 5A COBODORT DEFORMATION & COLOUR 
A. A ductllely deformed example of faimatoiepis r^oaboidea x 75 
(sample 2/8/1) a saccarhoidal surface texture (Incidental 
light). 
B. A specimen of faJjzBtojepjs r^zojzboidea x 75 (sample 2/8/1) which 
has undergone crack-seal deformation (incidental light). 
C. An apparently undeformed example of faiaatoiepis rhomboidea x 75 
(sample 2/8/1; incidental light) 
D. A translucent example of rjzoaboidea x 75 (sample 
2/8/1; transmitted light) 
E. A translucent example of fajjnatojepis rizoizboidea x 75 (sa]iq)le 
2/8/1; transmitted light) 
F. A grey almost opaque fajmatoiejpis r^zoabojdea x 75 (sample 2/8/1; 
transmitted light) 
G. undeformed specimen of fcriodus curvucuada x 75 
(sample A.M. 5,3; transmitted light). 
H. A specimen of Zcriodus curvicauda x 75 (sample A.M. 5.4) 
in which t]^ posterior process appears to have undergone ductile 
extension accompanied by a change in colour and texture. The 
underformed anterior portion of the unit has remained (^ irk grey, 
(incidental light) 
I. A specimen of fcriodus Audd^ej curvicauda x 75 (sample A.M. 5.3) 
which has been extended along its long axis (transmitted light), 
J, The specimen shown in fig. I photographed in incidental light, 
K. An Jcriodus sp. indeterminate x 75 (sample A.M. 5,3) which has 
undergone extreme extension along its long axis (incidental light). 
L. Beiodejja indeterminate x 125 (sample A,M. 5,3; incidental 
light) 
M, An fcrjodus sp. indeterminate x 75 (sample A.M. 5.4) which 
appears to have undergone some extension along its long axis 
(transmitted light). 
#, i^JodeJja sp. indeterminate x 75 (sample A.M. 5,3; incidental 
light). 
0. jyisoprjoniodus sp, indeterminate x 100 (sample UD 1; transmitted 
light). 
P, A brittlely deformed specimen of Jcrjodus sp. Indeterminate x 150 
(sample M. C. 12) with fractures accompanied by extension fibres 
parrallel to its long axis (incidental light). 
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PLATE 5B GRAPTOLITES 
1. Graptolltes from a locality near Aracabell (see fig. 3,34): 
b = a biserial graptolite 
Ml= iobiferous Mc COY 
Ks= Jlfbaograptus cf, sedg-vicM POETLOCK or (jf. cf. Joberjferus) 
R = sp. 
2. Graptolites recovered from the Bahent section (see fig. 3,36) 
all these specimens were refered to fristo^raptus dubius SUESS. 
3. Graptolites from near Bar (fig. 3,35): 
A. a monograptid with triangular thecae (possibly a cyrtograptid) 
B. a frjstqgraptus ? exgr, audus LAPWORTH 
C. a fragment of Abaocjiaacis sp. 
The length of the scale bar represents 0.5cm 


CHAPTER 6: SYSTEMATIC PALAEOFTOLOGY 
2,1 Introduction. 
The form-species recovered in this study are listed below, 
they will be described in the suceeding pages. 
? ^acyrodejia sp. i 
jacyrodeJJoides BISCHOFF & SAENEXABF, 1958 1 
BeJodejJa resjaa PHILIP, 1965 2? 
Beiodejja trjaaguiaris STAUFFEE, 1940 13 
#ejodeija sp. A 3 
Bejodeija sp. B 26 
#i2deodeiJa eguideatata RHODES, 1953 5 
AUadeodeiia prisciija STAUFFER, 1938 13 
Icriodus aiteraatus ajteraatus BRAESOB & MEHL, 1934 5 
fcriodus sp. aff. I.ajteraatus 4 
Jcriodus arioaeasis STAUFFER, 1938 6 
Jcriodus bjiatericresceas ZIEGLER, 1956 50 
fcriodus brevis STAUFFER, 1940 8 
Icriodus coraiger VITTEKIEDT, 1966 2 
Icriodus difficijis ZIEGLER & ELAPPER, 1976 7 
Icrjodus eoiatericresceas MASHKOVA, 1968 1 
fcriodus ^uddiei curvjcauda CARLS & GAFDL, 1969 176 
Jcriodus Auddiei ±uddjei KLAPPER & ZIEGLER, 1967 3 
Icriodus postwoscAaadtj KASHKOVA, 1968 1 
Zcriodus WDScAmzdtj ZIEGLER, 1960 2 
ligoDodina saiopia RHODES, 1953 11 
I^goDodiaa sp. A 2 
loDcAodiaa VALLISER, 1957 5 
loac&odjaa sp. A 8 
^eqprjoaiodus excavatus BRAESOM & MEHL, 1933a 8 
^eqprioniodus iatjdeatatus VALLISER, 1964 1 
A^qprionjodus auitiforais VALLISER, 1964 4 
#eqprjoDjodus sp. 2 
Ozarkodiaa media VALLISER, 1957 9 
OZAR&ODIAA TYPICA DEACIAHAAI 
?Q&arA#diaa sp. ^ 6 
Ozarkodina sp. B j 
faiaatojepis glabra jepta ZIEGLER & HUDDLE, 1969 14 
f&jaatcJepis glabra pectiaata ZIEGLER, 1962 
fajaatoiepjs gJabra prima ZIEGLER & HUDDLE, 1968 
fajmatojepis gracilis gracilis BRAWSOE & MEHL, 1934 19 
faiaatcJepis aargiaifera dupjicata SANDBERG & ZIEGLER, 1973 1 
faimatoJepis aiauta auauta BRANSON & MEHL, 1934 22 
faiaatoiepis miauta sc&jeizia HELMS, 1963 8 
faJaatoJepis guadraatiaodosaiobata SA##EMA5F, 1955 6 
faimatoiepis rAoaboidea SA##EMAFN\ 1955 46 
falmatoiepis teauipuactata SANFEMABF, 1955 6 
fanderodus gracilis BRARSOB & KEEL, 1933 11 
faaderodus sp, aff. f.recuryatus RHODES, 1953 14 
faaderodus sp. aff. f,uaicostatus BRA#SO# & MEHL, 1933a 7 
serratus JEFTZ8CH, 1962 2 
fjectospat&odus aiternatus VALLISER, 1964 12 
fjectospat^odus e^teasus RHODES, 1953 13 
fUectospat^odus fjexuosug BRAFSOW & MEHL, 1933a 2 
?fjectospat6odus sp, 1 
foi/gaatAus aasatus ZIEGLER, KLAPPER & JOHFSOB, 1976 13 
foiygaatAus breyjjaadaus BRAMSOE & MEHL, 1934 5 
fbiygaatAus geraaaus geraaaus ULRICH & BASSLER, 1926 3 
gJaber gJaber ULRICE & BASSLER, 1926 4 
fojygaat^us iiaguiformis jiaguiformis HIFDE, 1879 (%) 7 
foj/gaa&6us jiaguiforais delta morphotype 3 
fojygna&hus iinguiforads epsilon morphotype 1 
fojygaatAus iiaguiforais zeta morphotype 5 
fojy#na&6us oyaatiaodosus ZIEGLER & KLAPPER, 1976 3 
folygaat^us sp. aff. f.oyaatinodosus 1 
fojygaat^us s&micostatus BRANSON & MEHL, 1934 22 
foiygaatAus tlmoreasis KLAPPER, PHILIP & JACKSOF, 1970 2 
fojygaat&us webbi STAUFFER, 1938 2 
fojygaa&bus ayjus xyius STAUFFER, 1940 11 
frioaiodina sp. 1 
obap^igaat^us HELMS, 1959 4 
5^#t^o#aat&odus carisi BOERSMA, 1973 2 
6^#t^ogaat&odus incjiaatus iaciiaatus RHODES, 1953 13 
S^^tAogaatAodus opticus MOSKALEEKO, 1966 2 
5^#t±qgaatAodus reaec^eideasis ZIEGLER, 1960 22 
S^atAogaathodus traasitaas morph, a LANE & ORMISTOH, 1979 2 
sp. A 11 
Syaprjoajodiaa bicurvata BRABSOK & MEHL, 1933a 9 
Syaprjoaiodiaa sp. A 1 
Tric^oaodeiJa excavata BEAFSO# & MEHL, 1933a 12 
Trjc&onodejia sp. aff. f,excarata 2 
Irjc^ODodejja jacostaas WALLI8ER, 1957 7 
Tric^oaodeija syametrjca BRANSOB & MEHL,1933a 3 
rrjcioaodejja sp. A 5 
TTricAonodejJa sp. 1 
These species represent individual elements of apparatuses 
for which a multielement taxonomy has been established in recent 
years (8VEET in CLARK 1981). This multielement terminology and 
classification has not been used in the descriptions due to the poor 
preservation of the majority of the faunas. Moreover many of the 
form-species (i.e. coniform and ramlform elements) have been 
assigned to a number of different multielement ta&a (KLAPPER & 
PHILIP 1971; PAHRAEUS 1974). 
The stratigraphic ranges recorded by previous workers are 
given for the pectiniform species described in this chapter. This 
data is however not included with the descriptions of th^ coniform 
and ramiform elements, as little information is available for these 
longer ranging forms. The stratigraphic ranges of form-genera, 
recorded by CLARK (1981), are given where possible. 
When compiling the synonymy list reference has often been 
nade to previous publications which have included a complete 
synonymy for a particular species. This has been done since 
repetition of a complete listing would be superfluous. 
6.2 Conodont affinity and function. 
The taxonomlc assignment and function of these enigmatic 
extinct fossils remained a mystery until the discovery of a conodont 
apparatus in the head region of a 'well preserved soft bodied host 
organism BRIGGS eial. (1983). Suggestions regarding the affinities 
of conodonts had ranged from algae (FAHLBUSCH, 1964) to vertebrates 
(PAEDER, 1856), BRIGGS eLL aj^ (1983) recognized possible 
similarities of the conodont bearing animal to two extant groups; 
th^ chaetognaths and tl^ a chordates, depending upon whether the 
fossil impression was the product of dorso-ventral or lateral 
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compaction respectively. The discovery of three imre examples of the 
conodont animal, from the isaiK location ALDRIDGE (1986) 
however lead these authors to suggest that these specimens represent 
a separate group of jawless craniates. 
Due to the lack of directly compar&ble structures in 
extant chordates the function of the conodont apparatus remains a 
subject of some controversy, BEIGGS (1983) proposed that it 
represents zui integrated system, in which tl^ anterior ramiform 
elements grasped the prey, which was then processed by the posterior 
pectiniform elements. This view has been endorsed by a number of 
workers (e.g. 8VEET, 1985; DZIK, 1986), nevertheless an alternative 
tissue-support hypothesis is strongly argued FICOLL (1985). fkt 
suggested tlu^ the anterior ramiform elements i#ere covered 
ciliated tissue, which acted a sieve to sort particulate food 
matter, which im^uld then be gently crushed by the pectiniform 
elements, prior to entry to the gut, 
6.3 Morphological Terminology. 
inus major shape categories of conodonts defined by SVEET 
(in CLARK 1981) are sho^m. in Table 6A, The nQr,phology of the 
shape categories encountered in this study are illustrated in 
figures 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3. The terms used to describe these forms are 
also shown in these figures. As our knowledge of tha architecture of 
the conodont apparatus improves tl^ orientation of some of these 
elements imy imaed to revised. A comprehensive reorientation of 
conodont elements based on their life positions is not y^^ posible, 
therefore the standard orientations given by (1981) are used 
in the following descriptions. 
6.4 Conodont Apparatuses. 
Natural or coprolitic assemblages of conodont elements 
ha\^ Ibeen described by imny authors (e,g. HIRDE 1879; SCHMIDT 1934; 
SCOTT 1934, 1942; RHODES 1954; MA8HK0VA 1972). They have been 
recorded from bedding surfaces, fused clusters, associated vnAh 
bituminous material and in limestone residues. Ekich discoveries ar^ 
however rare and the majority of apparatuses are reconstructed using 
logical and numerical methods following the example of VALLISER 
(1964). 
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Table GA Maior shape categories of co&odont elemeats. 
(after 8VEET in CLARK 1981) 
ELEMENT 
Coniform 
("simple 
cones) 
SHAPE CATEGORY 
geniculate 
nongeniculate 
EXAMPLES (THIS REPORT) 
: f^aderodus 
Ramiform 
f'bars'V 
alate 
tertiopedate 
digyrate 
bipeaaate 
dolabrate 
quadriramate 
nwltlramate 
Tric^oaodeija 
2oncAodina, 
fjectospat^odus 
#icdeode2ja, 
jy^ eoprj ODJ odus, 
Syaprioaiodjaa 
Pectiniform 
("blades" 
"platforms" 
"plates" 
stellate 
pastinate 
carminate 
segminate 
stelliplanate 
stelliscaphate 
pastinlplanate 
pastiniscaphate 
carminiplanate 
carminiscaphate 
---"^t-lanate 
iphate 
s / : .. :lanate 
segiminscaphate 
^Dcyrodeiioides 
fa2aato]epjs, 
fojygaatAus 
SbapiigaatAus 
OararJfodjaa, 
frjoaiodiaa 
fcriodus, 
:ig. 6.1 MaLphology_and nrientatiuu af coaodont element; 
after SVEET (1981) 
""opfx, Of rip. of cusp 
proclined 
recurved 
4 growth OXI& 
ppcf margin of bote 
posrerobasol comer 
botol covify 
&al morgin 
onTcfoba&ol corner 
A. Coniform elements 
botol COvi 
lofcrol procesi 
onferiof — * posfcrw 
'enricle 
upper side 
urvjer &ide 
ba&cl caviry posferiof pfoceii 
l^ateral proceii 
B. An alate ramiform element (1) anterior view (2) lateral view 
anterior • - posterior 
zor\e of receuiv* 
bcsal margin 
C. A bipennate ramiform element 
(inner lateral view) 
ontkiLap 
D. A dolabrata ramiform element 
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Fig. 6.2 
after SVEET (1981) 
denticle upper side denticle 
under tide 
bosQl cavity -j 
ba&al cavity 
kt.ra, proCM, und.r.id. Icral 'pn*:*, 
A. Dlgyrate ramiform elements (1) loacAodiaa (2) fJectospataodus 
Icferol process 
inner 
posterior process 
plotform 
ontenof process 
outer s ide \ 
cnmp ^ 
loteral process 
bosol pit 
keel 
zone of recessive 
bosal margin 
B. A stelllplanate pectinlform element 
- posterior 
% & ' ' cusp 
dentKie 
upper side - / ^ _cuso 
j#f tide bosol cavity 
basal cavity 
A segminlscaphate pectiniform element 
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Fig 6.3 phQiag^_ and at i Q5 p L 
after SVEET (1981) 
A. An angulate pectiniform element 
KEY 
o - on^frk)f 
og . odcorino* groo.'e 
OS - offochmenf surfoce 
be - bowl covify 
bg - boM* groove 
bl - b'o-de 
bp - bosol pit 
CG - conna 
d - denficle 
is - inner side 
k - keel 
OS - outer side 
p - posterior 
pi . plot form 
un - urtder side 
up . upper side 
B. A carminlscaphate pectinlform element 
up 
D. A carminate pectiniform element 
C. A carminiplanate pectiniform element 
KLAPPER & PHILIP (1971, 1972) classified Devonian conodont 
apparatuses into the following types which appear to represented 
in the material of this study. These are summarised in Table 6B: 
A. Type 1 Apparatuses. 
This is a persistent t]^ pe of apparatus, found in many 
Silurian and Devonian faunas, llie skeletal elements are symbolised 
as follows: P- platform (either a spathognathodontan or a 
polygnathan element); Oi^ozarkodinan element; neoprioniodontan 
element; and a symmetry transition series consisting of a 
hindeodellan, plectospathodontan (or angulodontan) smd a symmetrical 
element (trichonodellan, diplodellan or bibbardellan). 
An example of this type of assemblage encountered in this study is 
the apparatus of the multielement species Ozarindina excavata 
excavata BBAESOn & MEHL which consists of the following form 
species: 
P iacijaatus incijaatus 
Oi O^ari^djaa media 
# excavatus 
A, #jadeodej]a egujdeatata 
Az fjeotospat^odus exteasus 
As Trjc^onodejja excavata 
B. Type 2 and Type 3 Apparatuses. 
Ligonodinan and lonchodinan elements belong to 2 znui 
Type 3 apparatuses. These are similar in plan to Ty^# 1 apparatuses 
however the symmetry transition series consists of a ligonodinan and 
two lonchodinan elements. In Type 3 apparatuses the P element is 
also absent. 
Table 6B Class i f icat ion of Devonian cDnDaDal_&pparaluse&. 
(after KLAPPER & PHILIP, 1971) 
TYPE PECTIRIFOEM 
ELEMENT 
0 ELEMENT N ELEMENT SYMMETRY : 
TRANSITION SERIES : 
1 
P= polygnathan, 
spathognathodontan 
ancyrodellan, 
or 
palmatolepan 
0, 
ozarkodinan 
bryantod-
ontiform or 
nothogpath-
elllform 
neoprioniodontan 
or 
palmatodell if orni 
Ai= hindeodellan 1 
or prioniodontan ; 
A2= plectospathodontan: 
or angulodontan 
A3= trlchonodellan, : 
diplodelllan, hibbard-
ellan or scutelliform 
2 
spathognathodontan 
kockellan 
polygnathan 
O2 
prlonlod-
Inan 
=averslform 
neoprioniodontan 
Bi= ligonodinan 1 
lonchodinan : 
(metalonchodinan or 
ortuform) 
B3= lonchodinan 1 
(detortiform) 
3 absent 
O2 
prioniod-
inan 
=averslform 
neoprioniodontan 
Bi= ligonodinan : 
B2= lonchodinan : 
(ortuform) 
B3= hibardellan 
4 
1= Icriodontan 
pesaviform or 
icriodiform 
peleckysgnathan 
I 
Si= sagitodontan: M= striate cones 
82= acodinan : 
1 weakly costate or 
. : -uaornamented cones 
P 
cn 
C. Type 4 Apparatuses. 
These apparatuses consist of an icriodontan element (I) 
and either one or two types of simple cone (or modifications 
thereof). The Icriodontan element nay Icrlodlform (I.e. lateral 
processes, if present, ai^ not denticulate) or pesavlform (i.e. 
denticulate lateral processes are present). Tl^ former t)^ x; of I 
element is associated with acodlnan elements (E^^ ai^ a transition 
series of striate cones and the latter type of I element is 
associated with modified sagitodontan elements (S,) and striate 
cones (Ik). In the material studied these simple cones vware not 
found associated with Icriodontan elements. 
is closely related to th^ icriodontan 
elements aiKl is associated vdth acodlnan elements (E^ ^ ar^ weakly 
costate or unornamented cones according to KLAPPER & PHILIP 
(1972). 
The form genera fbaderodus and (simple-cones) 
appear to belong to apparatuses consisting of an intergrading series 
of cone morphotypes, the extremes of which were previously regarded 
as distinct form species (KLAPPER & PHILIP 1972). 
t 
The mullelement taxonomy of each of the forms recovered in 
this study will be discussed In the systematic descriptions (section 
6.4). 
Genus 
n gen L - . : 
^ncyropeDc- /V_^EE 
7 . ___CH ^ ^ 
'- - : ^^crrodeJza n. __ 
. . - & E . 1926. 
, p. 1092 
GLER, 1973, p. 21-22 (see symonymy) 
ULRICH & BASSLEE, 1928 
Stelllpisnate pectlniform P elements, in which thre^ ^ " s 
or processes are developed. A distinctive free blade is s 
present at the anterior end of the unit. The blade continues, as a 
carina, over the platform to the posterior end. Secondary cari 
3WS of nodes, run from the ceeting point of t ee blade 
platform, to the extre.' - . of the anterior . -5. Keels are 
seen on the lower surface, position corres^ __ ? to that of 
the carinas. A basal pit of variable size is oned at t]^ 
meeting point of the keels, Additional posteriorly directed lobes 
are sometimes present. 
ro 
Ag 
Se 
the L 
Eillti 
is 
P= ancyrode, 
A,= hindeod 
PHILIP igyi, 
r- of the L 
rfs-Zone, Z] 
Early Upper Devonian 
fcuf^Zone to the top of 
is a member of the Family Polygnathidae which 
b^ a Type 1 apparatus consist of: 
0^= bryantodc neopric tan, 
A^- angulodontan, hi _ an (KLAPPER & 
Za sp. 
1 
Unfortunately the posterior portion of the platform is 
Kissing in the specimen. of two anteriorly directed 
iobes on either side of a f; is how^^^^ characteristic of 
^^cyroJejja. erg -- _ -gd by a < _ - row of nodes. 
Uenus 
ides -
5: 
P element is siadlar to ^DcyrodeiJa but t^s upper 
surface 
secondary 
^^cyrc 
Agg a& .. : 
%ultie .... . ' 
however only 
lUO i 
i de s . 
platfr? 
The 
saootb 
or pr 
es is assig 
ant has beer 
cent to the carina and 
!S are also narrower in 
Lower Devonian Series. 
'^ 10 Family Polygnathidae, 
,sed (CLARK, 1981). 
/^cyrodeiJoides &utsc - & S. 
PI. : 3 
jncyrodeJjoides ±utsc^eri n.sp. r _ ' & 
94, PI. 12, figs. 15,17,28. 
ancyrodejjoides BI8CH0FF & 8AENE%A#&: 
1979, p. 52, PI, 2, fig, 14.15,18,19. 
1953, p. 9; 
ORMISTOF, 
The surface of the platform is ornamenked by 
carinas, consi^ .. of robust pointed nodes, which run alon% tl^ ; 
centre of each of the lobes to their extremities. In addition to the 
two anterior and t / or lobes, a Dosterio-lateral lohe 
is developed on on: . . -tform. 
of the 
5 geiodeiia rTKJm 
Beiodus 
p. 271-272. 
1966, 
._cus 
Poin//a7]a Is characterised by an eloripjate . . which is 
s:t:- _ - _- - \ly and recurved distally by varying . ts, which 
nay oe a&a luuch as 90°, The unit is thin-walled, en. 2 _g a very 
large basal cavit- -.-gyrates to a s)- / ^oint at the position 
of recurvature. - is laterally - /essed, the concave 
(posterior) margin is keeled and normally set with nuKerous narrow 
d e n t i l ' t h e convex anterior margin may be blunt or keeled. 
Addit: keels may be present on the lateral faces. 
Mambers of this genus were or:- __ as^_ to the 
Crduvician genus (FAY 1952 a... . . & . 1057), 
however ocst o: species erected sincr . : , ./ ginal description 
of B'eiodus in 1956, tmre removed by : , . f <1959) into 
and .Be]odj73a, The 1 , genera are distinguished from .Beiodus by 
the greater size of . basal cavities. BeJodraa is distinguished 
from 5^]odeija by the form of its basal cavity (which bifurcates in 
and the denticles of the posterior margin (which are 
coarser in 
ai. Lower Ordovician to Upper . ' . ' ' ' ' 
Det^ ^ ... 
Rwltif 
apparatus is ' .. 
ade. ' ; - _ 
ele tnd - --
(belodellan; .: / 
consist of a'»^^ 
symmetry tr?^sition se. 
however - lack the 
apparatuses. 
to the Famil 
, consisting 
elements, adc 
transition se 
.nticulatf 
te el -
.r dellidae. The 
.. . of paired 
e genie 
: ' dentir. -
L_.ician S}_ 
2 elements & 
.^^odellan) elements, 
seen in the early 
Tr - " - ' , ' 3, 
P i , 
- iacgujarisSTAU %. ' 69, p. 261, PI. 3, fig. 7. 
slaus n, sp. L ?. ^ PI. 8, figs. 15-17, 
' 2e-f. 
tru _ ;rjs : ' ' p. 436, PI. 
B'eiodus a^^tideatatus . _ . ; . p, 85, PI. ii, figs. 6-7, 
text-fig. Ic. 
resima %. 444, pi, i, figs, 14-17. 
triaaju. - - - SCHULZE, 1968, p. 185, PI. 16, 
.  !a resijag TEAfO^Z), J975, Pi, i, iO-JO. fl- 2, 
fj-- --4, te^ ;/ . 3. 
^r_- far/s 'FEB; LAEE & OEMI&Tm, 1979, PI- 1, 
^ species of z^Jodelid in . . the cross-section at the 
base of the cone is nearly an isoceles triangle, The short side of 
the traingle fori^ the anterior face and Is convex. lateral 
faces are gently biconvex distally becoming flat proximally. The 
posterior margin is set %cth delicate, close-set, peg-like 
denticles, directed posteriorly and upwards. 
This species is ' / . .. . ' r by its-
cross-"^ on shape and the lac- , :ostae on the inner lateral face 
haracteristic of the latter. 
. _ 27 specimens _ las^ 8E0 4, SOUL 4, C/D 4, C/D 5. 
BeJodeJja triaag^iaris STAUFFER, 
PI. 6B ..: 21,22 
PeJodus triaag^iaris n. 1940, p. ' . 50. 
Beiodus ' _ s ^ ^ - - - "F & g " p. P4. 
fi, " - --
/ _ - - 19G5, p. 99. PI. 8. -
. . " ' ' ' . p. 84, PI. 11, fig' 5, 
iG?;, PI, ^8, 
1, figs. 1-4, 
cro; 
1 facL 
_ine t_ 
; of 
at the 
-4 triangle, 
of and 
e is flat pro 
f the 
5 usuall 
_ ^ral f 
onvex 
rio 
&11-
IB, C/D 4. 14^: 
Da.! 
^eJodej^a sp. A, 
PI. 6B Fig, 23 
35 is di% 
basal 
cent L ' . : . 
#, resiaa a:^ 
h 15 laterally 
denticles of 
_Uja in its s 
^itinn nf : 
ARC 3, C/D 1 
Genus 1925, 
Hiadeodeija // . . / . p,2i9. 
#jnder/ '. . / . y k BAS8LER, 1926, p. 38-39. 
/y .. ./ : ). 
Type species: Ajndesuc^^a .- -- 1925, 
A bipennate ramifora in which the denticles cf 
the posterior t%ir usually alte in size. The majority of the 
spiecimens assigned to this genus were fragmentary and could net be 
Identified at specific level, The following species however 
and 
Hindeodellan elements have been recognised as the Ai 
memhefs of the symme. . ransition series of the Type ] apparatuses 
of KLAPPER & PHILIP . ), Their occurrence in a very wide variety 
of different apparatuses ar^ natural assemblages; led KLAPPEE & 
PHILIP fl971) to consider A^adeodeiia as a 'stable, taxonomically 
undiagnoetic element in apparatus evolution'. #iadeodejja has 
however proved to have been of use in the differentiation of 
Multielement groups (KASHKOVA, 1 lEPPSSCW, 1972). 
#iDdeode]ja egujdentata RHODES, 1953, 
PI. 6A Fig. 4 
A^adeodeJja eguideatafa n.sp. I_ ' , 1953, p, _ PI. 23, 
248,252-254, 
A^adeodejia aff. eguidaatata _ E' " 7F & ' 1958, 
p. 94, PI. 15, fig, 2. 
A^adeodejja cf. #. eguidentata RHODES: VALLISEE, 1960, p. 30, PI, 8, 
fig. 15. 
AUadeodejJa cf eguideDtafa r TELFORD, 1975, p. 22, PI. 5, 
fig. S. 
eouideatata is a deep, laterally compressed 
I- " - - ' ante ' ' process is short and bowed in--/'-
an , _ of . ' to the erior _ The " -:er ^ 
^ ' ' ' . ' fr - The _ . is ' rally 
1 - . . _ - -rior and edges. It is gently 
The : . , which ext-
_ - - _ L@ 
nicrrg+e aiid dc iiL^  ».t ' 3 With -r^^ler denticles 
:he entire 
.3neath the 
arg 
SE . - / 
- spec - , however, small - " 3 
aie josed en the largei uu^s. This feature is also 
exhibi^ea by the #j#deode]ia aff. 
F & SAFFEMAN^ (1956). This fora of 
distinguished from the typical alternation 
of ^iadeodaJij, as tlws small denticles are 
regularly arranged. 
eguideatata BISC 
denticulatlon is readi 
1_ er sp&.: 
. er and 
.... caxonoRy. 
f - jeJja eguidentata is re sed as tj 
^^biel . taxon Gbar^oJiaa exc^yata ea'cavata (- . 
accor. :o : E, 1973. 
5 . .ens Samples: SEO 2, 8E0 4, E/Dg. 
EOT 4, BAH 3. 
#i2deodejja priscijia STAUFFER, IGsg. 
PI. OA Fig. 10 
a^adeodeJja priscjija n.sp. STAUFFE5, 1938, p. 429, PI. 50, fig. 6. 
#jadeodeZ]a - . STAUFFEB, 1938, p. 428, PI, 50, figs 
2, 5, 8, 13. 14. 17, 25, 2f. 
#iadeode]ja adijeri . , -PER, 1938, p. 428, PI. 50, flRS. 3,4,9-11. 
#2Ddeode]]a aowerj STAUFFER, 1940, p. 424, PI. 58, figs. 2,10,11. 
AjDdeodeiia n.sp. WALLI8ES, 1960, p. 30, PI. 8, fig. 6. 
#jadeode]]a prisciija STAUFFER: PHILIP, 1966, PI. 3, 2,5-
9,11,18. 
2jadeodejja priscijia STAUFFER: , 1971, p. PI. 79 
figs. 38, 39 (see synonymy). 
A slender - % ^ 
bar. The anterior bai 
somewhat downflezed, it 
denticles ^ 1 _ ste 
alternation and become la 
and inclinec 
4iadeodejja with a long posterior 
deflected inwards and may also be 
bears discrete denticles. Ihe 
show typical hin^ ^lid 
rly. The cusp rs rc in 
. . The basal cavity is small. 

p. 19. 
p. 40. 
is excavated 
of three long: 
Pectlniform I elements without a ' %- _ . anterior bl^d^. 
The sides of the platform are high and eitu...^  c.^aight or ? 
near the lower m3.rgin, The lower margin is ciure or less s. 
shaped or tear-shaped in outline 1% may be modified iri z / v 
laterally prc':-^^-- processes at the posterior end. The " 3 
- intlre length and -r surface consists 
. . ..ws of sharp cusps. 
: 'nge f '\e genus: from latest Silurian times 
- - " " mennian age DE " 1984). 
fcrjodus assigned to the ^ Icriof - , 
characterised by apparatuses consisting of scaphate pi- i 
elements associated w^th simple cones or modi: : ions thereof ^ 
4 apparatus of KLAPPE5 & PHILIP, 1971). .: 
the association of icriodontan elements with 
constructed 13 Kiddle Devonian assemblages, 
icriodontan form-species, on the basis of sta 
of populations. The discovery of natural Jcr: 
associations in the gut region of a ; 
and in fused clusters (NTCOLL, ho 
^ reconstruction of the j 
_ 0.971! the , r tus : _ 
eL- - . ^ an (nr - cc ^ 
po"- ' r kee nd - - cones (circular to el 
cross-section). NICOLL (1982) Z'e< ' .ed six type 
(1972) que; I 
He 
-3 
1 
: . - cones 
: . ied of 
:al interpre 
-coniform-el 
Ish (BICOLL, 
supports 
3, According to 
of: I=icriodontan 
harp anterior and 
;al in 
of cone 
the 
as(. 
tnt. 
dur ^<ost-morteia 
irc platform e] 
th Icrjodus in his fus_ 
riAd iT region of _ 
- - were ^ 
, , . , , " - - . n : "K, 4" /T. - r / z i .-S 
._usters and -sted that 
conilc,.— 
or aijsen^ the 
study. This may have been 
in the separation of the cones 
aJternafus n. sp. 226, PI. 13. 
fcriodus 
70, _ . 1. 3, 
natjE 
.58, ?: 
zl &1, , 
b - 6 
nafus 
5,11 ' 
6 us 
PI, 52, figs, 25,27. 
: i% ZIEGLER. 1975, -
-
& 
o%y 
& 
AUSTIN. 
PI. 4.9, fi%s 11, 
A species of Zcriod^s in which the denticles of the medlar 
row 
sup 
bee 
: to 
are belie. 
ric^s rec 
in position with t] 
and size. Twc 
f the la -
. ^ ot 
^ are 1 
._g. 2cO. 
the p_-
and are 
ies have 
.er 
as it is 
a % cies: Upper Devonian Series; 
_ DTie - _ , - the Upper crecuda-Zone. 
Materia] speci ample: 2/8/1. 
_ riod^s sp, aff "BRA % MEHL, 1934 
Fl. 6E 
This characterised by a conspicuous alternation in 
osition of — n and lateral row denticles. Unlike typical 
les of Icr_ - alLeraatus, however, the denticles of the 
n row are equal to those of the " ' _ 1 rows i " ture. The 
n row extends for two or three ' cles to ' posterior 
beyond the lateral rows. The denticles are conical with sharp tips. 
The basal excavation is narrow and deep. Its margins flare in the 
posterior part of the unit, giv : a tear-shaped outline. 
Material: 4 spec v. . Sample: 2/8/1, 
Icriodus arAna&nsjs . 1938 
PI, 6D Figs. 16,17,18 
Jcrjodus ari^nensis n.sp. 2TA0FFER, 1938, p. 429, PI. 52, figs. 
10,15. 
Zcriodus expaasus BRAaSOS & KEHL: 8TAUFFER, 1938, PI. 52. fig. 25. 
fcriodus arkoaeasis STAUFFER: KLAPPER in ZIEGLER, 1975, p. T7, 
fcriodus-Pl. 1, figs. 3,4 (with synonymy). 
fcriodus ar6o&easjs 8TAUFFER: AUSTIS\ ORCHARD & STEWART, 1985, 
p. 142, PI. 4.3, fig. 11. 
A low : n -ids from the anterior to the 
posterior extrem! _ - on - i,, surface of the I element. Tlie 
rounded marginal nodes are connected in pairs across this ridge by 
short, thin, lateral r . . The denticle at the posterior eiKi is 
the largest an^ 
The - J - _ .convex aixl si'- _f t - Tt^ aboral 
+ - : -- with a spur ac _nieu u/ a sinus near 
PI. 6^ r " 
'odus jatericresceaa biiatericres. %, : 
102, P' " ::. 6-13. 
Tcrjodus j. ; -ns biiateri, - ns _ 
PI. 1, fig. 7. 
3dus Jaferjcresce^s biiatericraE. ZIEGLEB: - _ 
: PI. 1, fig. 20 (transitional to 
Icrfodus tdJatericresceas awificostatus n.sp. CAPLS & GAKDL, .. 
figs. 1-8 (' . -ansitional to f.beckmaanj). 
s biiaterjc cf, biiaterZcrescens ZIEGL5P: CARLS % 
" . . L9G9. PI. 17, figs. G,10 (transitional to 7, bec^aaaaj) 
. ./ s bijaterjcresceas ZIEGLSR: KLAPPER in ZIEGLER, 19?5, p. 
fcrjodus-Pl. 6, figs. 4-7. 
fcriodus 6i2ateric' )3S biiatericresceDs ZISGLER: MORZADEC & 
VEYABT, p. 32 " 1, 11. 
Icriodus .icrescens b - icrescens ZIEGLER: AUSTiF, ORCHARD 
& STE p. 135, PI. 4.1. fig, 8. 
. .s species is characterised by tvm lateral processea or 
branch from the posterior end. According to the 
of KLAPPER & ZIEGLER _ these processes fora an angle 
of about 180* with one anot^^:. T]k2 outer process is directed 
posteriorly and the process is directed anteriorly. In t^s 
material studied the . . process bears a single row of nodes 
the inner pro-cs^ is represented sclely by a spur 
-j-_ of ^isal cavity. The platfc— does not r- : 
\_rly . khe line formed by the two isses, 
"Hie or _ . Nation is similar to that i T ' ' i. The 
denlicles of the aii row are connected by a 1 _ ridge 
and the denticles of the lateral rov.'s may be d' .-. . :e or connected 
to ^he denticles in the aedian row by tranverse 5. 
he specimens recovered are of two " (1' Forms in 
which I. juter lateral process lies at an an%^e of 90-100° to the 
platform axis (see : . In this group the basal cavity is wide, 
thus it shows affin. _ :h f,bec&%aan:. (2) narrow eleaeats 
in which the outer . process forms an a - of almost 180° 
see 
Ic: . 
D' ' /I 
. .. ' . . Ac '' . 
. r! U1 -
in 
a few early 
AM, 5.3. A.M. 5.4 
n. sp. ^ r- - , p. 4^^, PI. GO, fi&s. 
-3,4^ -
Z( - . :rajs _ ' & STAUFPER, 1G40. PI, GO, figs. 
3^  . : 
Ic aasus BR/. . --- SlTAUFnn^ 1940, PI. 60, j. 
5y J, 71 fnon figz - . ' ' non fi%s. 47, _ _ = 
J, _ iKm fig. 60 ). 
Jc. 5 cj-abiforais ' KEHL: WRITH, 1967, PI. 2G, 
fi ^19. 
Jc. . 5 eeia _ : _ I , 1967, PI, 1. . -. -
Jc 3 bre - ; - /- . ZIEGLKR, 1975, 
fc . _ _ _ - lllust" . 1 of _ 
p. ISb, PI. 4, fig. 1 
' .. , ' p, 52, Fl. 1; 
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oi four strauL - ^ iha 
-ecovered in this ' appear to belong to the 
f. fuajforaig-i.recfjrosfrafuz "assemblage" of 
caM&rajzbjj; rsngQ Qf._±ML._&^a^ieai. In Belgian terminology 
_- - - ^ - n c . the 
^a%e. According to BULTY^CK (19^2) the icriodus corn^^er-
ered his four fcr 
Ic .5 djffjcjj. _ ..^ER & KLAPPER, 1976. 
PI. 19,^^ 
n. f- - a -- in 
PI ' -
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p. 135, Pi. 4XL fig. 
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u&l; 3 3pecl 
_ . jdJiei 
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Df ' las. A / 
iples: CAE F, A.M. 
fcuada, It is 
:erio-lateral 
. denticle is 
baidt: ZIEGLER, 1960. 
fc-: ; 
16 ^  
J c . , 
fcriodu; 
Jcrioduz 
1960, p, 185, PI. 15, figs 
of ZcrioduS 
t 
ire 
V a 
o' 
'se -- are 
J-Tl LiU^  
'teral pre' 
;rsa 
as 
; - -r 3 species is the na%e 
. -ian Stage), 
_ __ 2 - PAL 7 
Jcriouus wosohaddtj MA8HK0VA, 
PI. 6C Fig. I 
fcricdus wosc&mjdti postvosc&midti n.subsp. MAS; , o. 
644, PI. 1, tigs. 2,3. 
Icriodus postwoscAmidti XASHKOVA; KL -' . i& ZIEGLEE, 1975, p. 155-
157, Zcriodus-Pl. 5, figs. 3-6 (with ' ' 
icrjod^s zhm/'"- IF, : ^ 
STEVA^" ' p, _ PI. 4.1, fig, 1. 
This species is distinguished from J.wosc^ajdtj by its 
more expanded basal cavity and by the development of distinct nodes 
on the transverse ridges. The larger lateral process bears a nodose 
cr& ,t the smaller anteriorly directed process is unornamented in 
th( studied. 
Eaa&cks: ' authors consider I.eojatericrescgDS to represent a 
juvenile form of this species. 
Age and _ _ . ^  ' . : the Lower Gedinnian Stage, 
the fcrii _ _ -- oaaidt: )f 2IEGLES (1971). 
Material: 3 specimens I; . - : BAH 4, 
Genus: 
ligc: . " ER. j 
_ 4 -- ..EE: ' 
^aawjosGdi. "I_PEE _ : 
JdjopriJajcdustj : 
^eocordyjodus ^ 
lig^ncdiaa : 
Type species; 2jgo# : 
3C, 
Bipennate ra-' 
recurved cusp and a 
included in this genus, 
denticulate limb. The 
specimen 
.EE, 1926, p. 12-13 
..933. p, 265, 
p. 396. 
1968, p. 18, 
pectjaata 
scars as 
nature of 
accordin 
m elements which have a slender erect or 
:erlor bar with discrete denticles are 
: base of the cusp extends downwards as a 
ides of this limb were broken in the 
3d by ULklCH & BAS8LER (1025) and ' - ^^icribed t^ he 
-like impressions". COOPER (1933) re sed the true 
these Barkings and amended bh^ generic diagnosis 
. a is the Bi member of the symmetry transition 
series of ciMs Type 2 and Type 3 apparatuses of KLAPPER & PHILIP 
(1972). 
2, fig, 11-14, 
PI. 8, fig. 9, 
ligoaodina saiopia RHODES, 1953. 
PI, GA Fig, 16 
^ig^aodina saJopia n.sp. RHODES, 1953, p, 307, PI, 23, 
figs. 245,257,260. 
2ig^aodjaa drrerea n.sp. VALLI8ER, 1957, p. 36, Pi. 
lj###odiDa saJopia RHODES: VALLISER, 1964, p. 41, 
PI, 32, figs. 5,10 (with synonymy). 
Das ' _ - . 
aboro-lateral process comes out in a plane nearly 
perpendic«_^.;. to the bar immediately anterior to the cusp. It is 
directed sharply downwar^^ bears slender discrete denticles 
which curve towards the irior. The posterior ir ---tly 
arched ai^ bears disrete cles which are strc_- . inc__ - to 
the posterior. The cusp points in the same directon. 
%' _ _ _ - jsted that this form-species _ 
? ^e^^er of genus #bcA%iia yariabiiis wn/-
stated, however, u^at it was not possible to say 
. - saiopia occurs in one or several different multielement 
specir-
'ial; 11 sp- _ s _ _:les: C/D 1, SEO 2, 4, 
f^gODodina sp, A 
PI. 6B Fig. 11 
A ranifora element in wtlch the abcral-lateral process 
lies almost in the plane of the posterior bar. It is downcurved so 
that its distal portion lies at an angle of approximately 90' to the 
horizontal. The cusp appears to be erect and the posterior bar long 
and slender. 
Material: 2 specimens Sample: 18/7/y. 
LOACAODIAA J % - ' 
: - -.ER, 1926, p. 30-31, 
LOACI - _ Y " _ - I ' ,H, - P - T ' 
- - - : od^na fypicaJjs B; - \ , 1925. 
Arched asyometr. digyrate ramif lea:^ _ which are 
i laterally ai^ beai ; discrete denticles. A - v say [%5 
ant but it is often only poorly differentiated frc.: - r other 
icles. 
: .. . 
2 - -a is the B% member of the symmetry t -ion 
series of Type 2 and Type 3 apparatuses (KLAPPEE & PHILIP, 
ZoAcAodiaa grejiiagj VALLI8ER, 1957, 
PI. 6A Fig, 15 
loacAodjaa grejjjagi n,sp. VALLISER, 1957, p. 3S,P1, 3, tigs, 20-26, 
LoacAodiaa greiijagi WALLI8ER: WALLISER, 1960, p. 31, Pi, 8, 
figs. 17,18, 
lonchodina greilingi VALl ET- _ ' & FURBISH, _ p, 1270, 
PI, 173. fig, 10. 
la - na grezjiDgu WALL . VAL " , 19G4, p. 44, PI. 8, fig. 7, 
PI. figs. 7-9. 
loac^odina grejjjagi VALLISER; REXEOAD & CRAIG, 1971, p, 694, 
PI. RO. fi?s, 33-38 (with synonymy), 
Ramiform elements with asymmetrical high archec 
are twisted at the crest of the I'be diameter of cuK - c.'i 
the cusp is greater than the t : .sss of the bar so it 
projects inwards to form a rL lip as in TricAoDooella 
jMcostans. The denticles are elongate, discrete and rounded in cross 
to '/ (1972) I'OJic.Aodjna grejlinji is a 
multielf . ^ ..as Aoc±ejej]a _-biifs WALLISER 
hologically r^ '-1 i -pecies 
_ - -o REXROAD a G ( ' there 
inn series from the . ^trical 
with - -
seen placed in a a 
.'aasp. A 
PI -Igs, 6,7 
6 r _ . - a slender arched bar : iug 
3 roun' ' - - . - entire underside of the - is 
d and - ar lip is developed beneath 
Ihe - - .rest of arch and closely 
s TrjcAocodejja wajjiserz ZIEGLEE ^1960) in structure, 
the latter lacks an r inner lip. 
8 specimens I C/D 1, B/Dg 3, GEO 2, SEO 4. 

de; b2D_- the centre of the cusp. The posterior bar is arched 
: ' ' ' - ''screte denticles, 
.)aiodus e -- is recognised as - J - in 
the n . j;nt species excavata evcavafa - & 
XEHL) : - . to WALLI8ER (1972). 
8 specimens 
# 2 O P R I O D J O D ^ S J A T I D E A T A T U S W A L L I 8 E R , 
P I . 6 B 3 
Jatideatatus n.sp, - _ ISEE, 1964, p. 50, PI. 29. 
figs. 34,35. 
^eqprjuDiodus cf. e^caratus BEAaSOF & POLLOCK, REXROAD & 
#ICHOLL, 1S70, p. 756, PI. 114. fig. 20 only (non figs. 18,19= 
^eoprioniodus cf. excavatusJ, 
^eoprjoDiodus jatideatatus WALLLI8EE: 5EXR0AD & CRAIG, 1971, p. 693, 
PI. 81, figs. 10-12 (with synonymy), 
A species of in which the inner lateral lip 
of tbe basal cavity projects strongly in aiKi back. Thus t]^ 3 lo]^ 
a%is of the cross-section of the cusp is at an angle of 
approximately 20° to tlx; posterior bar. The latter bears discrete, 
rounded denticles and is strongly arched. The terminal cusp is 
broken in the speri^^n 
#eoprjc 5 a^Jtiforais VALL18E5, 
PI, 6A Figs. 13,14 
^^oprjoaj- j "''"orais n.sp. WALLISER, 1964, p. 50, PI, 
14,16-19,21-2b 
Eufrioaiodina (?) sp. BRA] & MEHL, 1933, p. 47, PI, 3, 
F I § ^ 
' : . . / 1 B 5 7 , p, 46, PI. 2, 
fig. IS only. 
frioajodina " - T & lonn.: BISCHOFF & ' KAK#, . . 
_1. 15, ?13. 
' _ - - odus . - WALLISSR: EEXROAD & CRAIG, 1971, p. 693, 
81, figs. 1- - nonymy). 
unit is genbly arched and bowed. It is - . 3y a 
broad shallow excavation which is deepest ar^ wide"' ' the 
posterior margin of the cusp, The inner lip of the basal j is 
flared in this position. The anterior . . . of the cusp is sharp, 
and in a few specimens it projects 1 a short distance and 
minnr Hen+iclec. The bar . cles are discrete and r -i in 
be clot^lf .^ et. 
Accordiag uu WALLISER (1972) ^eoprionio^^- —-JtiformLs is 
the E element of the patuia fWALLISER) & tus, 
Material: 4 specimens Samples: 18/7/9, BOT 4. 
^eoprioaiodus sp. A 
PI. 6B Fig. 5 
frjoniodina n.sp. W. - - 195 47, PI. 2, ' 15, 
Aeqprjoniodus sp. E' & F r3, 1962, PI. _ fig- 3. 
: cusp is erect and slightly biconvex, with sharp 
anterior and posterior margins. It extends downwards as a long 
slender anticusp the anterior margin of which is skightly concave in 
lateral view. The posterior bar is shallow and short, it laakes an 
angle of about 45" with the anterior margin. The base of the cu-si) 
flares inwards to accommodate a broad deep basal cavity and grooves 
extend anteriorly and posteriorly from this excavation. 
1 specimen - j&E: B/Dg 3. 
TED D-
aiched ^ -
? or ] 
is situ:". 
ked In tbls position. 
r&cdiaa form the 0 eiemen: in 
C&AR&^DINA 
O'ZAR&ODINA 
Ozar^odiaa #edja WALL 
PI. 6A Fig, 2 
?1, 23, fig, 244. 
' : .7. p, 40-
_. ' ' - & CRAIG, 
syno 
I, figs. 21-25, 
p, @94, KL 8j, 
^YO blades are of approximately 
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The unit i 
:.--r are la 
owe 
qxal length. They 
zminent laterally 
erior process is 
higher denticles, 
^ denticles. The 
ind basally crowded tmt not fused, 
and the un-- -- y. The 
a piair of - lip^ 
rly from a 
- icle. The 
' -'lor one, 
; the b a % 
the : 
p. 61, Fl. 0, 
,A&E & 
24. 
K, 107D, Fl. 
:or 
basal c&vity is borde: 
' . :LOE 
- str 
. . . he 
]f 3zc - . __ which the 
lips. - -- - .. is 
.5 , - : . the 
The 1 _ are fused to 
thev increase in : - owards 
entitles mre aark. ' -nailer 
- _ o ZIEGLEE (: ' 
tied as the 0, element in 
. - _ E I D E D S I S E O S T E J . / 
J) ___ - ' - re#G( 
__ 15 specimens - C/D 
PI. 2 
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:: FAJJRATOLEPJ. 
! T O J E P I 
KULLBR, 
( F A / - - - E P I S V 
F F A D U C J U ^ E P I S ) ZL; 
F A Z M A T O I E P F S 
& E - _ : 
29. 
"5. p. 16, 
p. 18. 
'V, p. 16, 
, p. 467. 
v^aiCH & BAS8LER, 
? A I # A F O L C ^ I = 
Type species 
Asymmetric pectlni (P) el . : with a free and \ 
biade, and a carina. The platform is usually broad and si.. . 
arched, aixi bears a promin . .. ral node. The central node is 
distlctly larger than the . .-i .. ; denticles of the carina. The 
lower surface bears a keel which fy : ; ns continously from the 
anterior to the posterior end o: In certain species a 
basal pit is present, which takes the form of a small slit in the 
keel, beneath the central node. The ornamentation of the upper 
surface is variable; a secondary carina may be developed and 
phylogenetically younger species bear an inner margin parapet. An 
outer lateral lobe is sometimes present, 
_ epjs is r- ;ted to the Upper Devonian Series. 
Kvltik. - _ t t _ -
Two :: Ing views have been advanced concerning the 
reconstruction of th. y matoiepis apparatus: 
First on the basis of the description of a . . . tic 
cluster, by LANGE i), following Type i api' - _ was 
proposed ; P- , _ ^ , 0,= notognathelliform, 
palmatodelliform, A,= ^-icniodiform, Az^ r .odontan, Ay^ 
scutulliform. As a result has been . ir " 
Polygnathidae KLAPPEE & PHILIP (1972) an^ ( 
reconstruction is supported by a natural ? of j-
dejjcatuia deiicuiata described by PU ' a_t. il981; fig. 6.4;, 
Second 01/?^ ^ \ j favoured an apparatus 
con= -t - -- _ . -:r ideas were later supp--^--
' " 'oatf' ' - wa -
- - -- _ ' - ' -- . / - ' 'rop - thr- : of 
- - % ' f ' e possible cn) 
ent_ __ - - _ ;s - - ' .e, lanceola - -
A natui AS5E%BLA%E faijnatoieois deiicatuia deiicatui; 
Pa=palmatolepan, Pb=nothogaathellan, M=palnatodeij.an, 
Sb=falcodontan. after PUCHKOV ai, al. (1981) 
Major morphotypes represented in the earliest 
fully developed species of faimatoiepis 
A. f.traasitans (lanceolate) 
B. P,punctata (spatulate) C. f.proversa (lobate) 
after FAHREAUS (1982) 
An example of a 
regular network 
pattern of 
palmatolepiforms 
F . TENUIPUACTATA 
Fig, 6.4 
according to PUCHKOV et al. (1881) and FAHRFAUS (1982). 
Apparatus 
'f. : Primitive Type I 
I I 
lanceol ATT 
ite, spatulate 
-ading, lobate 
y not evident) 
F , F Y A I A A F O J E P F S / [ype Ii; 
lanceolate, spatulate : 
(no i: - . evident: 
III 
lanceolate,spatulate,lobate 
its o. 
see fig, 6 
uite vmil v 
1 with so_^ 
F A I A A T O I E P J S 
referred to 
The different . . %us 1 b-
lera c Iby S ( 
ion. 6C), FAH5AI.C 
__i be removed fr^^ +he 
.^^dly or possibly a -riai 
• Y 
LY WL 
F B I A A T O I E P I S GLABRA U. 
;h the P element A species of falmatoiepis i 
long narrow platform. The 1-'form doe^ _ pos^ss an external -
however a parapet is dev I on the anterior margin of some a 
species, llie blade is moderately sigmoidal aixl does not reach 
posterior extremity of t . :. it. The majority of examples of this 
species - ared in this -- y were not sufficiently well preserved 
tc be ' ned to a sub-species, however the following were 
recop ..: . (see below). 
M W L I L - - - I & J 
Accc . . to FAHBAEU8 (1932) faijoatoJepis glabra has an 
advanced Ty]^ I apparatus. faiaatoiepis giabra iepta and 
f'ajaatcJepis glabra pectiaata are believed to represent the 
late and lanceolate morphotypes respectively. 3b distinct 
- e morp ' ' a has been recognised in this species, 
faiaatoJepis eUabra subsp, indet. 
46 specimens V&/1 
^jepjs glabra jepta Z1EGLE5 & HUDDLH, 
PI. 6E Fig. 10 
glabra eion#ata HOLKES: ZIEGLER (1962), PI. 1, 
figs, 10,14 (fig. 10- the holotype of f. iepta Z_ : ( 
HU! " pre-print % ), 
Pa kO.epis ULRICH & BAS8LER: rf : 1968, PI. 14, 
— j^^bra Zepta _ - I _ o, 380. 
bra lepfc - . - - p. 301-
_ . S^-PI " _ _ 
bra ; ' p. _ . 
3 . G,7, PI. 5, :-
ABR 
ind is character 
The parapet is t 
yeiifer Zon 
ife; 
liar 
rrom -
part of thi 
' : 2 / 8 / 1 , 
FA. 
PI. 
F'AJ&WI 
fig. 18 
G&5 
ZI5GLER, 1962. 
6E Fig. 9 
P E C T J A ^ F A A.SUBSC^ P , 3 ^ ^ - 5 9 3 . 
i pectiaata iP77, p. 305, 
figs, 7-11 -
glabra pectiaata " ' \, p. 03, 
0,11,15. 
of glabra i: \cteri5ed by the 
.^.v,._ricr part of the 
is equal Ir . to 
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far 
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I S 
CLAJ.: 1 
NUG 
/aJmatoiepje nunvta I _ & '. , L934. 
P I : ' 
F A I A A T O J E P I S N , 5 P , ] . . / L 
1,6,7. 
_. 5 adnuta & %umL: ZIBGLER, 1952, p. 392, Pi. 1. 
L934, p.23S, PI 
L / ^ 5 A - # I % U T 
rie, 9, f 
FAIAAF ? AIAUTA I 
PI. 6, /' 9,10,11, 
FAIAAT - ; AIAUTA . :< 
4. 
Internedlate 
PI. 4. 
- . _ i o: : -
fore are characteristically raised 
fo^epis gracilis, b -- - it is dist 
e nature of the bladt- - &a. 
.a is ab 
;Ous cen 
ma 
A 
The b _ of 
form resembles 
:rom the lattar 
_ ? 
LE " , 
_ - - ' rec- -i ill this -
- .. - . is - delineated i -
part of the platfnra, whicb is smooth. 
B / - - ^ ROW ; B 
exten' . ' the central ^ 
- - J - don or ia rows which . Intr 
. - - . . h r_.. a size and dii 
: a proz _ 
^ tn t^ . bed a! : the - a it 2 
- ' ' ' .. . orm. 
5 y- ^ J iccord 
. ' ' - _ _ . _ D B U R 
^ - - - - % . and i 
- -_ - . Z O ^ E , 
a primative Ty?e 1 
JRA_ 
fa Z aa 1 
f l R S . 
The P _ _ :5 oval, with a _ - blade-carinc __ i 
1 5 H-WC YUSTERIOR "CO TIFIE VI CERIT^JRAI N.00.1:^ . INE 
anter"?" _ - margin begins a short way behind ttm anterior rf 
the -- inner margin begins further to th^ posterior, - k 
half etween the anteri ^remity of the blade-carina and ttm 
central node. A thickening s . ^tive of a parapet is present on the 
anterior portion of the inner lobe, which itself is generally Doorly 
developed. The blade-c . . rved and shallow adcarinal grooves 
may be seen. The post^ . f the unit is flexed upwards, Soim 
of the - mens : _ . : -esembling fajjzzatoiep-is deiicatuia 
however ' are ^ by the Incipient parapet and 
adcarinal grooves, Specimens which show an abrupt increase in the 
curvature of the carina accompanied by the development of a bulge on 
the outer part of the anterior platform (fig, 18), appear to be 
deformed examples of this species. 
Age and ranre of tl^ species: From the base of the 
faimatol -. , % -Zone into the Lower fajaatoiepis jzarig'inifera-
Zone (ZIEGLER, 1973/. 
This ._ .es was assigned to the -_ - _ ; 
KvLLER ti956). FAHRAE^S (1982) bell .- . . : 
. Ill apparatus to be typical of this group. 
:: 46 specimens Sample: 2/8/1. 
teauipunctata T, 1G55, 
PI. GE 1? 
fa^ fioatojaj^ js tenuipunctata n.sp. . , p. 136, PI. 2. 
fig. 22. 
fWjaaLoiepis tenuipu^ctata ' ZIEGLER, 1973. p, -' ' 
' F I P - 7 -
fiajaatcU . y vctr / . L:/ , . p. 22G-231, FT. 9, 
figs. 1-3,3 " . with s .L 
faJaatoiepia te/zuip-vnc - - 7- . : VANG & ZIEG 1 ".PI. 3, 
fig. 5. 
— ; P element is distingu: by a w 
external lateral lobe. internal lobe is 
platform is unornamented. The material consists 
which appear to rep^^^^^t phylogenetically late 
1 0 7 9 " . 
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: I A A G ^ J A : 
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r- taxonomy. 
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ral 
cavity is 
a n 
of f^Dderodus. The 
)Out 
sed by - . _ : 
n of . b dist 
s at least half the _ of 
-- forms in faitoJus 
r feature. ' . -
. _ch serve to : 
usually broadly 
the crosG-s^_ . 
^rally above aid-
basal cavity, 
f . - - y and it 
Co the mi: 
in th_ 
sible due 
:a this g 
CNRCR FT 
Lower Ordovician to 
/ . 
array of costate 


ARE 

F ] E . 
'.ition 
of It- ' id and posess : 
reseat _ _ a but dii - : 
urved = .. -_ Ai.." species 
of } - - : a : - of 
they _ 1 ' ill - .re 
D T K I T 
are r 
lellan a?r 
ZDUS A I H E . 
PI. 6A 
p, 191, Pi. 15, 
83, : 
Desc; 
AMIFORB 
- LY 
r 1 . ' 
its Jiskal 
BEI^E 
latei 
denti 
fr 
p, 43-44, PI. 3, 
AN 
.nci 
o: 
LES 
stally j 
-GIY 
A R - J . 
is vsr 
is ( 
: 13,16. 
fVectospatAodus /RANSOk & TEPPSSOF, 196&, p. 15, 
fiectospatAodus fZexuocus BSAMHOB & KEHL: REXROAD & CKAIG. 1971, 
: 83, figs. 3-7 
e^^&sus Is distinguished from f, exteasug oii the 
FALLOW . A: 
a) The .;'- - of are _ or more blade-' 
b) Th^ . Oi : \oec ^ ject as far ir as it 
does in f, e; : s a - - is car.-. - - s 
c) The bas- - - ' ' .- 5 is ar . .. . of 
P. 6 ' - IS ( - : : - . - ew. 
Features aj and b) led SEZROAD & CRAIG suzzest 

^OLATE 
CO 
,r 
Lair 
i w: 
in crc-
THE I 
free 
/ a bas 
of fY 
arina. 
ind it 1 
inues 
D E N T I C L E S 
5 usually 
have an arched 
surface of the 
crname _ 2 
of the 
Series 
B S P E C I E S ; 21 
MAY B 
the fc 
in ZIEGLER E 
1377. p. 44:-
& Z I 5 C L 5 E ! 
5 I ZIEGLER, %_ AUSTIN, 
r .995, p, 144, PI, 4,4. fig. 2. 
The P element is characterised by % . . id constriction 
in the upper surface of the platform at th^ outer geniculation 
point, Th^ anterior margins are fthe outer ona iKore strongly) 
aiid meet the blade ak . . .  imately the same position, The 
g^^^culation points are c . : The free blades are massing from 
the specimens in the collection. 
Tte upper surface is ornamented by nodose transverse 
ridges in the specimens reviewed, The platform is wider ti^ zn in 
. - . . of f. ti^orensis. 
_ - Ic - - From the upper part of 
. ' . .. . . . % ^ 3 yarcuj^^ubzone (Glvetian 
Stage) according / t ZIEGLER 
Mate i; imens . \ _ : SAL 5, MC 12, 
Pl. 61 
n.sp. ! 
ifig. 3= lectotype acc_ 
1934, p. 246, 
DULLER & . . ] R 
PI. 21, 
Pi, 11, 
- 5 ' 
BREYJ 
8 
& )IEKL: CYGAS". 1079, p. 
A species of PoiygLnathus in which the P element is short 
and narrow and the carina continues a short dl.stance be 
platform. The margins of the 
ich are . ^ ated from the cz' 
: . t is also -- y nodose. The unit may be 
Devonian Series 
spec 
L f. brerfjaauDUS occ 
id Zones of the 
2 / 8 / 1 . 

A P . 
smc ith si -
laaceolate and sy-. 
the 
in which the upper 
hickened mar^^n: 
in shape. 
_ _e to the 
'EGLEE, 1962). 
ial: 4 speciaeas 
'^face of the is 
outline of the is 
L Prom the lower part of 
part of the 
2 / 8 / 1 , 
jj^jujfarmJs HlNDE, 
fo2yg-j:ai!:.bi:;5 ijDg-ujforzajsn.sp. HINDS, 18'/9, p. 367, PI. 17, fig, 15. 
ies of foiygnatiius ijng-ujforjiijs were introduced by 
WITTEKIEDT : and KLAPPER (1971), and three morp}' -s of the 
nominate subspecies were } _ --- by BULTYBCK (1970). ER &1. 
(1976) suggested tt^ it _ DT's su ^:ies f. 
traasyersus and f,jinjuiforaus aucro#atu^ '.luld be treated as 
morphotypes of the nominate ; : ccies (the eta and zeta morphotypes 
respectively). ZIEGLE5 g±, f6) also recognised tlie alpha and 
gamma m:. 
morphc. 
and described two new 
-TAUS ] 
ed below. The zamim 
otypes of BULTYFCK 
(delta and epsilon), 
le mor ... - o f 
recognised in thi - are 
is recogr.. ... is ' — ate . - .-s. 
: : ' ' . 
- to STARLING (1Q81) th^ f. J[ 
consists of seven different 
ooD^"" uuth an angulodontan and a plectospathodontan 
its 1 apparatus. 
nt in 

.. 11. 
Z I E G L E I . . 1,1 . 
YOJJ/G'IZAL.UUB 
ZIEGL2E, 197" 
F O J Y G A A T ^ U S ' RADS ] . 
'7 -1"-, PI. 2, fig. 16, 
rormis delta 
_D Fig. 14 
I I N ^ U I F O R A A S . ,. :! 
F J ^ ^ U J F A R A I S -
& 1 . , 1 9 7 6 , ? ' 
J J ^ G U J F C R A I A K 
nat&^s-Pl. lu, iig 
forais HINDE delta 
delta morphotype: 
figs. 4-8. 
delta : _ 
This morpho .s ( __ d by a carina which rsc 
' . . posterior extremity of the unit and by the absence of a v/ell 
developed tongue, The outer aargin of t stform is al#ost flat 
anteriorly and forms a uniform, broadly r .. id convex curve in the 
posterior portion. The upper surface is ornamented by weakly 
developed transverse ridges, which are arranged radially on the 
outer half of the platform, 
Age - ; raphlc range o ' ' - - Late Kiddle Devonian 
seri-_ - - yarcus^subzone, - % 
3 specimens \ UD 2B, 
epsilon mk .. . , 
PI, 6D Fig. 13 
fcjygna - _ HINDE; 
PI. 2, 12. 
jzDg-uiforjipjs BINDS epsilon i.. kype: 
Z _ 1 & KLAPPES in ZIEGLER et. &L. , 1976, PI. 4, figs. 20 
ijrrujforais HINDE epsilon morphotype: 
ZIEGLEE, . p . ; ' srPl, 10, figs, 5,9,10 (with 
synonymy). 
_ g - _ epsilon c. ' 
•7 
FCIYG'JIA \ 
sensu ZIEG 
- Ion" 
PI. 
- - _ I ZI ' - - - J H O C Y P E 
ji^g^iformis \/ _ . . & ZIECLEE, , PI. 
1 8 , 
/jD^Uifora^s mucronata n.subsp. VITTEKI^^DT, 1966, PI. 2. 
- : --- us . - _ E z r: ZIEGLER 
& KLAPPER in ZIEGLER al., 1976, PI. 4, flRs. 20,21. 
&1. 1075: 
. na, 
]f the :or^ curves 
of wu^tert^^ 

A narrow for" 
POSTERIOR P O R T I O N 
- - wer than the 
tudlDally. 
In cross-section, 
flat posteriorly .. .. 
beazs a series o 
ly twice as long as it is wide, 
crzi is characteristically %wch 
the unit, which is conc&ve 
ER surface of 
riorly. 
platform is 
thG NA. 
jres tr 
rises in 
the r 
Lor 

.. - ; %ylus - . . . 
?i. 61 , 10 
f n :- 'FEE, PI. 60, figs. 54,66,72-74 
- - - - ^ ' : " 9 = 
: : w : . 1950, PI. 57, 
. - ^yius - -^PER in ! " _ -
F - . - ' ' : " 1 , 2 , _ J - YNONY^Y) . 
f. Yyi^s - . ' -- -: ZIEGLEP, KIAPPER & Ji-
p .' PI. 3, fig, 1. 
_.-thus Jiryius xyius STAUFFERr C . . 1979, p. 275-277, PI. 15, 
_ -. 11,12,17,18, PI. 17, - -fnoi 
gnatAus ^ylus xyJns S - . J VAMG & : , 1983, PI- 7, 
fig, 10, 
fojyg-Datjzus ^lyius xyjus STAUFFER: BOHI ' & FISCHER, PI, 3, 
fi%. 3. 
m is characteristically narrow, elongate ai^ 
U It is concave in cross-section and the 
. . til or very weakly nodose. Tba nodes faraing 
e platform coalesce into a nearly smooth 
_es: Upper Middle Ik. 
nian Series (approK; 
_ _ - .jSl) has described a: ratus for 
( - - of seven different nt types. As with 
f. - 1 apparatus of fyiygriatAus was found 
to contain an . .lodontan element in addition to a 
plectospatl"^^^^?r " .t, 
spec :_ i: _ - - %C 12, L,S. H 

E 
A 
[ I A L : a: BAH 4. SEO 4 
SJDA TLOG-A'A FJJL.'DUS 
sp. 
iinatus RHODES, 1953. 
1 
1953, p. 324, ?1. 23, fig;: 
^ VALLIcES, , p. 47-48, Fi 


- I D E B' 
- fol 3 (see 
?i5 re. -: _ deasis Z! _ _ ; 
Oi= -A^dfaj _ . :ER; 
5= -- - ^ : -_ _ !des WALL 
A,- #. - _=/[A n. sp. 
#2= f - - ;paiAodu5 cf - - ;ES; 
A?^ %- iodeiia n.sp. -' :ca 
Mate - 22 specimens San BAH 4, 
S^ataogaatAodus -- & SAMNE--
Pl. 6C Fig. 17 
5^atAognathodus tra^sitaas n.sp. BISCHOFF & SAFKEKAF3\ ;95&, PI. 13, 
figs. 4,5,12,14. 
Oirarj^ odiAa tr-ansjtazis 8ISCH0FF & .. MAIiM: ZIEGLEE, 1973, p. 251-
252, OzarArdi^a-Pl. 2, fig. 9 (wit . , 
Ozar&odira transitans BISCKOFF & SANNE' L/UMZ & OBKISTON, 1979. 
p, 58, morpbotype a PI. 3, fig. 21. 
In the specimens recovered the blade is thick . its 
posterior ; n is - cted The lips of t : tsal 
cavity fla:- ' oadly each _ single robust denticle, 
connected to the amd j ]w of denticles by a thin ridge. The 
presence of only one denticle on each Inhe is characteristic of 
:: - -pe a according to LAEE 
/ ^ . - - - J 0- _ - - __ - -ing to LANE & 
^ - - "couples the 
3 of XLAPPER \^ower - i Series) 
. = - ' f has ' - % assign ' 'o the 
' -- .er an - - atus has 3s yet 
r ed r^- Le rhr-- . as 
kodina ^.: - - ^ r^r - . -"__ .' the 
I N E R - ^ - - IZD - % _ . . _ _ - R 
- - _ - - - " : , I S IT " . R 
The or portion rji the blade is - - ed ^ -7 
- - " range of _. - _ __ - . 3 
a r r am the O'zar^odjna %_sp. D Zone into the 
accordln, ANE & 05MIST0N (1979/ _ ' Devonian Series. 
rial: 11 specimens ^ SEO 4 
Genus: ..diaa B 1925. 
_ R J C A I O D I C : !, 
"ZOAIODINA _ 
- j o a i o d l n - __ . r - - p . 4 2 . 
-- . '. _ :, ^ 4 
rioniodj^. _ _ _ . __ '5, p 69. 
mn^nies: '-raata, EE, 
_onj-^fn= is characterised by dolabrate ranii 
el _ = . ^2 -_ i posterior process, It bears antericuiv 
di-: - _y spaced discrete, or fused denticles. "T-} ^^wer 
^ns of toe posterior bar and the anttcusp fora an acute __ ; in 
- species. The a.'' -p usually bears well developed denticles, 
.. and #eqprjoajodus are distinguished from 
frioz 3 by the presence of an anticusp r a t h e r than a well 
devel: ' - _ ocess, SozE confusion Ims however arise. . ' 
the dis _ !en aixi ^eoprjonfod^s. J -
fly86) #eqprjo% _ solely by its nondenti a 
anticusp, ! - -- recognised that sooe species of . 3 
nay have a few ( _ les or anticusp, TELFORD (1975) - - sted 
that as tr- .s some aor]. _ ical similarity between ' - two 
- a and appear to c ./ the same position in ztul ^oent 
tuses, .refore they should be considered synonymous. 
..ding to the rules of priority SynprzoDiodiDa would be the 
-ynonym. Xcst authors, however, separate these two genera. 
.%a may be the # elem-. n the 1, Type 2 
or Tvoe -- of KLAPPEE & PHILIP 
44, PI. 3, 
PI, 81, " - 1 2 . 
6-11 (with 
& MSHL; TELFORD, 
denticles, 
reported herein. 
T h e c u s p i s tri 
cavity beneath it has an ii 
posterior r^ tr are char&cte: 
. . i. 
s V- r _ I to 
one ( ' - 55 conta 
the antici^^ is s in the 
ia cross-section -- the t 
laring lip. The r les of -
y of uniform size and p^sTtially 
3ultie - - : 
0 2 . _ : BEI 
- -f the M 
. str, )y these aui. 
on the posterior Si 
' .ricDiodiaa a by T1 
9 _ mens 
ta .esent tbe # e_ . -
- s and certain ; 
"73 and ) 
Indicated in the : 
r ( - _ tt^^ al -
we "d in a new form-. 
4, ' SEO S, SEC 2 
AIS 
the cusp. 
I R I C 
B 
r 
z ; 
T R I E 
LODEJZA 
'jaodeiJa iac 
or nearly : 
M y projects 
ates arched ramif 
rical. The lip o: 
:wards to foriii a 
LEGENT" 
baaal cavity 
adenticulate 
uggested that Zr . . jdeiia 
However the symmetry and 
1671) of s 
the symmetrical alate r; 
- - & CRA. - ' : 
closely ted to fUec 
position in apparatuses : 
that it is imre closely . 
elements #ibbarde2ja and 
' . . ; . .U^L_ 
ieiia is the As or Ec o^imber o± the 
transition ^ es of Type 1 or Type 2 apparatuses -
(KLAPPEB & . P. 1971;. 
symmetry 
ctivelv 
p] 
IrjcAonodeiia exca 
PI. i 
a n.sp, 
ABOROFIEXA 
231,241-242. 
Zric^oDodeija A? a E 
31, fig. 2f 
p. _ 80, flfs. 
1953, p. 312-313, PI. 23, figs. 
EXEOAD & CRAIG, 1971, 
L9?5. p. 75, P] 
5 of IrjcAoDodeiJa in which tha aboral exe- - n 
. expands markedly beneath the crest of rhm ^ ,o 
nrr/erts Upwards f a promine?^ :_ i 
/- ^ = portiCu the cuap. 
}p is sharply inclined to - terior. 
It is tri 
brancl 
. . 0° and 
ns the dr 
e In size 
in croas-:- - ]n with a convex 
antero-laterai keels, from w_ 
iiau anterior 
the "-^eral 
arioily. These 
and may be shs 
les of the la-
5 diverge at an . of 
f or deeply arched. In some 
processes k:an : 
from the cusp, they are laterally 
. _ - EXCAYA 
awltielement species ( 
']nds to apparatus H of 1 
: L A L : 12 SPECIMENS 
_ cognised as the A? element of 
a e^cayata e^^avata which 
/ (1GG4), 
18/7/9. lOL 1, B/Dg 3, SEO 2, 
GEO 3. 
?7ricAoaode7ia sp. aff. r, exrayafa BRAE8UM & MEHL, 193: 
PI. 6B Fig. 12 
Ihe - .1 denticle (which is broken in the ; of 
the collectic. jpears to strongly inclined posi It 
bears a pronounced lip . i projects markedly to the posterior. The 
: . .ateral 1 - - _ recurved so that the unit is an 
ic V-shat' n v_^ - r: ]m above. 
^ NODEJIA I A C O S T A A S 
i. 10-12. 
R - O S F A A S VALLJ 
PI. 80, - - - " 'with sync 
Tric^oj VALL_ 
YOY) 
ate ramiform element i the Iz -
and their cles lie i& a plane and the cusp is . _ 
towards the posterior. The denticles are rounded in cro . 
and widely spaced. The base of the cusp is wider than the arc 
that it projects posteriorly as a rounded lip. The underside of 
unit is excavated by a groove v&ich deepens abruptly beneath 
jf the arch to form a basal cavity. 
is the - - " ]f the v 
of ' . yariabiiig - \IS5R) accori - ILEE ( 
.iaij 7 specicK _ mples: C/D 1, 18/7/9, BAH 4, -
ZrjcAoHodejZa symmeLrJca & KEHL, 1933 
PI. 6A 
F P . 
the crest of the arch and 
vf the processes. 
:o%e sub-
J J I A S 
)DFIUEV 
ensis. 
1, 18/7/u. 
7RJ 
PI. 
This form resei 
lateral 
excavation is 
denticles are 
latter is tr 
produced pc-
_s is on^ 
beneath 
id t--' ' 
ii 
to f 
ver the a - t 
jximateiy GG° and the 
entire I /th of the 
' y - : - 3ent _ .he -
and its L i _ 
. / ' ' . / L I P -
- 4, C/D 1. 
The 
The 
I S 
? F 
PI. 
LODEIJ ; 
13:-
A r - ly asymmetric form, consisting of t t 
processes, v .. diverge at an angle of approximately e 
- side of the unit is deeply excavated and a prominent upYfard 
groove-like, inner lip, projects from the b.ase of the 
:u 7he 1: - r^s to be broken in the only r . i 
- ered. The __ - - bear discrete rounded denticles. 
. 1 men _ 9, 
( N C J J N A T U A X 1 0 0 
. - - 75 - - - 4, : 
egu/de^tAta ^ 50 ^ss^ple SEO 4, i 
fiectcapat^cdus z 75 (sample BAH 4, 
A X 1 6 0 ( ^ 
3 X ' \ . " ' } 
1^^-.^^ view; 
. ^ lateral t ^ 
lateral ^ 
.%%er lateral view) 
WHU 
Lsueral view) 
T r j c ^ c ^ o d f j i a ^ f r i C d x 16v 
lat_ view) 
'saople 18/7/Q, pcctericr view) 
, 4 , 
- . view) 
: 18/7/Q, 
'. 1 view) 
, inner lateral view) 
# 
I 

, ={73 - _ j 4, - ral view) 
; X _ - V J , :_ - - \ 1 \ 
. . A X 7: . ' . D 1, inner lateral view) 
Ar -- ' - . view) 
FJectospatAoJvs % 100 ^sanple SEO 3, 
. view) 
X 100 ' ; , ianer lateral view; 
5 ' s % 75 (s" . BOT 4, inner lateral 
A ; . . r lateral view) 
- sp. aff. 
I . , . . view) 
. ?r . _ z sp. ; _ (saaple 13/7/9, outer lateral view) 
1 - .. ' . -r lateral view) 
' ' ' . ' :rior view) 
Tri - a sp. A % -- ^ r view) 
- - sff. f. . . - /' 
view) 
' 'iijs % - ' , inner lateral view) 
Panderodus' sp. aff, f, : ' 
- aff, P. . X 
, ' ' ' ' ; . . ' VIEW! 
' . ' view) 
Bejodeila sc. A % 100 'sample C/D 1. lateral view) 
' Y V 1 
* 
% 
P L A T E 4 ' ^ 
/, upper viewj 
CAB F, r view) 
.- . - - _ f . CAB F, r view) 
OL .- - 75 . e C - ' - - _ view) 
. 75 - ' view) 
cjryjcuada % 75 (sample CAB F, upper view) 
X 7^ F, - view) 
3 _ _ % 75 <S3 &.%. 5,3, 
r view) 
]dus 6i]ater :e%s x 75 fsa_ i.M. 5.3, 
r view) 
ddZei %75 (sample CAB F, lateral view) 
. ! % :/ . . , L". ' view) 
upper view; 
X . - upper view) 
- . 4, upper view) 
.ateral view) 
i 

FLATS 6D: 
3 , 
4. 
(sample 5. upper view) 
0 ' IZPLE YAL 3 , UPDER VIEW) 
] % 100 C. SAL 5, upper view) 
_ - : . - - - KC 12, _ : _ew) 
: ;LEW) 
3 % lOt - - SAL 5, upper view) 
- ^ 1 ^ WIAWL 
foiyf - aff. p. ^ _ . 
VIEW/ 
foiygaatAus tjaorsDsis y 100 (sample L.S, H, upper view) 
xyZus % 100 (sample L.S, H, upper view) 
F C I Y Z D A ± ^ U 5 (%AMMA ^OROHOTVPE) X 
FC J I ^ F U I F O R N I S I I N G U : 3 " - ' . _ : 
( . ? 
Icriodus % 100 (a. .. .. 
fcrjod^s x ?3 'sample UD 2B, upper view) 
} ' \ ' view) 
view) 
FCRIUDUS ;ppei view) 
view) 
i 
'i 

. view-
ccstatus % 100 (sample CDP E, upper view) 
'fjaaiDUS X 100 (sample 2/8/1, lateral ^iew) 
x 100 (sample 2/8/1, lateral view) 
_ .. ample 2/8/1, r view) 
. ria % 100 . 2/8/1, ' view) 
<- _ lat- _ 
% 1 0 0 ( S ; - / I . VIEW) 
11. glabra % 100 (saa^le GDP E, upper view) 
. ' . ' '' . .. . ; ' . view) 
. _ : ' . ' ' . - ; < , " view) 
14, . _ ' 3cj/ - . 7ig _ _ ' , upper view^ 
15, - . . - ;/G/i, - .. view) 
10 faiaatojepis r^oaiboidea y (sample 2/3/1, upper view/ 
17. ' . . . . '' ' ' : ' . 2/8, : .. ' '' 
1 8 , ' . . : ' ' / ' ' 1 0 0 . ' . 
2 2 . ^ A R G I C I F E R A D U P I I C D C D % . < ; 
23. /cricdus sp. aff. I.ajterwatus ^ ?5 (&a^^ie 2/8/1, upper view) 
y4. ^ lOU (san^ie uDper view; 

Y L A T E 6 ^ 
area? 
u in chapter 
evo 
the 
rev' 
Two 
UAR. 
IR 
The nature of 
bic^ been defined for the Pyrenees 
le. The 3 of previous conodont 
are also ^r^eizy u^s^rib^^ in th&t cnsDter, 
o, contrasbing views on th^ Alpine structural 
ees and the significance of these models in 
reconstruct ^ Devonian terrains is 
: . deformation is also discussed, 
er two, demonstrate the complexity of 
a intensely del areas, 
y .:e type sections from each of the main facies 
areas, which have been sampled anj studied for petrographic work, 
c^ re given In chapter three. The locations of the conodont samples 
are also shown. The results of processing these samples are given in 
chapter five. 
The results of the petrography are described In chapter 
four. The :ned from this work is combiiied with the 
field des ^ ^ / r 3) in order to define the facies types 
described in that 
Chapter :ils with the results of the conodont ^ . 
work. The conodont faun; 
HRE ZIVER 
Detailed 
E P R : ID 
a. Interestj-
-red and the ages 
rlptions of 
een the ; -
VAT_ : U 
]f the CO 
ite faun& 
effect of 
's are 
de\ 
:lmc 
L E ^ 
inf 
1). The re' 
of the facies 
folic 
se of 
irk (outl 
ext are s 
fig y.2, 
328 
a Black orthoceratld limestones and shalei 
"Vaulsortian" crinoidal limestones and shales 
Lime mud "reef" mounds 
3 Crinoid-brachioDod bicclastic limestones 
Semi-pelagic limestones and shales with crinoids and 
tentaculitids. 
Pelagic nodular linestones 
ISRCSNSI Pelagic nodular limestones or dolomites and shales, 
with tentaculitids 
Bryozoan sandstones and crinoidal calcarenites 
Black shales with limestones and quartzites 
Turbiditlc sandstones 
Sandy slates 
SCALE 
0 20km 
Arize massif 
Signac 
Calient de 
Sa 1 a t 
Ariege 
a1 D'Ara 
Vil] r 
V i 1 1 e f r a lie hp 
(DSAMANYA 
C a s t e l I s 
North Pyrenean facies ^ r ^ a 
Northern facies area 
Central facies area 
W e s t e r n f a c i e s area 
Southern facies area Cotiipte area 
Sierra Negra area 
Camprodon 
00 
HO 
VD 
P 1 K ' ^ IUI__LHA.. 
A. Earlle-^ " ilnnla: igudti-Zong). 
black - .. - _ which characterised the 
_ ; to have : _d into earliest Devonlai 
. tt most of the Pyrenees (fig. 7.3'. The black orth - -
lio^stone facies (described in section 4.5) , which first d . . 
towards the end of the Silurian Period, was most widespread 
time. These limestones at ' .  -ticularly abundant in the Southern 
facies area where a mixed indicating a deep shelf environmern: 
is seen, especially in examples from the Compte subfaclas area. 
In the Villefranche area however the typical facies is not 
developed. Here the . %- to earliest [Devonian interval - .-rs 
to be represented by - - r- and crinoidal limestones which _ - ly 
represent a "VaulsorLian"-type environment. 
B. Upper Gcdlnnlan Stage acd j*ncyro(fe2_Zoides-
fcriodus pesavis- zones). 
-.derable differentiation occurred di _ this time. 
The "Waul'_ tn" crinoidal lioK-:^ - ar^ shale faci-- a:ee section 
4.6) became much more widespread fig- ?.4). It encompassed much 
of the Sierra Negra subfacies area. _ ^ :he orthoceratid 
limestone and shale facies persisted in . lis block until 
Dostvo.sciijnjcfti-Zone times, when it was by the crinoid-
brachiopod bioclastic limestone f^^ies ^^^klon 4 9). This 
facies appears to have also dev. . i in the Arize Massif at this 
time. 
sortian"-type crlr-i^-l lime-^^"-s and shales (seen 
in the region of the Mariaana g: - orite) ar to rep: :-t the 
earliest Devonian sediments of the Val D'Aran ^see . .^r -3, 
section 1), Similar .sediments are seen in the eastern part of the 
Northern facies area ai^ north of the Couflens 't, Furthermore a 
postp/o-sciiMdtj-Zone fauna was recover;. ; . . : of this type in 
the northern part of the western facie. / .-
At Signac in the western nar L - - Northern - es area, 
in - "ist, .sedime: -  f this age _ . to the -pelagic 
limestone and shale = - ; (section < _4 same facie.s is seen 
further to the west i . Salat region. 

3 3 1 
Tn the ' _ i. - : the ' c o : . j r a t i d l i m e s _ 
*y t \ _^s. This 
N, 
'''" the Sal : de :_ - a the thicy of 
_ ,, at the . of _ - &. may date - ^^is 
near Luz "S: :a" 'i are airectly overlain oy % _ar 
C. Siegenian to lowermost Emslan Stage (fcrjodus Auddiei curejcauda-
jrectaagu^aris s. l.-aag^ustoides-Zone and Tcriodus Auddiei curricauda-
J C R I O D U S L U D D J E I - Z O A E ) . 
tlan"-type ( : :ntation continued over the S. 
Negra area vfig. 7.5). During - interval massive limestones 
Basibe Formation; predominated. In the western part of the southern 
f ea zites. believed to represent submarine sand bars 
( - : were also deposited during this tiiK^ 
Pelagic limestone sedimentation continued in the Compte 
subfacies area. 11^ rate of deposition was very low, especially in 
the east where the succession is very thin (BOERSMA, 1973), 
CoL . . dating has proved that crinoid-brachiopod 
bloclastic 1" :;neG t%re being deposited in the ^rize _f at 
this time, S: - sediz (dated by : _ , 1973) were = sited 
in the Castells block. 
ation remained the sane over - of th-
and Veste: " a: - However in t 
c_ : to pe] . limestones and - (see section 4.11). 
In - J fades area bl ahales limestones 
probabl] - - . at this _ CLI# (1959) _ ' _ a 1 
ence of ' - - ^ in t^^ ^^w%r Devonian - .. i oi — 
ern part ' area, 
T* noi^ut Western faci"-
" calcarenite facies 
. ; to have ^ _ it this time. 
3 3 4 
D. ]&: ( F C R I O D U S B I J A T E R J 
AUS-ZONE AND N . 
B I J A T E R I C R E S ^ E N ^ -
. . Z R I C R E S C I D - J C R I 
SEDIMENTS 
irs to have I'enia 
are i i& the 
part jf : ra 
RHI 
_ 'Osite^ at ihis 
the sante Ir 
}lassif. IR 
^ area, however (Sallen 
bioclastic limestone f: 
E Eifellan Stage (fcrfodus corniger Zone). 
Fig. 7.6 Emsian Stage { J c r i o d u s b l l a t e r i c r e s c e n s b i l a t e r l o r ^ s ^ Q H S j i 
lcjzlada2zIlaljgxiAtJiiiszZQSx&.)..-

"-uy / .. - - in the c . 
AREC 
Iri . -- - -- ' fades arcr 
_ - -_ L_ --one fades 
i sou 
s area, at this time. 
F, Givetiz Zone). 
- _ - _ - - _ widespre 
time - . . ^ 1_ -s were 
. - - - They are also seen in 
a. . .. ' ' " ' _ . ' . sfraache area, 
also coKmsiK^d in the / 
by . _ \ .ar limestones and ahales 
UDfortuzately there is no blostravlgraphic incorma' 
from the - -- however - ^ 
sedimentation prevailed throughout most of the Devonian Period. 
- . _ - : - have . i unch: in 
- . . of .% ' ral -:n . s. The --mos 
: - . _ . .. _ .. les 
Y - . . - ' " . I 1"; I" 
In % - facile - _ - -- - -
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'^'ion appears to have 
_ es area, In the 
-n fades a in 
- - : _ - - - ^ I S S A P P - ^ ^ . . - : ' 
acic^ 3A a narked ct occure 
the . ion ^^i^^Jitic .tones. This ^^^ies e 
westmaiuo central par^r - ' _ _ _ facies area. 
: -_: _^iur _ - - - _- depos it 
In th- ber: _- ' ^ " ' - facies area the 
: - ion of ^ - ime- ._ _ - _ appears to ha^a 
continu- : . a. ' :_ _ reef limestones 
with a - fauna of ag; :arding to KULLEE & ROGER (1977) 
the Pey { -. Fault forms the c ry between this area and the 
of turbiditic sandstone sedimentation, to tl^ B immediate north-
(fig. 7.11). 
H, Fameanlan Stage (faiamjtoiejpjs rAfj^nboidea to SkapZijg^natAus 
veJifer Zones. 
Pelagic limestone S' .. ' .. i appears to have extended 
ir^^ . western part of ' facies area &y this time 
ff /. ' . { -_ (1969) I the nodular limestones 
overlying tl^ turbiditic sandstones cu- _ this age. These r 
- - - seen to khe - in the Val D'Aran. 
limestcnes 2 - so seen overlying the sandstone 
- in the central part of tl^ 3rn facies ares, 
of the Western facies area lent de Gallego 
-ver, reef-like limestones ' conodonts, see 
r .11 being depos iurr Interval. 
reported in - ar^^ : (1962) 
be of 
OTF . . R - - _ RS THR 
the 1 : 
CO 
F i g . 7 . 1 0 Eamennla j^ , 
palaeogeography of the Pyrenees 
=-iod ir fig, 7.il. Th^ terrain has been 
-ntary - ^  deduced from the fades sequences 
_- s. )iajar faults, which appear to 
of these belts, are show: 
- , - ' . 3yr^ fault system indl': 
Unfortunately it . ;ible to att- - ^ palinspastic restoration 
of these faci . . as there is still so awch uncertainty 
concerning the - y' both Alpine and Harcynlan displacements, 
along the faults . re the original extent of the fades 
belts can iKDt b^ determined without detailed knowledge . . :he: 
contraction due to both Alpine and Hercynian thrusting and f 
Nevertheless it can be seen from the nievious ... 
that certain amendments need to be : ... to the present definition of 
the fades areas. Firstly the 12 . _ .  n fades area can not be 
considered a single entitiy, i&aior differences are seen in tl^ 
evolution of sediments along the strike of this facies area. In the 
western r^^t of the Northern fades area (Signac region), ptilagic 
limestone and shale sedimentation, probably representing a shelf 
environment, prevailed t- .. .: out Devonian times. In the Salat 
region semi-pel- i m e s t o n e s and shales, which appear to 
represent .a di. .. . nvironment, were deposited during the 
Lower and _ - Dev - : - riod. North of the Conflens Fault (fig. 
7.11) and eastern part of the Northern facies area, however, 
this _ . al appears to be represented by "Waulsortlan" 
r _ ...eposited in a deep .shelf-margin environment, I: 
6 . .  the Conflens Fault may be a part of the Alpine North 
1 . .' . ... system and that the terrain north of this fault may 
have beer ilaced to its present position by strike-slip. This 
terrain is therefore tentatively placed In the deep sh'l^ —-rin 
zone to the east of the *_'r 3 region in the "r. " on 
(fig, 7.11). It can alt . '- _ from the reconst: he 
sediments of the Villef.- . ' region were probably ' d on the 
southern shelf margin .as this area lies to the south of the Kerens-
Fault. 
Fig. 7.11 
4&VF 
4 / 
SCALE 
0 20km 
- ^ • . . _ T • 
'N 
palaeogeographi c boundary ^-^—KiSl-
palaeogeographic boundary corresponding with a major f a u l t 
F A U V F - -
A ) ' 
W F:-
1% Western facies area, - Devonia 
there is a ntrast between the -,njn of the 
- ter _ bs and th = ^  the regiuu^ Lu the sou^T—' - L anu 
! ;ted that - ''"^ ince along the Peyr Fault 
c . Its which ; " t'- 'rthern border of the 
f -- - - Ite, allowed the ' - al basi ' _ztend 
westwards d'. ' ' this time. Tlie sediments of the . and 
southwestern 5 of this facies area appear to represent a shelf 
r-_-. ^ivironment. This facies area , _ aracterised higher 
2 f t- -- srial. Th _ts are much more sandy 
than their _ _ alents. _ ;ortian"- type sediinents are 
only seen : most Devonian ti^es, they are succeeded by 
bioc lizestones and ^.liferous sandstones which appear to 
repi-. a moderately ' ow shelf environment. Subsidence 
thrc t]^ Middle and of the Upper Devonian Series, gave 
rise deposition of t_ _ 'reef"-like lime-aud a^mnds. 
"Tne Sierra Regra acies appears to represent a shelf 
nargin environment. With regression deep-water "Vaulsortian"-type 
sediments twsre replaced by pelagic limestones and shales during 
Middle r%r- i times, whilst subsidence continued ir Western 
f _ ait' In the Casamanya area howevf ' - = 
e- itation appears to have continued, - into 
D - in times. It is si ed - this ares d the - . 
b-- and therefore cc _ __ -:go r^_.. - . ' . e as a 
result of movement - - th^ ^^^aceL. pitalet Fault ^ 4 11). 
In the li=; s- - '.fAtion differs from other 
s of the Sierr^ , ^^^les - ^jt of the Devonian 
od- fe^ies dsvcj. here appear be - .rmediate between 
e dev6 _ in the ( and Sierra #egra _ 'acies areas. The 
Arize .f show a similar development and were 
__ted in :ransition zone between the northern 
- noi''- . shelf aargin. As major sinistral 
-.ke-sli - ' _ ^ occurred along the Sorth Pyrenean 
F ' luri - - - Era. this block would have probably lain 
a - . der- _% - - - . _e east of its present position, during 
rv : n times (see fi^. 
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